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Experimental aerodynamic investLgations were conducted during 
May, 1971 on a .003366 scale model of the Grumman space shuttle 
orbiter mounted to a Saturn S-IC booster. These tests were con­
ducted in the MSIFC 14" TrLsonLc Wind Tunnel and covered a Mach 
number range from 0. 6 to 4. 96. Primary test objectives were to 
determine optimum orbiter incidence relative to the booster, and 
booster fin orientation. Six component static aerodynamic coeffi­
cients are presented in plotted form in this report. 
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N O T I C E 
TIIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED FROM THE 
BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSORI N 
AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT-CER-
TAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT IS BEING RE-
LEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAKING AVAILABLE 
AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE, 
SUMMARY 
These tests were conducted at the MSFC 14-inch trisonLc tunnel 
May 6 through May 12, 1971. Configurations tested included an 
orbiter with drop tanks and cradle mounted on: 1) An S-IC booster 
° with fins oriented 27 i/2 off the horizontal reference plane, 2) an 
S-IC booster with fins oriented 450 off the horizontal reference plane, 
3) an S-IC booster with no fins. In addition testing was performed 
with drop tanks removed, drop tanks moved aft and cradle removed. 
The first part of the test was conducted with orbiter incidence angles 
(relative to the booster %) of +1, 0, -2 and -4 degrees in order to 
determine the optimum condition. The angle so determined was -3. 1 
degrees and was utilized for the remainder of the test. 
Six component static aerodynamic force and moment data were 
recorded over a Mach number range from 0. 6 to 4. 96 with Reynolds 
number varying from 5. 5 to 8. 7 x 106 per foot. Longitudinal data 
were taken over an angle of attack range of +80 at 00 sideslip while 




0 Grumman Orbiter Body G- 11 (H3T) 
V Orbiter Vertical Stabilizer 
W Orbiter Clipped Delta Wing 
T1 Orbiter Drop Tanks in Forward Position 
T Z Oibiter Drop Tanks in Aft Position 
C S-IC/Orbiter Adapter Cradle 
B S-IC Booster 
F S-IC 884 Square-Foot Fins Oriented 27 1/20 Off 
Horizontal Reference Plane 
F 1 S-IC 900 Square Foot Fins Oriented 450 Off Horizontal 
Reference Plane 
Pertinent dimensional data for each of the above components is given 
in the section entitled "Model Component Description Sheets. " The 
data set collation sheets which follow immediately gives the various 
combinations of the components tested. 
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Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axal Force Ratio 








































The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
 
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
 
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
 
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400F dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 








Table II presents the range of tedt variables at which data were recorded. 
Also shown are the MSFC Balance No. 200 load capacities for each of the 
6 components of data obtained. 
Trip strips used in the test were #120 grit for Mach numbers less than 2. 99 
and #90 grit for Mach number 2. 99 and greater. The location of all trip 
strips is shown on Figure 13. 
The model was sting mounted as depicted in Figure 3. Pitch runs were made 
with the model upright while sideslip runs were made in the tunnel pitch 
plane with the sting and model rolled +90 degrees. Data were obtained at 
sector angles of 0, +1, +2, +4, +6 and +8 degrees. 
In addition to balance data, two base pressures and one model cavity pressure 
(see Figure 14) were obtained for use in correcting the drag data. 
Twenty-six flow visualization runs were made during the test. Shadowgraphs 
were obtained at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1. 96 and Schlieren photographs 
at Mach numbers of 2. 99, 4.0 and 4.9 6. 
The orbiter was attached to the booster with an orbiter sting. Orbiter incidence 
settings (relative to booster centerline) of -40 to +10 were obtained by pivoting 
the orbiter about a point 2.525 inches forward of the orbiter base. The cradle 
assembly was permanently affixed to the orbiter (except during cradle off runs). 
9 
The interstage configuration between the orbiter and booster was constructed 
of red wax and allowed to vary with orbiter incidence angle. The wax fairLng 





TEST _jp __ 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TFPERA2URE
 
MACH NUMBER per upJt length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0.60 8.7x]0 6 7.5 1000 F (Nominal) 










I__ 7.ix10 6 10.1
 
2.99 5.6xi06 6.5 
4.00 8.3x106 6.7
 
4 96 5.5x106 3.1
 
BALANCE UTILIZED: NSFC Balance 9200 
COEFFICIENT 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF 175 lbs. 















Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded using 
an internal strain gage balance. Base pressure (CPb) and balance cavity 
pressures (Gpc) were also recorded and were utilized to correct the axial 
force measured (CAT) reading to a condition corresponding to freestream 
pressure acting at the base and cavity regions. 
CA =CAT £cbi t +Cp( av 
ref ere f 
The force and moment data were reduced to coefficient form using the follow­
ing reference values: 
Sref = S-IC booster body maximum X-sectton area = 1.396 in Z 
Iref = bref = S-IC Base Diameter = 1.333 in 
Ab = Booster base areas 1.408 in z (S-IC fins on) 
= 1.039 in2 (S-IC fins off)
 
Acav = Booster balance cavity area = 1. 131 inz
 
Moment Reference Center: (See Figure 2)
 
X z 3. 686 inches from S-IC base
 











Longitudinal Stability A Mach Number, 
Alpha, Configuration 1-133 
Lateral-Directional Stability B Mach Number, 
Beta, Configuration 134-203 
Longitudinal Stability C Mach Number, 
Configuration 204-353 
Lateral-Directional Stability - Beta 0 D Mach Number, 
Configuration 354-377 
Effect of Orbiter Incidence, Tanks ,Forward E Orbiter Incidence 
AngleMach Number 378-389 
Effect of Orbiter Incidence, Tanks Aft E Orbiter Incidence 
AngleMach Number 390 
Effect of Tanks - Basic Configuration F, G Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 402-423 
Effect of Fins - Basic Configuration F, G Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 424-445 
Effect of Cradle - Basic Configuration F, G Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 446-456 
Effect of 45-Degree Fins - Basic Configuration F Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 457-461 
Effect of Cradle - Fins Off Configuration F, G Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 462-472 




TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
Effect of Fins - Cradle Off Configuration F, G Alpha or Beta, 
Mach Number 473-483
 








Effect of Fins - Basic Configuration H, I Mach Number 528-539
 
Effect of 45-Degree Fins - Basic Configuration H Mach Number 540-547
 
Effect of Fins - Tanks Off Configuration H, I Mach Number 548-559
 
Effect of Fins - Cradle Off Configuration H, I Mach Number 560-571
 
Effect of Tanks - Basic Configuration H, I Mach Number 572-583
 
Effect of Tanks - Fins Off Configuration -H, I Mach Number 584-595
 
Effect of Cradle - Basic Configuration H, I Mach Number 596-607
 
Effect of Cradle - Fins Off Configuration H, I Mach Number 608-619
 
SUNMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
(CONTIUED) 
PLOTTED COEFFICIVTS SCHEDULE: 




(B) 	 CY, CYN, CBLT CA, CAF, CAB, & DCYNDY vs. BETA 
(C) 	 XCP/D, CNAFO, CIMAFO, CNAAFO, CMAAFO, CAAFO, CAFAFO, 
CABAFO, ALF NO vs. MACH 
(D) 	 YCP/D, CYBBTO, CYNBBO, CBLBBO vs. MACH 
(E) 	 CNAFO, CIMAFO, CIMCNO vs. Orbiter Incidence Angle
 
(F) 	 DLTCN, DLTCIM, DLTCA, DLTCAF, DLTCAB vs. ALPHA 
(G) 	 DLTCY, DLTCYN, DLTCBL, DLTCA, DLTCAF, DLTCAB vs. BETA 
(H) 	 DCNAO, DCIMAO, DCNAAO, DCIMAA. DCAAO DCAFAO, DCABAO 
DXCP/D vs. MACH 
(i) 	 DCYBBO, DCYNBB, DCBLBB, DYCP/D vs. MACH 










1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 












Fig re 1. 	Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
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FIGURE 11. S-IC 450 FIN CONFIGURATION - F1 
5264 m-1.04S ISO
I1 0.668 DIA, 
1.333 DIA. 
1.893 
D.125 -. 4.890 0.037 ­
0,211 
FIGURE 12. SATURN V/S-IC BOOSTER FINS OFF
 
*USED FOR BOTH 120 AND 90 GRIT 
@10% BACK OF LEADING EDGES EXCEPT AS \OED 
*0.1O" WIfll AT ROOT TAPERING TO 0.05" AT TIP 
ON WINGS AND FINS 
* STRIP ON lOWER SURFACE OF WING -WE AS TOP 
TRIP STRIP CHART S-IC/G-11 ORBITERFIGURE 13. 
BASE TAP 	 CAVITY PRESSURE TAP 
I PLACE2 PLACES 
FIGURE 14. BASE PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS 




MODEL LOMPONENT: BODY- (0) - ORBITER
 
(H3T) ORBITER
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.003366 SCALE MODEL OF GRUMMAN C-li 

BODY. COMPLETE ORBITER INCLUDES A WING (SEE WING SHEET) AND VERTICAL
 
STABILIZER (SEE STABILIZER SHET) , 
DRAWI NG NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
IN. IN. 
Length 1 SPA_____ 
Max. Width 386.2 1.30 
Max. Depth 331.3 1.115 





Reference Fuselage Station 
of Orbiter Nose 200 0.613? 
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MODEL COMPONENT: WING (W) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION[ CLIPPED DELTA WING FOR ORBITER 





















Diehedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees, at B.L. 170 

Aerodynamic Twist, degrees, across 





















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 


























Fus. Sta. of L.E. 

W.P. of .25 MAC
 





























31430 	 pp3r, 














MODEL COMPONENT: 	 VERTICAL STABILIZER (V)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPUION. 	 CENTERLINE VERTICAL STABILIZER FOR ORBITER 





















Dichedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of L.E. 

W.P. of Root Chord 











































NASA hNf C 
MODEL COMPONENT: CRADLE (C) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: G-li (H3T)/S-IC CRADLE ASSEMBLY 
MODEL SCALE FACTOR 0.003366 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
FT/FT 2 IN/IN 2 
Length 123.68 4.996 
Max. Width 31,417 1,269 
Max. Depth I2-0 
Fineness Ratio, L/Max. Width 39.17 3-3 
Area 




Fuselage Sta. of Nose 300 1.110 
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MODEL COMPONENT: DROP TANKS (T) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ORBITER EXTERNALLY MOUNTED DROP TANKS 
MODEL SCALE FACTOR 0.003366 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS. FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
FT/FT 2 IN/IN 2 
Length 84.025 3.394 
Max. Diameter 13.938 0.560 
Max. Depth 
Fineness Ratio 6.03 6.06 
Are. 




Fuselage Sta. of Nose 
Forward Location (TI) 501.8 1.739 
- Aft Location (T2) 690.8 2.325 
36 
MODEL COMPONENT BODY - S-IC BOOSTER (B) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. SATURN V/S-IC BOOSTER 
MODEL SCALF FACTOR 0.003366 
DRAWING NUMBER: GDC 383-4 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
126.25 5.101 in (1) 
Length 130.28 5.264 in. (2) 
Max. Width 46.85 1.893 in. 
Max. Depth 46.85 1.893 in. 
Fineness Ratio 0.276 0.276 
Body Diameter 
Area 
33 ft. TJT11 




2 2.170 in2 
Cavity 694.43 ft
2 1.131 in2 
Solid Base 637.94 ft2 1.039 in
2 
(1) To end of engine fairing. 
(2) To Station 0.0 
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MODEL COMPONENT: S-IC FIN (F)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 884 SQUARE FOOT S-IC FIN
 
FOUR USED, EACH ORIENTED ±27 1/20 OFF HORIZONTAL REFERENCE PLANE
 
SCALE FACTOR 0.003366 
DRAWING NUMBER: 






































MODEL COMPONENT. S-IC FIN (Fl)
 
GENERAL DESCPIPTION: 900 SQUARE-FOOT
 






DIMENSIONS (EXPOSED).* FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
FT/FT2 IN/IN 2 
Area (Single Panel) 932.27 1.521 
Semi-Span 34.21 1.382 
Root Chord 37.51 1.515 
Tip Chord 17.75 0.717 
Taper Ratio 0.473 0.473 
Aspect Ratio 2.51 2.51 
Sweep Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 300 300 
Trailing Edge 00 00 
Hingeline 
Sharp Trailing Edge 









SYMBOL SXML DEFINITION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, 
the body X-axis; degrees 
Z-plane and 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind kW-axLs 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
SPHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air density; K8/m 3 , slugs/ft 3 
a speed of sound; m/sea, ft/sec 
V Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI 
Q(PSF) 
dynamic pressure; I/2PV2, psi, psf 
M MACH Mach number; V/S 
RN/L RNL Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 




Reference & C. G. Definitions
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFITION 
2
S wing ares; m , ft2 
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2 
zwing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see Arf or LREE) 
Aref LRE reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a) 
bref MY wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
2
 




c. g. center of gravity 
MaP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
f4RP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
YMRP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point
 
on Y-axis 







Axis System General 
SD4BOL DEFINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
B stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
0free stream conditions 










Body Axis System 









axial force coefficient; FA/ 
base axial force coefficient;
-I] [(Pb 
- P)/q] (Able) 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
yaving moment coefficient; MZqS bref 
CY CBL rolling moment coefficient; MXyqS bref 
CM C1M 
CY 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref 





Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FI'qS 
drag force coefficient; FJqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 





yawing moment coefficient; Mz s/qS bref 
rolling moment coefficient; Mx, s/qS bref 
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; COj 
LDfL/DF lift to forebody dreg ratio; Co/o 
NOMENCLATURE (zontinued) 
Design and Summary Data Definitions 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
CN CNALFA normal force derivative 
Cz t DCLMDA pitching moment derivative 
CyP CYBETA side force derivative 
Cnf, DCYNDB yawing moment derivative (body axis) 
Cgo DCBLDB rolling moment derivative (body axis) 
acm/DCN DCLMDN longitudinal stability margin 
Xn/c y DCYNDY lateral stability margin 
(Xpa~m/Cv)- XCP/D longitudinal stability margin at alpha =0 
(JCn/@Cy)0=0 YCP/D lateral stability margin at beta = 0 
(CN)a=o CNAFO normal force coefficient at zero degrees alpha 
(Cm)a=0 CLMAFO pitching moment coefficient at zero degrees alpha 
(CN)..=0 CNAAFO normal force derivative at zero degrees alpha 
(Cryda=0 CMAAFO pitching moment derivative at zero degrees alpha 
(CA)a=0 CAAFO axial force coefficient at zero degrees alpha 
(CAF)ao CAFAFO forebody axial force coefficient at zero degrees 
alpha 
(CAB)u=O CABAFO base axial force coeffLcenL at zero degiec-F alpha 
((')(,N=O ALFCNO angle of attack at zero normal force coefficient 
CNO CMCNO pitching momentcoeffic 
Lent 
coeff j cient at zero normal force 
(,Y P)=0 CYBBTO side force derivative ft zero degree,, ,jdc-Iip 
(c f1=O CYNBBO yawing moment dervL.tjvc at /ero degri j.1ielipI 
44 
NOMENCLA [tll4Is (continued) 




















(ACma) O= DCLMAA 
DEF]NITION 




incremental pitching moment coefficient
 
incremental normal force cocfficient
 
incremental axial force coefficient
 
inciemental forebody axial force coefficient
 
incremental base axial force coefficient
 
incremental normal force derivative
 
incremental pitching moment derivative
 
incremental longitudinal stability margin
 
incremental side force coefficient
 








incremental lateral stability margin
 
incremental side force derivative
 
incremental yawing moment derivative
 
incremental rolling moment derivative
 




















[A(DCm/ICN)1]_= 0 DXCP/D 
[A(Cn/Cy)ij= 0 DYCP/D 
(AC)0=0 DCYBBO 
(ACn))=0 DCYNBB 
(ACZ ) =0 DCBLBB 
DEFINITION
 










































































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 




aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right eileron)/2 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevon - trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
flap - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
spoiler - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees, 
positive trailing edge down: 
left aileron - trailing-edge down 
right aileron - trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler trailing edge down 





















A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
mode up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distributionto the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
_01 .	 :I0I
rHBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES.. .: 	 REFERENCEa:INFORMATIONI  
0900 BETA 0 000 ORBINC I O. 	 SREF 1 3960 c IN. 
ANGLE~CAL OF ATA0,APHE4E IREF 1 3330 IN± -004 
0 	 1.090 YI .i1
 
1 193 C flM*E 1 301 AO IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.0 OETA 0.00a CRBZNC 1.GO 5REF 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
1-9004 LREF 1 3330 IN 
9 BREF I o3330 IN
 
1 90XMRF 3 668 , IN







DATA MIST CODE M*E
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 	 BETA 0.000 taSINc can SREF 1.3900 SG.IN 
2 04LREF ± 3330 IN OR09 	 0EF 1 3330 INT Q 1 096 	 YMRr 0.0000 IN 
0 	 1.ZNMRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 00340ANGL COPE RC FT 
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I% I(3 I I f I I it5 IN 
-tE -, -55 I --

Li-­
4 2 0 a a a 2 4 6 aT I 11SF -t 
 ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYI4OQL M4ACH ~ PARAMETRIC VALUES ReStRENCE $NrORNA?:0N 
$REr ± 960 30.1w~ 
LREf 1 33530 IN 
o Vo 0 0fta:~c I =2,STA Goo 
1 004 L~-E02 A'?A IST COQt $*9 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$YNSO MACN pARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
a 900 BETA 0.001, ORBINC I o SREF S950 S IN 
1:004 LREF 1 3330 INBREF I I3o3 IN
 
O too XfRF 3 330, IN
 
0 1.1o6 
 yNRp 0 .OO IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034OAIA HIST CIOL M*E 
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j1co 2.5 IN M-1 
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Q[ s JI " IHP IN./- OO
-17 -IVa J4 -2 a a a a 4 6 a i;0 £2 
IHR Fr IO I N 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUESRERNC IFOMTN 
ETA U.000 QRBINC I uJu 'BEF I.ZS60 SG4N 
1 0S -S0 G LREF 1 3330 IN 
S 1.098 XR .a I
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALU5S REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 OSNCBTA 0co 1caSREF 1.3960 SQ IN. 
1 04LREF 1 3330 IN
 
i saOREF L 3330 IN
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IfD 1 13 11 
t'49-MFCS1 G-IOBTRGW2B 035) O U / AGE4
-2 0 0 0 0 - -02 4 1-
ANGLE OF ATTACN. ALPHA. DEGREES 
eYBLWSA0AN TgIc VAL4C5 ~rtFflct lNroRKAIot
 
4.905 OtTA 0 O ORSI I SRF I 30G0 SOBNC 00IG 
v BREFI 1 13330 t
 
InYK L 33IO IN
 
cif 0,00w I In 
I CALt 0 0I4 
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2 - - -6 -4 2 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 1* 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSI MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IFORnATION 
0.901 eETA 0.000 ORDINC ±.090 SREr 1 3960 SQ IN 
± .006 LREF 1.3330 tN 
1 	 BREF : 3330 IN 
CetOT903XHR) 3 68Z IN298 yMRF U v000 IN 
ZMRF 0 0o00 IN 
DAIA HIST C E M*E SC L, 0 0 ,34 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF 1033051] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 9 
LONGITUDINAI STABILITY
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1 1. 0o 91 BTARi 2 4 YNR 060000a IN 2,D,,, ,,0 00 I N 
DA-A MIST CODE M*9 SCALE a 0034 
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LONG ITUnNAL STABILITY 
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02-	 I L: ., 
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- 9 -10 -e -6 -4 -2 0 p U 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.901 BETA 0 coo OROINC 1 000 	 SREF 1 3960 SQ In 
±*000 LRVF 1 3330 IN 
1096 RF 1 3330 INympp 3 686D 1 N 
1.198 	 YHRF a OO00 IN 
ZMRP 0 ODOU IN 
SCALE 0 0034
 
DCAf HI3T COVE N4E 
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4 z.#I te 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
s*y.PC4 MACH PARAMETRIC VA.LV E4 REFERENCE;I 	 INFOX"ATLC 
0901 SETA COVE0IT 1f$ SRA( 3D6 IN 
:9- OR3I3T LREF INS00.S 

0 1* 96 BREF: 3330 IN 
XRp a5DODOr IN 
:1t9 YRP } ona0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*E 	 SCALE 0.0034 
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OROJNCI .Of: IRE I $ , N 
-12 -0 - - - -2 V a a a 2 4 0 0 1 1 1-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACHq PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION2 0_901 BETA 0 000 RIC ~ a RF 90 3 
106LREF 13332BRE .3330 ININ 
o I.096 XNR 3 bSO: IN 
o.IS9 ypp a 0000 IN 
ZM4RF 0000 INSCALE 0 4 l
 
SCALE o 0034
CAT^ MIST. CODE H*E 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.aq60 3.1.SYMBOL MAC4 
PARAMETRIC YALUSS 
0 901 BTA .000 RBINC I oo SRF 
."0 IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" G ARA ETRIC VALUES 
 REFERA7CE I 1FORMATION
 
LREF 1 	 3330 IN 
3360 INA .,04 D90F 3 686 IN
 




yHp O0, U IN 
ZMRP a 000C IN 
SCALE 0 0054DATA Nl$ . COD M*E 
15
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[311r0 U(0311 08AG 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SY 80. NACH PARAN9TRIC VALUES REFERENlCE INFORNATION
 
0.902 BETA 0 000 ORBZNC O.0(u sRF I 3940 SQ In
 
S -004 LREF ±,3330 IN $REF I 3330 IN 
A 099 XNRP 3 6360 IN 
,iMRP a SOSOD . 
SCALE 0 0034DATA "ISf CODE M*E 
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-o01 -$0 - 0 - - a u ---------G-0 10-+ 
. . .. . I I I I I . . . 
:REF: 360JS Il 
O 1,10 1R 1 1N 000 
1 JBREF 
[]~~~~L 1-1-YR ODOO I 
AN L1 01SCALE ATTAC4, 0.0 
11RL-DDO I 111 0LJ IN 
I.33 I- - 1 
I AT .LLJ I. 
4 O I- IR ( 0 A 7 P 18
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0.4
 




12 -1o -a -6 4 2 a a 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 1s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
02 BETA 0 000 ORBINC a 000 SREF 1.3960 So IN 
9DA LREF 1 3330 IN 
BRF i 3330 IN 
1.99 
 xMR- 3 b2O IN

u] 1 LSD 	 YHRp, 00IfaoD IN,
 




DATA HIST COO M*E 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$ OSL MACH PARAH9TRIC VALVES REFCECE¢ INFORMATION 
0.g02 BETA a 000 ORBINC 0.000 SREF 1 3960 3Q IN 







t-.9.RP 3 6eG0 in 
[] 1.196 YNRP 0 QOG IN 
ZHRp 0 U00. IN 
PATA HI$T CW H E SCALE 0 0034 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLII
 
SYHSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCt XNrORNATIONl
 
0.90 @ET OOOOSREr 1.3960 SQ.IN
0 OO SNC
200 
 I 0 LREF 1 3330 IN 
oBRE I 33O IN 
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10 - a 	 6 4 -20 9 4 5 a1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBO0L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE hINFORMATION 
09j BETA 0.000 ORBINC 0 000 SREF 1 3900 SQ IN 
.9G .LREF 1 3530 IN202XMRP 
 a e86o IN
 
o 	 I 194 • DOD IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE 14*E 
 SCALE 0.0034 
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DATA MIST. CODE M*E 
M481-MSFC-SIC G3-11 ORBITER OVWT1CBF C£03311 1) 
SCALE 
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ANGLE 	OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5yp a Ar€c" FARA4ETRIC VALUES 9EFRnCN t rORHATION 
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SCALE 0 0634 
DATA - l!ST, CODEB ER 
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0 $L - r - - - - 2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMPO MAC PARA4CTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE ZNFORNATIN 
0.01 	 BETA 0f30 ORSrINC a 000 SREF I 3960 Sa ZN. 
LREF 1:3330 In 
s~saBREF 1 AJ40 In
 
03 * l4 
 YRP GODOr IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
-ATA $-I CODE $I A
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z;..0 - I I I : I -: I 
Z 3.0 -. - ':Ii ­
o L: : iii 
5 IIIIIzL 1 11 
-. 0 - 2 7 1 4- ------- I-0.5- 6 4 - 8 0 ',0 : K IJ 
I/ I I I [ I\] 
-jT 
L 
<1 ~ Am~  1 ~ 11 1.....\11 
1. --. I. I - I 
±S la 80 -s 4 -2 a 0 0 a 2 4 6 a to 13 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

-R.F - -- 0 I 3±3 
SYBL MACH PARlAMETRiIC VALUEb REFERENCE XNFOiN.11C 
0901 BETA 0 Gag ORSINC c V-3 SREc I 3960 SQ IN 
.GLR EF 1 3530 IN 
1.9 XMRF 3eSCO IN 
1]194 YMRP a Doo IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE H#* 










r 2 -	 - --- -





-1L2 10 6 4 2 0 0 a 0 2 -4 -6 -O -sC 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a 9cl BETA 0 BCD VROINC 6 uoc BREF 1 3960 Se IN.
 




0. 1. 099 	 XMR 3 .6bSo IN
 
1 	 ,4YHRF a 0003 IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034 
DATA HIST CODE H*E 







, i f! I. ....
 [ ;I [II 
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3 
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 y I- 1 , 1: 
I I I IE: ftHFI , ~ ~ iI" 'II I ::: 
li~ l l l ; I ~ l . .... . . .. i ll = I: : 
1 4d I fill II 
Liii 
-t ! .. . if- 1 - - ---- I--
I I If I I




J ; : ! I 'S it :: : I: I I 
1~vI ll l L--X L:;' fiR!! l liii LU 4 :.. :::KY
l l- .­::::1z:i.,-: tP...ii1114I2 - -1-- - - -1z - : I-L-1-:I I I I I I III 
-t --
I 
Z' . '. '. ' . /l~l I I! . . . .± 1 1:R -i l : 
o : : 1 INl
O ±i l 
- . I ]12I0± : IN:1 
' ' I I 1 0 0 0 a0 a1 I I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORMATION 
0.903 BETA- 0.000 ORSIC - 2 Sao SRF 1 39 0 so IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA MIST. CODE N*ESAE 03 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT1CBF 
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 XMF 3630 I
 
IV
se1.10 a A2aia 0L K Th 
a 41 t
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VAI-VES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
003 BETA 0.000 ORBXN1C - a '00 SREF 1 59e0 0Q I N 
1.903 LREr ± 3O0 IN 
0 9$ 1.1350 £fl 
0 2.201 YR a 
DATA MIS7 CODE 8*C CL 003 
M491-MSFC.-SlC 6-11 ORBITER OVWTICEF (033211) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 31 
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
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32
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o9 BETA 0 000O RBNE - 2 LbOb SREF ± 3960 SQ ZN2 O0 LREF ± 3530 INBREF 1 3350 ZN
 
V ±.,096 x$Rr 5 6810 IN
 








I ,9 I i I I I I I I f: 
. "I I I
 








-±9 -10 -o .6 -4 -2 a 0 2 4 6 a to 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
0003 BREF 1.3960 se IN!SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREP 1.3330 IN1.003 
1.096 XNRP 3 6*00 in
D 1201 I000 yMRF 0 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 .00534DATA MIST. CODE M*E 





































































¢.ose -= :: 
12 to a6 
;YOL AAET AHVLESRR 
.9 DATA 0 ot RS.4 
H 1-HF -l G-0f ORBITE 














3 0 Z 
60 a in 
ENC INFORMAION 










- --- If _ 
- - - 4 
-1 -o 0 e] 14- : 
- - - - !-







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAC DEGREES
 
.VMSOL "A N FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 9. D E TA a De 01111c - a 000 SREF 1 3960 so IN. 
A004 LR F 1.3330 IN 
SRZF 1 3530 IN 
A 15 X'Rp 6660~ IN
 




GATAHI * H .034
ESC LE C 

DATA 14451, CODE V4E0 




to -l1 .... I.i f:..
 
I If 





U~~ , I i- . 
CT -L r 
1 10 -8 -e -4 -2 0 0 a a 2 4 e a so 
ANGLE OFJATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 900Z .REF .0 IN 
90? OBICBEA .00 200BREF 1 350 INl 
o1 .1 IN
 
1Z95NRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA MIST7 COLE N*E 




I : 	 ]:I: J: Z :r i iI{  

I I.
z .	 I I: : : : : : . . 
W I 	 : 3I;I If I I I : . .
 
-u 	 J r -L L<42 
-12 -10 -0 -6 -4 -z n a a a 2 4 0 a 10 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES :0.:11 SCAUZ 4
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
0 a ORINC 0 2000SREF 1.3900 SQ.1t4ETA - Go 
i,TA 0aDO BIN - 2 0LREF I 333 IN 
BREF 1 3330 INO XRF 3.6$60 IN 
o 	 .19 YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
SCALE.0.GREEDATA IS- COTE 	 K*E 
M492-MSFC-SIC (-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF (033251) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 38 
LONGITUDINAL STABILIT
 















-- - 2 - 8 6 4 2 0 a a a 2 4 6 a1 0 1 2 
ANGLE flF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
Symoo IMCN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






























.0 A 	 ANGL DERS- 'ATAK AlPA 
M 
wNR 	 0- 000T IN
 
I. if




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syHo.L MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE larCRHATION 
0.9oz SET4 0 00D ORBINC - E.00 SREP 1 3960 $41 IN. 
J o4LREF 1 3350 IN 
Vo0REF 1 3 30 1H 
I] Lo€s YARF O.0600 IN 
ZMRF a avoc IN 
DATA HjtST- CC.DE M*E SCALE 0 0034 



















-O 10 -1 - 4 2 0 0 a u 2 4 6 8 1u 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORrifION 
0.9 0z BETA 0.000 CfaZNC - -9 ga SREF 1.3960 D1.IN 
D04 LREF 1.3330 IN
BREF 1 3330 INS D105 XNRF 3 666D INS 195 YMRP 0 00D0 IN 
Z" R 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0054
 
DATA MIST. CODE 
ESJ
 













- , 10 a 6 4 a a a 4 6-
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES SREFREFERENCE INFORMATIONSO1 3960 IN
902 BETA 00vo -- ORBINC - 2.00 

1 3330 IN 
"RP 3 6130 IN 
EREP 3 3 1
1.0041 5REF 
I] las9 YMRF a DODD IN 
ZRF 1.OOCO IN 
SCALE 0 0054 
N*EDATA HIbT COCE 
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
f t It l I i f I y V I 
f it ] ] l l i 
44-­
5----------r 
I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 ) ) f l 
Ld - -
-2I IA I I 
z ! 
[itl 
M I & ju1 1 
2 
-­ 5 - -0I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
£YJ4S¢b NACN FAIRAMEThS VAtUCO RE ENCC INNARHZON 
* B10 I i3 IN 
o *040 o4 EA .0 MNC - .0 f BRSR ± 33Z0RE1.000 INsoN1 
2 194 YHRF 0 Go o 1. 
DATA Ni CO H*S SCALE 0 0034 
FM491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF (033351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 43 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
I I II-: : : 1::: :: := ::: : 
I 	 I I - I 
- - - - 1-­
z-
Ld 




(zT a -	 Il 
C L I I l IN	 ­
0I04 BTA0)O R- -	 90 I-F 
,F 	 ANT ATAK LHA ER
 
d 	
O J .IREL.33 I 
-1 -10 - 6 4 -2 0 0 a 0 4 6 a 10 It 
; D94 1 RF 33 I1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFCRNATI ON 
904 BETA 0 0o0 ORBINE - 4 000 SRF 1 3960 SQ IN 
10- I LREF 1-.3330 INO 894OEF 1 3330 1IN 94XNR'-	 3 6660 IN 
o 	±9 "' YRP 0 0002 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
,03OATA MI$1 CODE NIESCAI 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.rnol MACU PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 904 BETA 0 0 0 ORSINC - 4 COD SREF 1 396 SQ IN 
1 0 0 LR F 3 30 IN
1.*01 B E  1 33 ;  
$-.94 x.RF 3 eaco iN 
U 194 YHRF 0 0000 I 
zmp a 0000 IN 
DATA H13T Coot H*E SCALE 0 0034 
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D. : : :I: I I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrHeOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.904 BETA 0l000 ORDI14C - ADD- SREF 1 3960 SQ IN. 
LREF 1 V30 IN 
DREF 1 " 30 IN 
I DI 

1 0-O4 XHRF 3 A60 IN 
1.194 YuRp 0 onv I 
ZNRP 0 ODCJ IN 
IATA HI$ COE M c SCALE 0 0G4 

















XNR I- :3 ast I
a--. 
 Z ;;; 
 I II





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES
904 BETA a 000O RSINC 
- 4 CUD REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I DID DEEP 1.3960 so IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN
 
104XMRF 3 $86, IN 





M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER 
 OVWT2CBF 
 CD33351) 

















00 - - - - ­
0609 iSUL0 - I 1 
o A 4 -2 0 a 1 a a 4 6 4 111 S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACN PAR4NETRXC VALUES RFENEINFORMATION2 .$f4 BETA a 000 OiUBINC - 4 000 LREF I 3330 SQIN 
01tR94 
 I NIN
EEF 1 33R0 IN 
ZMRP 0 Dog IN 
DATA MIST CODE Mip SCALE 0 0034 








-6 4 2 0 0 0 0 - -4 -6 -0 -to 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DUO 1 se IN 
LRE Z330 IN 




o 094BREF XHRF 3 646 IN
o 194 YRRP 0 OUD IN 
ZNRF 0 0000 IN 
H*E SCALE 0 04COEDATA MI3T 




I I I I f I I I I I- I I I I I I I f ' 
* T :: ::: ii i l .. 




















. . : :: : Il Ifr II~~I -- -- ---- ---------------
StOLANGLE 
 OF ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES
 
SYBONACH PARAM4ETRIC VALUES REFERtENCE XPFORNAfl 0' 
D.a BETA 0.000 0RBI1C - 4 GO0 SREF 1.3960 sQ IN. 
I a I/rF :. 5 330 IN 1 9 ILREF 1 330 IN0 :. 01 sr 60 
1.201 ZIIRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA IST CODE I*E 









fill - 01 1 f 
-9 -o0 6 4 -2 0 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAETRIC VALUgS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0_099 BETA 0.000 ORZINC - 4 000 .R[F 13960 so IN 
Q 
x. 















DATAI -ST CODE E SCA 0 0034 










::.:::: E: 3330] 
I2 I 4 1S2 -10 a 6 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 0 &it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 099 BETA 0.000 CQBSV - 4 COV SREF 1 396 SQIN 
1.02 LREF 1 3330 18BREF 13330 1. 
o 1.097 
[] 1.201 YHRF 0 60N60 IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*E SCALE 0131 
XSCFL DODO














O * D.0 1o- - -4 -
ANGLE OFP ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
srnOt MAIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0090 BETA 0 con OROINC - 4.000 SREF I 390 $6N 
LREF I 5330 II 
02 3Gbso IN 
o .a ONR 0.DOUGoZRP  00 0 IN
 
SCALE 0.0034 
DAT_ NST. CODE M.. 
M4-1-MISFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CD33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 53 





















SF 3330 1 11 
liUl
 
-1. -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a a 0 2 4 6 0 0C i 
ANGLE ATTACKL ALPHA, DEGREES SF 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 899 BETA 0.OO ORBIC - 40GOOREF 13960 SQ N 
1 002 LEF 1.330 INSREF - 3330 IN 
V7XMRF 3 b"cq IN [] I.DIyMRF 0 0000 IN
 
ZHRP a 0O00 IN
 
DATA MIST CODE M*E SCALE 
 0 0034
 




I If I Ii III 




q~ ~ 1 I A 11II 1I 11 1 1 1 
I III.ii IIIII II I IIIII
--
I.0 IIIII 




_-_I.III I I I 



































1 1 1 
 I f 
 I I I .
 . . i fi 
 ['1Wihm'
 























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
,YNOOLHACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
699 SETA 0 go0 0961Nc - 4 '-U SREF 1-3960 SQ IN 
1.002 LREF 1 3330 IN 
O 1 097 $REF%XRF 1 33303 6Z60 ININ 
El 1 101 YHRF 0 0000D IN 
ZH6P 0 flO IN 
UATA ZI$T COIE H* SCALE D 0034 




A- -o" - I y I y 
i - 1 }I I -I I -I I 
* I III I 
I~~lI------III I Il~~l I X I I ! A I 
ZI I I I I I I I I II I I I 1 IA I t I I 
u~~ =r-- f F 
1::JI1:L
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
sYMBOL M.CH PAR~AMETRIC VALUES RlEFERENCE INFORMATION 
003 BETA 0 0Gnu 8~C - 3 C SREF 1 3960 $Q IN 
4.009o L-Rar 1 3330 INS I 09 Ii iPF I 1330 IN 
09 "R 6G0 in 
1".201 Y,,P 0 0a 0 IN 
tlR a00000 ,N 
DATA filsT CODE ?4*E SAE 003 






- -2: I-ii-r i -1:lI;I--- I 	 --; :IJII 
-4
 
f i ll 	 IfI
 ii-l 21C1 8 -6 - 2 G a 	 a K z-­
- -:z::I: If -12 I - -	 X 
XMF C60 I
 
cl 1019 	 LREF 0 0 " a IN 
ZHRj- a IN-O- -
SCALE 0 0034DATA Hls CODE H¢E 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTIBF ZD33071] 	 08 AUG 71 PAGE 58
 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 







-. - ±H : 
04 
126 ±O - e -4 - 0 U 2 4 6 0 * 
01 a~t 4 
DA0BTA NZ$1 CODEN0 X*E9 
4 1-9 G ORBITER 
11097 
n 1.2019 
DATA HIlT COD M*E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER 




































---e -4 -­ o a 0 










-L ..­l00IN -, 

IS C H 

1 1VTB-1D37]RIE ANTAE$ZsrATTACN*ALSCALED0GR03S 
GI OBTE VWIFL0301 































±tz -±0 -0 -G -4 -9 0 a 0 0 2 4 0 a I0V 2
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES I
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 903 BETA 0G.0D OflINC - 3.ou SREF 1 *960 SO IN
 
±.000 LREF 1 33301 iN
 
9 7  

1.0 xmg 3 600 IN
 
Z.Cl 0 inMP goD 
C.IE 0 000 N 
SAE .O
 DATA MIST. CODE MAE 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTI8F (033071) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 61
 







I I f'I 
-) 
o -- I - --- ------ --­
-C 5 ------------- : IZ
uji
 
I I. - I I-





-a- -.0 4 -2 0 0 0 IN e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S'".OL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE NFORMATION 
0.903 BETA 0.oo0 CRSINC - 3 ED SRF 1 3960 S IN 
1.009 LREF 1 3330 IN 
1.0ar BREF 1 5330 INXNRF 3 616 IN 
201 N INyHRP 0.0000 
ZNRF 0 0OGS IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST ¢C0E N4E 








- - II -
Zi--i - 1 4 k-; 
Lil
 
c i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
c-4
 
0 *-------- ------ ---- -------­
-- -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - :s : 
03 90 BEA a::::IC 5 BE 95QI
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYflBO MACN1 0 8RE PARANETRIC 433 2 REFERENCE1 INVALUES INEORNATION 
0 903 BETA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 OREF ± 3900 SQ IN 
i-coo LRE$ ± 3330 IN 
09 RCF 1 333 IN
 
97XRF M 3.61 6a IN 
[] 201 YHRF 0 0000 1 N 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
DTA 81 T COLE M±
 SCA E a 05A
 




I~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ fill l tif111 
 





4 - -	 I 
I -----.------	 --. -- ------­
-s o - 4 - 2 0 a a a 2 4 6 a ±0 * 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
0 901 BETA 0 000 OxRS1.C - 3 ion0 SREF ± 3900 SO IN4 
VO 	 IE3330 IN 
1 3350o ± oBREF0 	 IN 
o 1.00 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 




DATA HISF CODE M*EALPHAE 









:l 	 11 
I A-
LLiu EC0 	 1 9S N 
zd 





- -l - l - - - - ­ o z
 
II ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYNOOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.901 	 BETA 0.000 CRBINC - 3 IDD SREF 1 396D SO IN 
LREF 1 33 IN1 003 
. REF S .333,0 1 
YN 0 000 INXRP 

ZNRP 0 DOD IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIS . CODE N*F 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER 






2.6 1 f t f f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 
4 
 :4:j:iiiii.. 




CATA-Fh+--+COVE-N*- SCAL 0 00!4 
F-0 - - - A 1 A 
ANLEOFATAC. ILPA : fill:
DEGREE : 

m1 -I -- : 1 Il., I-; -- I:----
ED :: : : :: 
x ~ ~~ -I 
ZH.0.000 I
 




-: - -I -: -: -I: : - : : I-

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
D.901 BETA U.000 ORBINC - a IUD SREF 1.3960 so IN.
 
1 003 LREF 1 S330 IN
 
A-0 




ZHRF o . o"a IN 
DATA 01 CODE M*E SCALE . 0034 





I 	 1' 
....-	 itit~l:ti h1 1 ::: 
. . . . .iiih1IIii 	 I I::I I. 
S :1: 	 1 11 11 
0.4 	 -I 
0 	 If 
----------------------	 :-::: 1::I 
l2. -to a 6-	 a n 2 A 6 a t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL Mg¢H PARAMSTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a Sol B9TA 0 coo QPBINC - 3 Iva SREF 1 3960 se IN. 
LREF 1 3330 IN 




0] .201 	 Y"RF ao~ .. I
 
SCAL 0 0000 
 IN
DATA IST C0--- E 	 ZMRF G 4 




-.- - - - -----





-i -10 -a - --4 --2 0 	 2 - - - - 0 -

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. CEGREES
 
SlN3OL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFURMATION 
0.9D T0A U.000 ORSINC - 3 1D SRCF 1 3S60 SQ IN 
I LRSF 1 3330 IN 
1 .10I 
 BREF 1 530 in 
XMRF 3 60 IN 
1 not 	 ympp n .0non, IN 
ZHRF 0 Doan IN 
SCALE 0 00 14DATA HST. CODE N*E 












-0 -0 - -A -0 




1 TA 0.000 ORsIhc - 3.1GG SREF 1.3960 so IN 
-t LRBF 1.$3"a IN 
SYMOL MACH FARA9TR1C VALUES 

BREF 4.3340 IN 
XMRF 3 5b3 IN 
1.201 Y8p 0.0000 IN ZHRF 
 a ooVo INSCALE U 00a4 
DATA MIST CODE ME 












yAT CO- -IS -* sCL 00
 
M481-SFC-IC SIl RIE VTB(301f8AG7 AE 7
 









j- -- -- 4-i4--­
4 A,:I I I Iv I I 




- . .. . - I IF- -
ILI 




:+TI:: II-; : : 
- 1 a 0 2 4 6 n 1-1 
-:::: - -­
--. 0 90 BT-aUn-SN - 3 -RF 136 QI 
03 i­1.19 -HR 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 SOZ BETa 0 000 ORANJJ - 3 ±00 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF I 3960 301NH
 
101LREF 
 1 3330 IN
 
O 1 100 
 F 3 I
 
XXRr - 3.6 60 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 INO] to±e ZNRP 0 0000 114 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIS) CODE H*E 







I I I 
-° I I
 
7 i i 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
YHOL HACH rARANVT9ZC VALUES ECPC CNC INFORMAtION 
902 SETA 0 D0 ORBINC - 3.Si SREF I 360 so Ii 
1.0a SREF 1LREF I 33Z0 IN
 
0 XmRP 1 6805 IN 
S 1.196 YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF a 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0"4DATA RIST 00C *F 














synsJ -~-:- o -: Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
S980L WACO PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0o 
z 
O RSTAC OINC - 3.100 t 1 5860 SQ.1t 
±.0OL LREF OREF ± 5530 4 "330 IN IN 
1-10 X"96YRF -1 GOOD IN 
I . Rr 'a 0000 IN 
DATA MI3T CCEF M* SC, LE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBFI 1033091) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 73 
- -- 
- -
- - -- 
- - -




. .--------, I:tt :rj :j :; : :;:-
:: : :1III I
 




LLi.i 	 1: FE:ANGLE OF A11CK LPA.D-	 ­









SYBOMAC FAA T'C AUE 	 RFEENEINORATO 
LL 	 :.:::::: 
o I Do <4:::I 	 II- LRE 1 355 in 
I "­
l l laI. 	 I-.1 
DAT-A M CO 4 2 	 0 0 CAL 6 8 342 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.902 DETA 	 0 000 ORBINC -3 ±00 SR F 1 3960 So IN
 
00± 	 LREF 1 3330 IN
 
.10XMRF 3 6860 IN
 
.10ZMRP 
 0 00 IN
 
OATA fIST COOE H*ESAL 	 Q5 




L I kI l :' : 
zH- 0.5 ---­ -
0.3 : ; : ; 
LU 
VIE 
SY %2BO0L -e -4 -2 0 a a4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYBLMACH FARANSTRIC VAL-UESRERNCIFOMTN 
!f 02  BETA 0 000ORBC~ - 3.-00 BREFn03. LREF 
1.1900RF 
o .10ZMRP 
DAT MSTCOE *ESCALE 

















0 2°S :-: - - --- 'B- -
U
 
UI [l I 
- : ::v 
C3­
0 ;
 { I IL 
o------------------------------------------ [1-- :1 
I BIi 
-t ------ E 
-I
14: :::: t 
-05
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALJES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 DoE BETA 0 000 OPEINC - 3.-0C SREF I 3960 So IN 
1°OD1 LREF 1 5330 INREF 1 3330 IN 
0 1IG XMRF 3 C-60 IN 















+a -O - 04+H -­ 4 -a 0- - 0 -4+ -G I S 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SYfl$OL MACN FARAMEIkIC VALUeSO.$02 0-TA 0 000 ORINC - 300 




PATA NISTCOME NE CEFIN CLM 
M491-MSC-SIC G-1I ORBITER OVITICBFI (033051) O 
, 
NEFERENCE INFORA ION$REF 5.5960 S a 
LREF 1 330 ZN 
RH~F I 683O IN 
?NRF GOL. IN 
ZHrp 0.0000 IN 
9 4 
AUG 71 PAGE 77 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
I~~t UTIT11>JI I f I IJZ 
*~~*~~I:p~ :iti,..ij< 4]
fl II 
4 : :Ei:i ': -
If 
Lu -­
ie I I I[ 








-y 11 X7<:1 
[[7
 
-126 4 - 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












000 8SAUGE 7DATAMST C *E 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 78
OVWTCBF (33411)




c4 + 4-H - H 
5
 





 + 4t +4-a 4 6 0 
Uy 
IE I 30 I
 
-LJ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
R FER NC E NFOR ATIQNRA ETR C VALUE S 

146 szy ,000 ORSNC - .1oo 

SY SC L MAIN P 
SREF 1.3960 Q .19.
 
5REF 1 3330 ZN
0.. 
 XMRC 3 6060 IN
 






DATA HIST CODE M*E 










e- II f-"A 

jLt. 




ANGLE GE ATTACK. ALPHA. EGREES
 
EF SN CE SNCNATON 
AA N7RC V LUES i.logO Q INAthi SREESYN OL OINC - 3 iC IN 
3 04j LL)? 0 IN 
Sd aSIB{A 000 sMsr ±:: 
SAE 003DATA HIST.*COD HOE 
f1 PAGE 8O
 










r:: ifi:: : : 
-T­
-St -to -o - 4 -a a 0 a a z 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETFUC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-460 BEAt 0-000 CRSrNE - 3 I=E SREF 1 3940 S0 IN 
BEEF 3330 IN 
MREF 0.00130 IN
 
4 9-SCALE 00034 
DATA MIST COOE N*6 




-- --- !!:2::  7:-:-­
2.4:1:1:t jf' 
 4 
I : : I l t I I -
I. 1 1 1 1 I f
 
I L 
- 7:1: :zp iI:K 
Li­
1.­
0.4 ~~ ::: : ~441[: 
Lii T:: :l: :
 
:: : [::::  - - - ::i---









0.000 CRBII'C - S .0 
RZFERENCE INrORHATION 
SREF 1 3000 50 
LREF 1.3330 IN J R r 1 3330 N 
IN 
0 0041.005 XHRPYMRP 30 0b 00000 ININ 
SZYRB 0 0000 IN 
0.604 DATA H 0ST.CODE MOE SCALRE 0034 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-11 ORBITER OVWT1CBF C133411) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 82 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
2.4 










SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 





0/TA MIST COD *E 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER 
- z Ica 
OVWT1CBF (033411) 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
GRF I a9.. SO IN 
LR9F 1 33 IN 
89BEF 1 33 iN 
XMRF 3 66co IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN
ZHRP 0 DOUG IN 
SCALE 0 0034 




































0.00 EEA 000 

















M 044M S 
M49 -MFCSI BTA aisISOc 
-
DAAMSOE 








(033411 0- AUG0 SCAE 
SCAL 
71E 















It' I i t . 33 
I-I 1' ! - y -










§RIN- : u3 lg-
- 30 
OVWTICBF [033411) 


























044 - - - - -

L - - IL --­4< -20 0 
.F ANGL ATAK ALH.DERE0.1 l :: 1 
2 Ln:; ± 3flfl in 
0 i -10 4 - 0 0 0 4 0 0 19 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE4CE INFORMATION 
a :04 BETA H a DI ORBIC - a io SREF . 3960 SQ IN 
0S90 LREF 1 3330 8.
 EREF 1 3330 IN 
o04XMRF a 6S60 IN 




1 194 2M RP o DOUG IN 
DATA HZbT CODE H#E SCALE 0 0034 




I J i l 
0- - - -- - -- - ­




x -rtF I 33 
-1 - -0 - - --- - <=-
-2 
00 4RF 6 
S 10
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYvd.0t MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE~S REFERENCE 1NFR0MATItN 
2.990:.o. a ao IN 
095 ZRP I 3o3 IN 
AHRF MP 3 00a i 
SCALE 0.0034DATA HIZT. CCDE *E 













-0I- p m 
-0 -2 a 6 102 - -o -4 a a 0 a 2 4 0 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 604 BETA OREINC .00 

SyMOOL MACH PARAHTRIC VALUES 

0 000 - AREFS 1 5960 0Q.IN 
0.99 LREF 1 3330 IN 
.BREF 1 3330 IN
 
HR? 3 6b D 1N1 980 YHR0 oao IN 
194 ZRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST. CODE N4E 





I*I I I I I I I I I II
 

















oJ 0.0 ! : :
 
F-- I II I::::-- l 1 1
 
-12 -0 -, - - 4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 I0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL HACH 
1 466 BETA 0 000 ORSINC - 3.100 SREF - 39,0 So IN 
6. LREF 1 3330 ZN 
REF 1 3330 IN 
2.99a XNRP 3 6bO ZN[ 4.000 YHRF ai Boo0 IN
 
Z$RF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
4 959 

OATA HIST CODE N*E 




Z i i I{f ::1: 




:1 : ::I I l II I I I
 
I Ii:I :iIi 
- - --- :z:': 14l: :II 
Li-
-j -::IUI fhII 
-]- Ilitm
 
-I 2 a 0 2 -- -­o a 0 4 -- o
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYh20t HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORHATION 
2 0.S04 o SO DETA 0.000 OftINC - 3D10 REF LREF 1 3960 4 3330 LOIN IN 
1.0 REF 1.330 IN 
.o095 YI4RP 0 0000 IN 
DATA HILT. CODE NtE ZIALE 0 00004 I 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-11 ORBITER OVWTICRF (033411) oe AUG 71 PAGE 90 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 





l~ il hill 
-i -	 ! :-+--
Lii 	 I I 
- - - - - -~ 	 ­
z 	 .11- ~ 
12 	 2 1 ­-e 	 - -s:::sz::zz::: 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
1.46. BETA 0.000 ORsZNC - 3 100 	 SREF 1.3960 $0 IN 
1.965 	 LREF 1.3330 IN
 
.0BREF 
 1.3330 IN 
4.000 	 X"R 3 6860 SN0 D4.000 	 YNR 000 
4, 59 	 ZMRP 0 0000 IN 











- 12 -10 - - 6 4--- -- - 0 0 2 4:0 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyHOL AC. PARAMETRIC VALUES RFERENCE IFORATION 
0.00 BETA a000O ORBINC - 3.10D SREF 2 5960 SQ.IN 
o-:G21BEF LREF 1 3330I D IN 
xDXNRF 3 6PSO IN 
1 f095 yMRp a 00., 1. 
1 o195 DATA CODE {T m r ZMRPSCALE a 00060 0034 IN 





I lIt~ l l l l l ] ,i ll 
I I I I II II I t 
l ~ i l l l l 
I II I:f 
-- I II I UN
 
II II
IIOLIAC IIRMCRZ III IIIUIIIS FEIIN  F R AIO 
_2960_ l~_ ILREFIIII IIII 1 1 3000 
Z~~~~~~ I I I E III II III I 
4 959 IMR IIN,. ,. .irII 0 00,0 
II SCLII 0DAT MIST COD IN*E I 

M4 M SF I G-II OIA (0 301 0,,tAU iII! PAGE
C 1ORITE B i93 71 

iI - -II0I-L L­
494MSF-S1G-1 ORBITER I(I I3I3)F 0 AUG PAG seV 33. 
COVE 0 a 1:IS DATA a ~ 20U3a40 SCL 6 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 








I IA 1- TI11 11 
0 - a- 0 D 4 
- 12 - 1 a - 6 - 2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBoo MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
G a. E TA 0 o o O S I C - 3 -o u 
2 0 














M II-I I 
6 a II 
REFERENCE INFORHA71ON 
SR E F 1 39 .0 S Q IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
REF 1 6360 1NXIRp a 3 3 I  
¥HRP ,0000D IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 1" 
SCA LE 0 04 




III: ::: 	 4::.:::: 
LLt
 








 I I : g':
 
_LL6 -R1.Ll 	 _L3LL1 NL 
'21Y -4so -83 0 a 4 	 1-	 a E o 
SRP 1360 QIN .994 BA 0.0 RIN 0 
4 000 	 YMRF a 0010 IN 
4.959 	 ZMRF' 0 0000 IN 
S L 0 ,3MIST M E H* 





r -411 : 
*. - ­: 1 
I l f ill i ]1iI 
] I 1
 
-:1: ',U I I 1 "-I 
I "f II 
ILI 
o - :j: "-il 
J 'iii 
II
LL iti -, ,l 
S0.4 If . 
×~il l i I 
(i 0i1.21I! : !I i 
X . : : IIf 
oele~~~~-- -----4 0 -a-­i i~ -
I II II0. 0 B0N0 R $ 00 S I 
- I: I IF 
12 -In - - 6 4 -2 0 a 0 6 0 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
2 02S;YMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.60 0 BETA {] O RBINC 3 10O0 SREF 1 5960 SG IN.aOD ­
a 90:2 Li.E 1 3330 in 
S 1.oo,2 BREF 1 5330 IN 
"HRp 3 G8,60 N 
095 ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE H*E 










 ; ; ; : 
 : :: 
 :
 
U--) -; -]- [ ; ;to 2 -:T ­
I.6IRE I*33
If 
ANG Lill fll I: 
0. 
0 
 0 0 
 0 0 
 4 6 8
 
ONL
F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 












DATA HIST COOE M*E
 

















-- -LZ ::::: : - :p 1 ­
1.4 ---- :1,:-- -------­
: : 
:1 :L:::C3 -- - - - - ­1. 
Elf - I: I IF II 
III
 
0.2 - . .J 
12 10 - -4 -2 0 0 0 a 2 4 6 r8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SIH.BL MACH PARAHETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.600 BETA 0000 ORBINC - 5.0ao SREF 1 3960 50 IN 
0.B02 LREF I 3$a0 IN 
1 002 BREF 1 3330 IN 
"HRP 3 so IS IN
 
SERP 0 0054 IN
 
CALE o 0034D4TA MIST CWE H*9E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-I ORBITER OVWCBF C033011) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 98
 
2. . I I 1 I f I I I I i t I I I f t I t 1 I I IIII 1 f y 1 
I I II- "I I i 
-IIII-t I I I I -­ ! I I 





















1. - 1 -a 4 I i 0 .0 . .a a 2 
L II I0$00-l I I N 
1-46 BEA a o ON - 3 oSE 56 oI 




DATA MIST CODE M*ESCL 





























i I I I I 
'EEF:if i i r*0 	 -
I I fllDI 
S-	 .- 7 - j t 
I l	 -
L-, 
m 	 IIil 
D Ii I i..fill! 
2 10 	 -1 S -6 4 2 a 0 0 0 a 4 6 a lO 19 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
3y14OL MACN PARAHTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 600 ETA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 	 $REF o 60 ., IN 




 Rp 68.0 IN 
I. D95 	 YNRF a OOD IN 
1 195 URF a 0000 IN 
$CAL, 0 1034 DATA MIST COVE H0 




a: a . ... Tir 





- -0281 0. 
] [ l : 1 33 0 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACHi PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 6 BETA a Goo OROINC - 3 100 IlmI SPF 1 3100 SQ IN, 
.00YHRF 0 00oda IN 
4.95:::: 0 0000 IN 
BATA MI5T CODE N4E SCALE 0 00314 
M491-MSFC-SIC G3-11 ORBITER OVWCBF (03303]), 08 AUG 71 PAGE' .01 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
2.5 




-I-rI I I Tvi ... 
I-1 
-J-
INL I'TTAly RHA -r GREE 
ly90 I II\F I )k53 INI 
I. I BIAY 3 
DRF 133 
0 1500 1HR1 XR O '66, I  
z - F - ANGLELANGLE~SAL OF ATAKAPHDEREOF ATAK.APH.DERE I ZVGB IN 
D A TA H 0SODuo O94C - .0 RE 96 QI 
DATA H1ST CODE M*E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11-JRBITER OVWCBF (033031) 08 AUG7I PAGE '02 
- - -- 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
4.o -. .: .. l iwT T. 
| 1II -- --. . . . 
IA 
1 L -1 11C . -- -- - - .1 
-JT
 
1 h I - I I 









HHF 3680 I 





SYBO MAH PRE I V I O 
1.4C4-- f RDUD JO3031 0 AUG 71 1AG1,6 0 3 
ANGLESAL OF ATAKAPH.DEREU.i0 -s4 -CE -4E 0 2 SCALE 0 03 4 ta 
1 0
M 1.0SF0 I 03~l 8AG L- OBIEREFBPG 331 3i
 














10 - - - - - - - - - 0 ­
-4 
111 8 6 4 2 a a 0 v - 4 6 a -to 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYM8QL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 600 BETA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF I a960 so IN 
LEF 1330 IN 
BR 1 3330 IN a.902 

.0ae 
 XRP 3 6860 IN
 
19R 0 000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE H*E CALE 0.0034 




I I I 







AN -I I I Es I 
J II I, : 




r 6 --- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -------- 1: 
sl aI4I lIn 0 - 1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERlENCE INFORNATION 
S 464 BETA a D00O RS INC - 3 IGO SREF 1 3960 $a IN 
R E F  
lee L 1.53336 1 
BREF I 33a0 IN
S990 
 YNRF 3 6860 1. 
4 000 , MRP 0 Dua IN 




DATA MIST. CODE H*E
 













ANGLE OF-- ATAK-LHA ERE 
I-T------F---vT-- ­ n 
-----I n-11 ri 
+I-H HF+ 
o s 
SYI490L MAC- PARAMETRIC VALUES 
C 0Su ETA 0 0c0 CPBZ%.c 
C0 
:2 
I OATA MI*lT C0E "*a 
M491-MSFC-SIC S-It ORBITER 
- 3 Ija 
OVWCE (033041) 
IREPr~,ENCE NCIIT 
Sj EF 1 3960 69.I12 
osr 1 5330 flh 
ZRP 0 6000 ±IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 106 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
I I IIl t I I I 






- --­- - -- - -
1 - -­
-4 
- - 7-5 
12 -10 -a6 -4 2 a a a 2 4 G a so 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOLACH ~PARAMETRIC VALUIES$EEEC NOMTO 
1 463 BETA 0 009 ORBikIC - 3±100 SREF 1 3060 so IN 
959 LRrr a 33zo in 
BREF ±.3331a INI 
x RP 3 606a 1h 
YRP 0 Coco IN 
ZKRF a 000D IN 
OATA H1S- CODE M*E SALE a UU3. 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 OReITER OVWCB (033041) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 107 
LONGIIUJINAL STABILITY 


























OATA HI aTCOO 





















I i f I I 
-I-F 
I f l 1 1 
I I I I 
Lu 
A 
I if IED 
o T 1 -­
i: i 
-T1T u i 
I "R I Do a 
±2 -10 a - 4 2 0 a 2 4 a 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$fliSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 463 BETA 0000D ORSTNC - 3106 $REV 1 300 so IN 




DATA NZ$T COLE NPA 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCB (033341) 08 AUIG 71 PAGE '09 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 










1± - - ­ - ­
-
-0 ± 
1 0I 0 0 a 0 r 640 1 
ANGLE OF AFTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
sYUBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFtRENCE INFcRNATION 
a.S0 BETA 000 ORKNC - 3 00 SREF I 3960 so IN 
0.905 LREF I 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN I U HR~P 6!60 IN 
.0 HRF a ;Oun IN 
PAAMIT CD KESCALE 0 0054 




-I A.-I F -- I I 
- ---- +...-- +H - [ +H-
I I I ] f i l 
r%F IfK1f 
-- ~~ 1 
it ---- .-A-- APA ERE
 
f itl f i l l 
0z
DO1 




DATA MIST CODE Nfl 










. .0	 -4-1­1 4 
0 
< 
lit I I I 	 I 
.2
 
Ix~f -- -t -­
-Sl. 0.4 
-12 10 - - - 4 - 0 0 0 0 0 2 	 4 6 a o 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.602 BETA 0 BO COBINC - 3.400 $REF 1 3960 SQIN
 
0 903 LREF 1.3330 IN
 










DATA MIST CODE H*E 





SI i I lf i I I I ITT, I 
killI l l 
LU .- -- ---- -'-i -" '""---~I : 
LI 4 -.- - - - - - ­
0- I I] 
Lii . 1 1 T I I I I I 
- I -- ­
±0 T 
I III A I I I I l 
C ' i l i i l i l - . . . 
A. -LL. -. -LI :: :"r"iciw 
SYBO MAC PAAETI VAUE REEEC INFORMATIO 
I] 11,RE I II, l I 1i33 in 
IHR IIT ago 1 . 
,MR I I I I , I 
-12 -±0 -a -6 - 4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 A 8 0 10 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 1
ORIEROWB 8
M41-SC-I G-'11 0301 IU1 PG 

SYMBOL MACB PARAfMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATIOM
 
S BETA 0 000 ORO.NC I 3 00 SREF ± 3960 30 IN
 
BR F 1 3331 IN 
XNI6F 3 6060 ltd 
YMRP 0 OObO itt 
SCALE 0 0034
 
OATh OtOST CODE H t
 




11  1 ]f i 1l + I 
-EEE11333 
(-I 
11 ] f i ll
 
XU LI:T : 
I -<-t I : :IuzI 
I-i- I 11 
u01 ±O - - 6 4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER ENCE INFORHATZCN 
S 0 02 BETA 0 000 ORB$(NC - S .0 SREF 1 3060 SQ IN 
1.602 LREF 33 IN
 
< BjEF I 333O IN
 
[ 1 O YNRr 0 Ob~o IN 
I ZHRF 0 oor IN 
DATA MIST CODE N4E SAE 005 





- -%fl-	 -- -. -4-
I-:- -- r - - ----.­
$2 
 LRF 	 1 333: IN 
LREF 	 1 3330 IN 
1MR IN33380 

YNRP 3 OSO IN 
YNRF 0 0000 IN
Z MgP 	 0 0000O IN 
SCALE a 0034
 
DATA HMIST CODE NE
 












U ,,W1, Fri:I 
Ld-­
2l-H L I11014 
-1T
 





-I I35 FTR I 
I~~~ ~ LoLLR Ou 
t 
- -
0.0P IT- -0-[T 
REFERENCE INFORHA7IOQ
 
.StHOOL HACK PARAHETRIC VALUES SREF I Saso St3II
 
0 000 ORBItJC - S,iOO0.60 SETh 

































G 1 O 
-'64I2 
--------
9I I I II 
I III II I I Ill 




M CIz (03ll041) 
i i 1 1 !I 
I-I-l t 
I I III I I I 'I 
I I0I II5 
QIflIIII I  I0III10II 
ANLEO ATAK ALPHA.I LEGREES 
11 E 





I IA 7 
I I I 
I I~ i 
II II I III I I 











I -. --- I ItI I LIaP II 

















I fI : :
 
. . . .. II I 





0 B.R F 1 3 3 0 I N 
0 X RP 3 861, IN 
0 ?HRF 0 O001, IN 
1.200 ZNRF 0 O000 IN 
DATA fIST CODE N*C SCALE 
0 0034 




19:1 a 4 2 L 
-











 E 33 IN 
-NR ; : I a , N 
-10 4 2 0 -2 --
M41MFCSCG11OBTE VC (03ilt~ 2 08AU 1 AL
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
$rHbOL HACN pARAE=iC VALUES REFERENCE r.ORHA lion2 1:-:: BETA 0C G O RSZBNC - 3 100 LREF j 3ASG ZN I 
% 5 L1 3330 IN 
XHF $ GO30 IN 
YNRF C 0OOL IN 
ZHRF 0 OObjO IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIlT WO E HIE 






411211 T:r1p I j I'I 	 I I pI~I'IT:I 1" WI'm 
I~~~-- >1~~ 	 4 11::j: 11If SHSF tta 1111aI 
1~11~ 11-11 
I~jf Z(:::4~ 	 :v:u 111111111 
-o
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL MACH FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
9.600 BETA 0 000 oRBINC - 3 .oo 	 SREF ± 3060 S@IN 
898 	 LREF 1 3330 IN
 
0 -REF 1 330 IN
 
093 	 YMRP 0 O~flO IN
SMBOLMSC-S 6-1 RBTR VVWLUES 	 (0392)E8RAGENCPAEINO20TO
 
05ZHRF 	 0 0000 jN








I.it I 11 rI I 





-e} z - s I - Z; 
0 .901.p 3SaD I 
2 .3 EA5 0 ORIN - 5 0 RF SO 
a 0 a 0 IT 2 A 6 a 10 ±2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEREES
 
REFERENCE INFQRMATIOJPARAMETRICSVNBOL MACH VALUES ANGREF ATACK3ALHA0DEiNE4 0RE ± -00 IN 
limRP G aVoO IN 
DATA $IST CODE HM*E I SCALE 0 0034 
9 ARF I 0000
08 AUG 71 PAGE :21
OVWCBTI










I -E I 
-10 6 -4 - a a a 0 2 4 6 0 10 IN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE,,CC 14FOR14.71O 
BETA Ova BREF
D A 8 OR1INC - 100 0 394 so IN 
M 89-1 OIVC LEEF I IN
 SBREF 1 3330 IN 
00XMRF 5 6860 I 
a93 YHRP 0 acla IN 
ZM RP 0 ODO IN 
DATA MIST CODE MM#E SAE 003 
1.2D5 





iI I I lf 
0"-
 -I-.t'w> 4±:;:jT f11 UT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sy"..L HACH PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REERNCE INFORMATION 
1 465 BETA a Goo ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1 396D SQ.|N 
E F  

1o960 LR I "AD0 IN BRET 1 3330 IN 
S9.0 X, RF 3 .650 14 
4 Dun YMRF 0 aloa IN 




DATA MIST CODE vM*E 














< %~1: iT I47II1fli II:IjIIf:
 


















Y HOL AC 
0.600 STA 
PARA ETRIC VALUES 
O*0 0 CR INC-0.RP -1 - 3 1 00 686 0 0 z R EF 
LR EF 
4 6 1 39 0 
1 3330 







± 3330 iN 
0.00Ob iN 
0034,APH.DERE 
0HRO. OU IN 
93 
DATA MIST CODE NN*E SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-I ORBITER OVWCBTI (033021) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 124 
l I
LONGITUINAL STABILITY I I
2.6 1 1J1 1 1 1 I I 

S 1 ; 11 LU1 
2. .::::..........
 
2.0 --F :: I 






0.4 : :: :
 
-12 -10 a -6 -4 - 0 0 a R 4 6 a to
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH FPR-NETRIC JALUES -E-EO E INFO--A'OlN 
463 SBETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 IO R 3960 SQ in 
LREF I 333D IN1 960 

OR0F 1 3330 I.
2990 
 XMR- 3 6860 in
 
4.0 YHRP 0 OO.0 IN 
4ZRP 0 goc IN SCALE 0 0 , 4
 
DATA MIST CODE H*ES 












<2 --- - - 2 0 4 6 8 10 ? 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES =EVg'E 1NOR.ATIO 
06DBETA 0 DO0 ORDINE - 3 100 1RF3960 SO IN 
2 0 98 REF 1 3330 IN REF I 3$ IN
 
I.:~ .o ZMRP 000o0 IN 
DATA MIST CODE HN*E SAE 003 














N- 42 T- -A 
. ­ ::::j I:I::.:m 
o -+ 
LL-, 1 1 
of I I ILI I 
I 1I 
<I J-1. I 
02 
E) 0.0 YNR a Dos I 
- -o - 6 4 2 0 0 a 0 2 4 6 a 10IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
stUOOL MACH eARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4-BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREr 1 5980 SQ 1.2RE 33
1 
a.2 aiii I 
ZMRP O0L t. 
$AE 003 
R 4"1 
DATA MIST CODE M$*E 




f i Iiil ! i f I I I ! f f ff;l I 
~~11 111 11 1 .1 
i l l f [ f II I I I 1 1 
EE- ; - -
ANL OF A C A D 
0 ± 00 
[.i : i 11 
I RE 1 33:II U 1 
BRE I 33 IN 
60iF 























:E::0E| I#It '7 _~I lP 
' 
_ 











-I4 a 4 0$ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAINH PARAMETRIC VALUES Ei CiOR.T, 
3 BETA 0 0 ORBINC - 3 IGG LREF ± 330 sIN 
,REF 1 3310 IN 
0 2 990 BEEFP 35300 1IN 
YNRI 0 ]t0 IN 
4 959 ZHRP 0 0060 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA INST CODE T*E 












1 a -126 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 600 BETA 0 0D0 ORBINC - 3 IGO SREF 4 3960 SQ IN. 
00.0 LREF 1 3330 IN 
BRIF 1 3330 1N 
1 n 
 XMR P 3 6860 IN 
YMRF 0 OECO IN 
295 ZHRP 0 O0 INSCALE 0 0034HM4EDATA MIST CODE 




4. El,,E'E :f... B'.+E 1 .
 
M I I__ 
C 
il~ ll .ill 
F­
-D'=I~~~~~ -I - 0 - O 0
-- - - - 42 O 6 

. 1 1 1 1
< 
I f I IE I I I I0 I I
V-

M l I IEF1 1 1 11 1 

CID lIAT H i ll I l i
 
12 -±0 0 -o -4 -a a a a a a a 4 6 a t0 *t
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.Y.BOL NACM PARAMETRIC VALUES 5SFERE'CE 1N-O).ATIO. 
± 6 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 SRE I 39Oa SQ IN 
90LRE 1 Z330 IN2.~ 306060 in
 
400Y)RF a 0bl0 IN
 
4 959 ZNRF 0 Done IN
 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE HNts 









z I9 IN33 LRu I 
RF I 3330 IN 
±oo 
.yHRP SOXRF ±3330.00C IN6D 
IZtRP DOO 
SCALE 0 0034 




-- -44 - - ­
4 
UL 
- - --2- - ­
zJ -)-- -t 
S a­
12 0 0 
 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 -4 -G - 10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL HACH FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERE CE !- -LYION
 
1.465 BETA 0 000 ORSIJC - 3 100 SR5F 1 396a $ IN
 
1.960 LREF 1 333D 1,4SBRCF 1 6350 IN
 
S2 990 XMRP 3 6960 IN
 
4.000 YNRp 0 019D I"
4 959 ZHRP a Doan IN 
A LE 0 U04
DATA MST CODE HH*E 






- ­-- - ---- - -­ ---
2 F-k 
Li 
ILI - -- - - -
-Os 
-0 5 ' k 
I N0 1R£11 IN IN 333 
-t -to -o8 - - 4 -2Z 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYNSOL MACH pARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$04 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3060 $Q.IN 
. 1.002 3330 IN 
e 10 Y6aRP 0 0000 IN 
96 ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE N*E SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF (033412) 08 AUG 71 PAGE '34 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
111AI I I Il -I , 
05 ::i :[ 
(2 - - - - -
Li. ii[.. . 
00 
< 
Q 1 1 1 
. . 
lil N~ N 
-jJ 
I I I I L I-I 1 11 - -
12 ±0 -o - 4 -2 0 0a 0 a 4 6 a0 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYBL940 ARANETRIC VALUES RC E"E CCr O TO 

















1DATA ST CODE H3A 











LL IO IHR I Io IN 
1d I9 INRI IOOI IN
 
-2------------------4 -L: tI :11 0* i::c 0 2 4 6 10 
STOE SLID ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYNOOL NAC$ PARANETRXC VALUES 1RHCuF0ON..TIC 










CATA HST C E NE SAE O03 





I I I 
I 1 i l
 







-±2 -±0 -O -6- -0 -4 -z 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 1-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
2 
$SYM00L MACH pARAMETRIC "'ALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 401 ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - S ±0U OREF ± 3960 0 IN 
±6 LREF ± 5330 ZN 
290RRF B 1 3330 IN 
S90XHRF 3 0060 IN 
400YI4RF 0 OC"0g IN 
4.5 0H 0000 IN
SCALE 0 a034
 
OATA MIST. COOE N*E
 




















-ie -10 - -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 2O ie 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOL Nst PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00:04 ALPHA 0 DOD ORBINC - 3 IOU SREF 1.3960 SQ IN
 
LREF 3330 IN 




YHRFF oO0 IN 
I I ZNRP 0 00 N 
DATA MIST COME 4*E SCALE 0 0034 
o ,0 IN 















0E 1 333CI 
"J 
-1 -10 a 6 -4 2 a a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE 





DATA MIST CODE M*E 






2 4 6 t 
SEGREES 
D08EREGCE INFOR1.T.33SHEF 1 3960 $e 
LRE 
F 1 3330 IN 
R*S8EF 1 3350 IN 
HRF 3 6"60 IYHRP a T IN 
ZMRP a 0000 in 
SCALE a "34 











- -. ... --	 ~~ -:{ ::--- F:::-







-'I -- 0 - -6 -4 - 0 0 0 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
C,,ETRIC
SYMBOL MACH VALUES -TIO-	 REFERENCE INFOR-

0 604 ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 	 RIEF A 1 .3960 so is 
903 LREP 35 Z 
B EF 1 33ID IN 
1 002 
 XNRP 3.6-60 IN
 
1.ice IMBF 0 aul0 IN
 




DATA MIZST CODE M*E
 
M491-NSFC-SlC G-11-ORBITER OVWT1CBF CD33412) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 140 
LATERAL-DIRECIIONAL STABILITY 
:111:-P 1111F­
tt- - - - ­ - -- - -. - - !--
1 1 1 f i l l I I 
I lI f I I1 
LL 
ALI 
0 1.0 9 
o D4* 
0r .0 1 
,;;- IlA 
0 . 6 " I 




0.2 ~ ~ - - - - -.. - - - -
12± 10o a8 6 4 -2 0 0 a a 0 2 A 0 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC UALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
141 ALPHA 
A.961 












DATA MIST CODE H*E SCALE 
0034 




A 2 - - - ­
<-. ---- I-
U 
LL 0.toTT- - -. ­
to
 









6 4 2 a a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 








4 6 a 10 
REFERENCE INFORMATIlON 
SREF 1 3960 30 
SR EF 1.3330 IN 
LREP 1.3330 IN 
6 I 
0.00 N 
0 .0034 ISCAL, .EGEE 
l 
IN 






 *--- 17:.i 
* :::j: - -- EE= 1 







-O ° !... 

a 0 2 A a a-j -i A-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
3960 S IN
REFREFER EC E 4FOR 9T .UN
 
Y BOL MACH FARA E T UIC LUE 5 - 100ORBIN-
LREF 1 3330 IN 
1.462 ALPHA 0 D un 

1 961 X-R- 3 Seen I





Z RP 0a003 IN 
4 959 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST CODE M*E 
OVWTICBF C033412) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 143





I fI I II I -
| 	 I{ III I I !> III::: 	 -F­
o 0:: -:::----­
u 	 :U:f111 
m . Er- ---	 I t 
1:1	 fil 
I~~~ 	 : - ~I 
12 -10 -- - 6 -4 --- 2 0 	 2 4 6 10 l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.6V4 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 	 SRF 1 3960 so IN 
- 8o3 4aa0	LREF I 1 
BREF ± 3350 IN 
002 	 XHRF .1 686 IN 
0 	 yRF , IN 
R ZHRP 0 G0C IN 
DATA MIST CODE N*E SCALE 0 00$4
 




- -; I I~ fil I 
If I






ei2 -o -a -e 4 a0 a 0 2 4 6 0 101 12I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRhA7A C 
1:461 ALPHA 0.000 QR8INC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
1961 LREF I 330 IN 
OREF 1 3330 IN 
2 990 XHRP a 6000 IN 
[S 000 L4 0R0Do INRP 0 0000 IN4 a59 
SALE 0 4DATA MIST COD#ENE 





>- .5 - VJl 
(_
 
<" IH I fi #­2.0 - - ­










o-IV - -6 -4 2 a 0 0 2 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.604 ALPHA a 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF . 3o SQ IN 
00.903 LREF 1.3330 IN0BREF 1 330 IN 
1,002 XMRF a 6S60 IN,
11 YMRF 0 G0 D IN 
9ZRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE H*E SCALE a 0034 













S -10 -- - - 4 - 0 0 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH FARANETRIC VALUES RtFERE4CE INFORMATION 
.401 ALFHA 0 0D OROINC - 3 100 SREF I 3060 So IN 









4 959 ZMRF 0 001 IN 
DATA MIST CODE N*E SCALE 0 0034 




 I h 
C 
-0.5 






-1 10 -28 6 -I4 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 19
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
2 ALPHA 0.0o0 ORBINC - 3 t0O SREF 1 3960 Se IN 
0 902 LREF 1 3330 IN 
0 10 BREF ± 3330 IN
 
XYRP 0 630 IN
 
96 YHRP 0.000 IN
196 ZHRP O.o D IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIST CODE *AN*E 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-li ORBITER - OVWCBF (D33032) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 148 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
1.5 




I 4kB. I kIf 
a_,I i I!. I 
I II I it I I I IN IN 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
1 4.5 ALFHA a Boo oRBx - 3 100 &REF L 3960 SQ In 








0XMRp 3 6860 IN 
T- Re a 0 0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODa *AM Z SCALC 0 0.14 




'----- --------------- i-~~~~I 4-H, 
m 
< 
-~ --.-- - - - - -
- - - - -
LI 
. 




I0 IE~ ,.3I 
ORO1N - 10 18E1 
I I 
1I 5A6 
1 ~ ~09A IMe 00'0 








































- 11, I! 
L- G 
2 FN0±330 I 
48 --- ---------10

-0.5 0 0 0 
I- 112 ICU IEF 1'.0 1 1 
BREFI 11 I13 
12 10 aH 460 0 6 a 2 4aNo 1 
SIDESLIPSCALLEE0, 0034E
 




DATA MIST COVE *ANE
 
f481-MSFC-SIC G-1i ORBITER -- OVWCBF C033032) 08 AUG 71 PAGE :51 















1 J I- - LN	 3 
z 
Q--[E1­
- -2 a a a 0 0 2 4 6 IQ I 12 
II -I IIN--LSIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
-~~000 

S, HOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 PFERENCE INFORh^rIOh 
6D ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - 3.100 	 SREF 1 3960 S IN.
2 
 LREF 1 3330 IN
 




1 	.05 XH P 3 seaG, 
S08YMRP O.ODGO IN 
I1 ZNRP 0 DOO IN 
SCALE a0 034 
DATA MIST CODE *AH*E 












- - - - RE 90 
} I 
2 -to -S - -4 z 0 
SInE SLIP ANGLES 
SYNBO. lAc" rARA'4ETRIC VALVEIJC$ruINO 
465 ALelA 0 000 ORSIt'c - 3 LOD 
1 9 zBREF 
290XNRP 
000 
DATA HI1ST CODE PAN*E 









08 AUG 71 
6 



























LIJ : E: 
: 
_2 




a1±-±0 -O -* -4 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYM...L MAH ARAk*0.1zC "ALUE& 





DATA MIST. CODE *AH 





4 60 at 
C-CECC . rOIV'AYXO'i 
SREF 1.3960 SQ 
LREF 1 3350 IN 
BREF I .3330 In 
XRF 3 6 '60IN 
YHR P 0 DanO IN 
ZHRP 0 goop IN 
'CLE0C0 




III flll fill--AE I It I f. 
:.Z:::: 
l0 I I 






-­ 6 4- - - 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 10 12 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 































M481-MSFC-SIC G-l1 ORBITER OVWCBF C0330323 08 AUG 71 PAGE 155 












-J-	 - - - - - - - - -

S D.6 
m-+ 	 -j - ---­
-0
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DECREES
 
° 
SY$DOL flACN PARANEThIC VAL4S 	 RLPEftENCE INF0RNAT1ON
1.0 -4R -a a86 a 	 a 4 a a 
o 	602 ALPHA 0 000 OROZNC - 3 100 SREF ± 5960 SQ IN 
I00: SIDE SLIP ANLE BETA. DEGEE LREF 30 IN 
CDFL -	 A 7G ----
yM96ZRP a DOLD IN 
SCALE n fi034DATA MIST CODE *AH* 

















I i f I 
0. H .11LlE 
1a 1 -4 2 0 a 0 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
REFEREN.CE INFORMATIONSyMPOL MACH PARANErO.C A.AE3 
SREF 1 3960 so IN 1 4:3 ALFHA a 00 ORBINC - 3.100 952 LREF I 3Z30 IN 
REF 1 3330 IN2 9 XMRF 1 686, IN4 Go 
YM52RF , , 6 IN 
SCALE 13330 iN 
*AM*E
DATA MIST CODE 





"°F I ! 
0.------------------------------ - -- - - -
I .0
 
LLI LII 00 -c L 
U-T
 
6. 1 I I 
0. 
±| -.-.... z:: . 
-- -0 a - 4 2 a 0 0 0a 4 6 8 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORhnTO
 
0.602 ALPHA 0 Go ORBINC - 3 100 BREF $.3960 S IN








I 19 8 

R 1.1.96 ZMRP 0 DooQ l IN 
SCALE 0 0034
 
DATA MIST CODE *AHE
 
OVWCRF (033032)




i f II I I I jf:I:1 Ii 
z 
o xul::~lI ::iI:II 
0.4 
fl 0.1---------- -----------------------------------­
- - .- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - El- ~ - - -
AI 1 elllLiL 
±. -±0 -a -o 4 -2 0 0 a 0 0 z 4 6 0 to se 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIUN 
1 403 ALPHA 0 0O ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF ± 3330 IN
 





 X0RP 3 SS60
0 IN
 
4000 YHRF 0 oob13 IN
 
4 99 
 ZNRP 0 0000 IN
 SCALE 0 0 4 
DATA MIST CODE *AN*E 





c-II. - I fit 









( l l.1 
|RE 












0 G O BI C 
10 
- 0 









ORBITER OVWCBF - (033032) 
CAL 






4.0 : [ V 1j 
I-Id1 
cl 
C). -5-'-tz ------. -------U - -1--- I----






I 1 10_ - a I o 14 1 -I 1.1 4 8 8 0 
O0a
 
-1 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 a0 6 a I0 tz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RC-E - FO-ATIC 
2 463 ALPHA v 000 ORBINC - 3 LOO SREF 1 3960 Sa IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN1.952 
BREF 1 3330 1N
XNRP 3 6860 ;2 990 
000 SR 00V03 IN
 
ZMRP 0 ocaG IN4 959 

SCAL 0 0034
DATA HIST CODE *AHM*E 




it If I I I II', I I : 




Fk I I IN 
, 
IP 




7LT II ILI 
-2 -10 -a -6 -4 - 0 0 a 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYIISOL " CH P..RAMET RC 'AdiOS 
Q 602 ALIHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 
90a 
0 1 0021.101 
194 
DATA HIST CODE HI*E 
M491-MSFC--SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCB --t033042J 




1-3960 So IN 
LRE 1 S30 In 
tREP 1 330o . 
UNRP 3 68.0 IN 
yHR, a OLDb IN 
Z"RP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE D 234 














.4,ill XEX I 
U eol -1 o -I42 2 4 6aIo 1 





- 12 -10 -o 0 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HAC- PAR.fETRIC VnjE$ REFLRENCE INFCNmATiO
 
± 463 ALPHA a ODD ORBINC - a Iva SREF 1 3960 SO IN
 
955 LREF 1 3330 IN
 
BREF I 3330 IN
 
XHP 3 6860 IN
 





SCALE , 0034DATA MIST CODE NN*E 










0 w 11I IIN I-Fir---­
u 1 i 
Z1 A TL 
M-W 0° R 
ifk 
'a I IN 
LRi 333NI 
S-2.0 U.~~110 1NR 0100 I 
SCAI 00.0 
-12 ~~~~~~ -- -1 - - - - ­0 --- -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL -ACH ARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











11 YMRP a voon IN 
1 194 ZHRF 0 0 00D IN 
DATA HIST. co"E MM*E SAE . 
3 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCB g[D33042) 08 AUG 71 PAGE '64 
4 5 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 





















- -4 -2 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a 00 098INC - 3 Ica 





2 4 8 0 I 
REFERENCE INFORT4AIOU 
REF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 30 IN 
DR I 333G IN 
YNRp 3 680 IN 
yNRP a aO0, in 
ZHRP 00O5O in 
SCALE 0 0134 
08 AUG 71 PAGE .85 
o1- LATERAL-DIRECIONAL STABILITY 
-
- - - H i . + 1 -11I 
m 
I-I 
II N N 
Lt. 
C -. 4 
LIIf 
I-r-I--
--- - - -
-I 
-- -----­
12 -t -s - -4 -2 0 a a a a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYHOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 




DATA HiST COREBIT E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G- 11 ORBITER OV Co C033 C42 
a A 6 a 
REFE'CE FO 
1 960: 
LREF 1 3.30 
XRU 13530 
HRr 0 000 
ZR 0.0000 
SCLE PA 

























2 - I + -3II LREF. INi 
I f1 . ( f ( INi 13 11 




-- L-f i l 





- - - - - - ­ -­
-z -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 0 0 0 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
5 14501 MACH PARAMETRIC VALilE$ 
1. 463 ALPHA 0 COD ORBINC - 3 100 
1 955 
DATA MIST CODE M"*E 
2 4 le1 1 
R-FERE.CE i.FOR .TIG-
SREF 1 3960 so IN 
LREF s 3 33 IN 
OREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRF 3 68. IN 
YHRW a bua0 IN 
ZMRF a OGoC in 
A 003 

















- I.---.---------I .. 
- 1-----------





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- ALP:A 001, OR-NC - : SREF 	 - 3960 -. SQ.N 
R E F  

0--2 -3:0 	 L A IN 
BREF I 3330 IN 
1.002 	 XHRP 3 6860 IN 
S101 	 yHPP 0 .10 IN 
1 4 	 ZURP 0 PofO IN 
S
 
SCALE 0 0034HEDATA MIST CODE 




I'I I: If I IJ I IH t 
2.244:A -:t1Il U n -
2.0 
1.8­





0.0 -- z1 
-0j
 
00 -L. I..--I.Ljz 




-it -tol -a -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 a 10l it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
STO.. 'ACH FARA.ETiIC VnLuES REFERENCE INI'URHAT.On 
I -63 ALPHA 0 D0 ORBINC - 3 I0D SREF 1 3960 SQ I 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
DREF 1 3330 iN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
YNRP 0 4br0 IN 




DATA HIST CODE H*E 




I ;f I I 
4- --
S 4 - - - ­
1 0 
Ld I I I i 
>- iI I 
-C I 




0.60 0 - : 
"-s -±0 -8B -o6 -A4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12Z 
SiDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBgOL .. ACI 4RAHETRIC VALUSS REFEREH(E ZUFORHATZ 0 
0O60S ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 ±00 SREF 1 3900 SQ IN 
a LE -3S0902 
0 REr IN± L F 1.3330± 5330 ZND XNRF 3 08s0 IN 
1:1 YHRF CO.DVO IN 
1 14 ZHRP 0 000 IN 
SCALE C 0034
 
DATA HIST. CODE N*E" 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FARAETIC nLUE 
0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 
CODE NX*E 
ORBITER OVWCB (033042) -08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3360 S. IN 
LREF 1 S330 INBREF ± 3330 IN 
XHRF- 3 6860 IN 
YLRF 0 Qbo3 IN 
ZMRF 0 OOr AN 
SCALE 0 0034 










11 i0t 1HP00 1 N 
-Ia1 -to -s8 - 6 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 1 12 
YSymOI %4ACN 
0 2 ALPRA 
PARAMETRIC 
o 000 
SlIDE SLIP ANGLE. 
UALU2$ 




s~RE ± 3060 SQ 
9IEF 3 -3 IN 
1 3330 IN 
IN 
DAT H T C NCESCALE 0.0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-l1 ORBITER OYWCB (033042) 0lO AUG 71 PAGE "72 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 





It- - - - -It 
-1 1:LRLF L-3]iN 
:: Y--p---- -tI-
0.1 ---­
-1z -to -8 -6 -4 -Z a a a 0 0 6 a to AS1 




YOC ACHt ;^nA$ET 1C VALUES CEHE 
1 403 ALrSIA 0 000 ORSINC 3a 00 $SRE $ 3800 So IN 
SSS R~ 3330 IN 
LRZ 3330 IN 
ZHEr a0.0000 IN 
SCALE , 003DATA IST CODE HM*E 






I I k 
-t- 1 --W_I- --
III 
.r1 ::Aw 11 
I--I--I-I-----------------------. 11 m " 1 1 3-4L- j 1A 
Ci
 
0 * _ 
-! -10 -8 -6 -- -- a 0 0 0 0 2 6 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR[C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.602 ALPHA 0 000 OR$INC - 3 Io0 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 




1 00 XHRF 3 6860 I
 
101 yMRP 0.0500 IN
 
1 194 ZMRF 0.0000 IN
 SCALE 0 0034
 DATA MIST CODE MM4E 







2 5 1111: 
o 
w I I: 
Hi ll 
0 5 : 
-1 -10 S8 
SYMBOL MACH 




6 4 -2 a a a 0 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FAkAHETRIC VALUES 
a OD ORSINC - 3 00 
CODE KH*ESAL 
ORBITER OVWCB (D330423 
2 4 6 a 20 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR6F 1 3960 $Q IN 
LREF 1 -.330 IN 
BR9F 1 3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
YM9F 0 0.00 IN 
zMRP o0Door IN 
0 







14. - -u I .. L .. 
-­ -:1 Q]II TI 
---.- L J I JIL IL A-





0.000 ORBSNC - 3 100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 1 393 0 0 IN 
LREF 1 5 0 1. 
A 1,001 BREF.8MRP 13 Z330686 IN1N 
1.02YNRF 0 0000 IN 
10 ZRP O000C IN 
DATA MIST CODE HM*E SCALE 0 0034 











syXso- -AC PARAMETRIC %ALUES 





DATA MIST CODE MM*E 


















E.91 c !,,FORM.-Io 
1 3960 se 
1 33z. IN 
1 3330 IN 
3 6860 IN 
0 0, L IN 














U -~*- - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
. - -- - - - ­
--17 -10 a - 6 -4 -2 a a 0 a 2 6 a 10 lz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
Do 60 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 I00 

0.:05 LREF 2 3330 IN 
1 Dal 
 ^BREF 1 3330 INXHRP 3 6860 IN
 
1.100 YHRr 1 0 0 0u IN 
R 
2 02 ZM F 0 000r IN 
OATA HJST CODE HH#r 
 SCALE U 0034 















+Li. -- - -f - 2 0 0 I 0 N 2 4 a B C 
W 
+E IL 3 I INI~~O 
0 6 I
t32 -10 -8 - 6 - -2 0 0 

SIDE SLIF ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE -,FORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES OO IY3R0SREF 396. SQ IN467 006.O ORBINlC 31 ALPHA Z - f00 





XMRP 5 650 N 
'MooYRF a abca in 
FZMR 0 fovc IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIST. CODE $m*E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-1l ORBITER OVWCBTI (033022) 08 AUG 71" PAGE "79
 
- - -- - - - -- 






m 111 fll... jKI.t 
Li 
- -S -3 6 -2 0 0 0 0 2 -46 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
O 50± ALPfA 0 000 ORBINC - 3.100 	 SR$F I 5960 SO.IN 
0.903 	 LRE ± 550 IN 
BRIF 1 3330 ItJ
' 1 001 XHRP 3 686 IN 
±100O YMRF 0 0000 IN 
S201 DATA CODE H*E	 ZNRP fIST0 0000 IN 




















ct:1 SIDE4 7ALPHA pARAMETRIC 

000 



























S9TREF 1 0300 IN
 




DATA "IST CODE MM4E 





I- I- I- I I II I tI :I: : 
2.0 + ~7 YT 
I I If if I I 







12 -10 -a -e -4 -2 a 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 1D 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 601 ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 IUD SREF 1 3960 so IN. 
0oLREF 1.3340 IN
 
BREF 1 3350 IN
 
" XRF 3 B OD IN 
0 YMPF a 0.. IN 
1 MR 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE MM*E 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER OVWCBTI C033022) 0 AUG -1 PAGE '82
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
t 4 IFI I I liii I T 11K 
:t: -Z : 
2. I :J:: 2::.I I LL. 
i+ i1­ 4 
tltt 
I.II 
_O.12 -20 a 6 -4 2 a 0 0 0 2 6 a to it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
S,630 MAIN PARAMETRIC VALUES NEFERENCL INFORMATION 
1.407 ALPVA a 0.0 ORDINC - 3 100 3REF 1 3960 3Q IN 
I 95T LREF 1 313D IN 
SREF 1 3330 IN 
Z-1.90 XH RP 1 6860 IN 
R 4 000 5 499SCALE 
YMRF 
ZM 






DATA MIST CODE HH*E 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBTI (033022) 08 AUG 71 PAGE '83 













-is -10 -8 . 6 - 4 -Z2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 S 10 t
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. RETA, DEGREES
 
S"M OL MACn 	 l ~~~~PAAE1R!C £.{ Ti IO IPRI.Oo REgRNCE 1NF0 HA1UCN 
ALPHA 3 100 0.03 SO2 0 SOS 000 ORSINC -	 SREF I 3950 IN IN D3REF 1 530 XN
I H3$O 	 LREF I
 
1.202 
 ZRP 0 INoC 
SCALE C U034 
DATA MIST CODE 	 MH*E
 















SyNSoL NACN PARAHETRIC VALUES 2EFERiENtE INFO I.ATI0O 














12: 0. ZRP 0 0000 IN 
DSTA CODA SLIT BETA DEGREES 
S4Y1-MsrC-sIC -If ORBITER OVVLCETI C033022J 08 AUG 1 PAGt _A5 
LATERAL-DIRECT IONAL STABILITY
 
I If I° I I f 








-12 -0 - o -6 4 -Z 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 to 12 




00Co ORSINC - 3 100 
REFERENCE INFO'A'11O' 
SREF 1.3960 SO 





1 35503 68601 3330 ININ]  
1 0 0 YHR P z 
H F O . .. 0:.D.O IN 
20 
DATA MIST CODE HH*E SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBTI C033022) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 18S 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. EETA. DEGREES
 
3YMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE52 467 ALeHA a 000 ORSINI - 53EFIOU 1006 S IN 
LRCF 3330 IN 
BRE 1 3330 IN 1.957 
4.000 YHRP n 6000 IN 
4 969 Z4RF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE HM4E SAC 003 













Wol -I- 4A 





-+ H ;:: IIIT: F-

12 0 a -- 2l.a -- 6 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, EGREES
 
S SOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 601 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - a 100 SREF 1 *60 SQ IN 
0.90 LREr BREF 11 3030 3330 
IN 
IN 
0 XHRe 3 6860 1N 
I to' YNR 0 0ob IN 
OATA "1sT CODE HN*E S AL 
a 003 




I1-------IIl3- - -5- ­
0 
flll1l1I lQl 11A 11 I/ 'l ,, 
z7 
k 1 'Il XI f Il 
Ill I IJ__] - -1 K Il 1I% t 
l I i_ I_J i l l II I 111 I I ll 

I 
IIII I I '" I- -F 
II IllATS- I I I I I tALUES I ll[l -
NI-IRI 6I 6 
L12 -101 - 8 - 6 - 4 - a a] aJ 0 0 2 4 $ a to 1i2 
SIAE 7LIP ANGLEO BETA. OEGREES
 
SYMBOL A C1 0 111RF '83RFF PARAMETRIC ALUES OC(F0302l)GE ZM REFERENCE 00 
1 A£67 ALPHA 0 BOB ORD INC - 3 101) SREF 1. 3960 SQ IN 
1 957 LREF i. 333a IN 
290BRE c 3330 1. 
, 90 XRP 36960 IN 
4 Ova YMRP 0 , 0 ,9 IN 
4 S 59 ZMRF 0 DO.Oa IN 
CA 003D ATA MIST CODE HM* 






I~I IN' I I I I fl I I4:11" A-: 77 VI
 





------------ I h-i 
UJ
 







-- IEF 13 i I I 
i l l :: : 
-12 -10 - 6 -4 2 0 0 a 0 2 4 6 8 10 it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES,
 





0.896 ALPHA a 000 ORBINC 1 SREF 1.3960 $Q IN
 
LREF 1 3310 IN 
BREF 3350 N o o XHRP C 6860 IH [] 197 YHRP 0 ouvo IN 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYOL HACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
0.896 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 So IN 
LREF 1 4330 IN
003 
 BREF 1 3330 INo 8197 XHRF 3 68D INEl $ 97yHR, 0 0.00 1.
 




DATA HZ$T CODE H4E
 






*------------h::: 	 : 
mILILI ! 	 : 
o 
F II I:::	 IfI 
_fI -11±210 -O -6 4 2 0 a0 6 ' a 
SYNOOL MACH PARAFETRIC VALUES iZErERENCE xNrORNATIO.1003 	 ,'LREF 1.3330 1IN
0.096 	 ALPHA 0 000 0R6VNC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ IN 
BREF 1 3330 10 12XHRP 	 S oOlu IiYNRF 	 0.0000 I 
SCALE 0 0034
A*E
DATA MIST CODE 




. . . .. . 1G f I~IT !I 
U- . ... :1:1: 
I fI 
A fit 
ALH 121: ::I ::': : : : :::2 
-012 -10 - 8 - 6 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 8 4 6 8 10 12 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACN =A TI t.LUES =E;2aENCE 1mOR ATXO00e98 0LH000 ORBINO 3 100 SREF 1 3960 60 1*4 
1.003 LREF ± 3330REF 1  INI  
197 = 71 YNR 0 0000 I 
DATA HIANL CODE EEGREE ZNNF 0 0000 IN 










.... -­ - ------i
l 
S 1..- ........ 
............ 








-±0 -O8 -eG -4 - 0 0 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FARAHETRIC VALLJS 
ALFHA 0 000 0R&ZNC - 3 Doc 
1 0 
So 







































SYH O $ACN 
D 6 ALPflA 
-9--- -
L 997 
0 60-6S ALPHACG 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
rAR rTRIC VALUZS 
0 000 ORBINC - 3 ±00 
I V I 33 0 
= 
=HR FT TTn 
JZR -t -DO a a 0 2 





























-1£ -±0 -a8 - 6 -s - 2 0 0 0 0 6 8 to it
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNOOL HACH PAPAPrTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 896 ALFH, 0 DOD ORBINC - 3 100 SREF I.3960 $Q IN 
± 003 L"EF 1 4330 IN 
. AREF oI X"RF 1 33303 6060 1NIN 
0 1.197 YmR r 0 0030 IN 
ZHRF 0000C is 
DATA HJST CODE M*E SCALE 0.0034 




- - - --	 -V - - ­
tlit
 
1 1Iq: II 
-. 
It.a \-:1 jIr I I111----1 
1-4LI - ­
-- --- -t -INDil - l 	 I I HI I I- I I r , . 
Cn-T 
I fill 	 1 M33 V 
0.a AL0 000 RIN 10 	 SREF 39660 $IN 
1.2 	 0 - 4.00 Y-Re IN 
ZRPO a 905C IN 
SCALE 0 00",DATA MIST CODE H* 











0 -E- I 
-250 
IREI 11 I 333 IN 
91 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 2 0 0 a 2 4 6 111 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SMBOL MACH 
0 899 ALPHt 
FARAETRIC VALUES 





s 005 LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 1N 
1.0 
[] 1 201 
18DXNRP 
Y.Rp 
3 6 , S 
a .a o 
IN, 
IN 
ZMRP DDD IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*15 SCALE a 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTIB (033082) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 198 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 













4 0 0 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DJEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 000 ORSIC 3 100 
CODE HEL 
ORBITER OVWTIB C033082) 
a4 1 0 1z 
REr0RENCE INF0MATION 
sAEF Z.39.0 5a 1. 
L SF I 3330 IN 
I 3330 INXHRP 3 6860 IN 
YoHRF 0 OulO INZRF 0.000V IN 
SCALE 0 0"4 











RF 1 30 II C 
ERE 1.30 I
1 
eRV .330 I 
0-aF 3 I Pa 
SIDE1SLIAGL, BEA DEGREES
 




DATA MIIST CODE HE 









cI - -------- J 
IIPI; ::::: ii :i: 
SIDE 
0.809 ALPHA 0 OaO OOINC -
~. 1.1000 1 -205 
bUAHSTCOE U* 


































1 1 I I I I 
: : : I I I
L 0. 
0.4 	 A 
t: 	 i::: .... I ll.::
 
.2 	 I 1 [f l I 
o : :: 	 III III I:.
...... 	 . 
- -----------	 L 11 1 
-----
DIII 
KIT II XEI 	 K:: 	 EE 

n~~ •,, 	 ml ....­
-12 -10 8 6 -4 -2 0 D 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHBO HACH PARtMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT ON 
0 899 ALPHA a 000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 S IN 
05 LREF 1 3330 IN DREF 1 3330 IN0 lo0 	 XMRP 3 6a6 in 
o1 1 201 	 YHR' 0 0G00 IN
 
ZMRP 0 0O03 IN
 
SCALE 0.004
DATA HIST COVE H*E 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-I1 ORBITER OVWT:B CD33082) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 202
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
4.0 l q ' | ! 
3.5 
II-
; , : 
:fi:i: : 













-12 -10 a3 . 4 a2 a] a a a 2 4 8 a to I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH 'ARAMETR4C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13.809 ALPHA 100ov ORBINC - 3 IOU 	 8SF ± 3080 Se IN 





QRP 0 OO IN
 
SCALE 00034
DATA MIST CODE M 







I If I 
> 24 
LI 04 
< H- =L+44-0 
0.8 
.0 0.5 1.0 1 5 0 25 3 a 3 5 4.0 4 5 5 a 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 0o0 ORSINC i coo0 SREF 1 396D Be IN 






ZIRP 0 DODD IN 
DAA MIST CODE R*5IF SCALE 0.0034 











L 2 -- -,
 
C.) 
0.0 0.5 1. 30 5.4 '. 
t
 
0.0 o . 1) , _.4.a P. $.5 LLE"3.0 4o.$ 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
JIETA a o1va ORBINC I Dugf SHEF- t,.3960 SQ IN 
0REF 1 3550 IN 
XI4RP 3 OSSO IYHRP O. .u1 IN 
ZHRF 0.000 IN 
SCALE 0.034 
DATA HIST CODE ri*E r 










N 0.0 0.5 ± 0 1.5 
P A r f z C VALUESBETA 0 000 OR0UC 
DATA IZST. CODE N*EIF 










E R EH CE lnr O 
IREr i.3 0 
LIF 330BREW +33
.NR 0 01.0 
BR 
1.OO9 
ZNRP 3 686, 
SCALE 0 004 
AUG 71 PAGE 
5.0 

















PARAMETRIC VALUES DEFERENCE IrFIOR,,AT-O, 
BETA a Go* OROINC I val0 SIAEF 1 3980 se IN 
L-Fl 1 3350 IN 
ORE?XNR? 1.3330 5 6860 
1N 
I 
YHRF I ooO AN 
SCALE 0 O03 A 
DATA MIST CODE n*EtSAL 0 












rT - - - - - - L -1 1- . 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETHIC -- LCES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 Quo ORBfNC I Doc SREF $ 30.0 SQ IN 
LAEF 1 33"Q IN 
PREF I 5" U IN 
XNRP 6860 IN 
YMRF 00 IN 
ZMRF 000cG IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCAL, 0 " 4 




















I LREF 35 I 
DATA HIST. CODE N cIF 

























C, 0 - - - - - -
- - - P- - I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BETA 0 BOB ORSINC 








































I f l it-f 
I­
u 
- - - - - - - - -
U 






a 006 ORDINC I Uoa 
NUMBER 
REFERENCE WNOR ATION 
SREF 1 390 so 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
IN 
DATA HIST COD M*CIF 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11-ORBITER OVWTICBF CE33OI1] 
SCALE 
08 AUG 71 
0 O003 
PAGE 211 











-3 PIRLCPI ,,, t 
< 
-4 
0~.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 5 3.0 3 5 4 a 4.5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
AAMTI ALUES REFE9ENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 ORSINC 1 DOO SREF 1 3960 SQ isLREF - -I-3- IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XRP 3 6866 1 , 
Y.,F 0 0 0 IN 
ZHRF O.OC IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EF $A£ 003 





















DATA MIST. CODE M*EIF 































0.0 G.5 1 0 1 5 20a 2 5 30a 3.5 4 0 4.7 5 0 
MACH NUMBER 
"~?E~C'ALVES REFERSnCE FOnTn 







XNRF 3 560 IN 
YMRF a0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0 '000 IN 
DATA CODE N*EIFNU MST 


















































< I ifIIII 
-
-F 
- 0. 5 1.0 1 5 
PAPA-5TRIC VALU ES 
OETA 0 000 ORSINC 




2.5 a a 
MACH NUMBER 
3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERtNIE ! POR--TlC 
SPEF 1 396t $QL- - -333 in 
spep 1 333n IN 
XmRF , 6866 1 N 
YNRF 0 gova IN 
ZIN 0.00" IN 
SCALE a O034 
S.C 
IN 







, 	 -- ­
.4 










05 1.0 1.5 2 a 2.5 3.0 35 4.0 4.5 5 0 
PLLJ 	 MACH NUMBER 
PARAMIETOC VALUES REERE,CE IZJOATIN 
BETA 0 000 ORBINC 1.000 	 SREF t 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF ± 3330 1N 
X.F 3.6860 1N 
YHRF 0 O0 o IN 
ZNRF 0 CaBC IN 
SCALE 0034
 
DATA MIST CODE N*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF (E33051) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 217
 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY











. 0 O 5 1.0 1.5 a 2.5 3 0 3.5 4 0 4 5 5 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a 000 CRINC I1can SREF 1.3960 so IN, 
SLREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
YMRp a Do 00 IN 
ZMRF U. U. 1. 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF A£ 003 















LI-.1 0 4 ~ 
C 
uc - - - -
0.2 
-a 0. o.5 1 0 1.5 2.0 2 5 3 a 3.5 A a 4.5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREkCE "FORMAT10h 
BETA a DID ORDINC 1 010 SREF 2. 960 SQ IN 
LREF i.3530 IN 











0 0034 IN 
















a- .-- - -











M 1 SF DATA 00COD 
ORBI-
-1 OR IE 
DAA 













I I I I f I I I I I II I- I I II 
-. ~~~~ Ii l- f - - - -
II I 
C) 
0. 0 1 a 
m 
'C 
LL MACH NUMBER 
NPARA-5TRIC %ALUES REFERENCE IRFCRNATION 
BETA a Goo ORBINC 1 000 SREF 1 3960 SO IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 







ZNRP 0 Ouuj 1. 
DATA HIST. CODE N*EIF SAE 093 













.- I05i0 - 4---03. 40 ° 
0F 
-z - - - - - -
-
-4 
3.0 3.5 4. 4.5 50 
MACH- NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 ORBINC 1.000 SREF 1.3960 SO IN 
LREF 14Z330 IN 
SREF 1 $330 IN 
VIRF XMP 30 6060OAO 
IN 
IN 
ZNRF 0.00ov IN 
DATA MIST CODE H*EIF SCALE 0 C034 




















;05 1J 15 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA aO GO ORBINC*CLE 
DATA H 0STCO0E NEC0F 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER 
I 




3.s 40 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 396V $a 
LREF 1.3330 1 N 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRF 3 686, IN 
Y R ­ a a0,3 I 
ZMRF 0 0003 IN 
0
1 300 4N 




















0.0 - -. - - - - -z:1t -
0.5 10 1.5 
FARA-E'RIC VALUES 
SSTA 0 BCD ORBINC 
DATA HIST CODE H*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER 
0 




35 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORHnIION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1 3330 INBREF 1.3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
YNRF 0 00U IN
ZNRP 0 O0O IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE "24 
LONGITUOINAL STABILITY
 






<~ 	 - - - - -
LL 





PAR.METRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a oo CIISINC 0 coo 	 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1.335U IN 
BREF I 333- IN
 






DATA MI$T CCOE MHrZF 	 S £ 00
 











BETA 0 000 ORSINC 
DATA 0ISTCODE O50F 










08 AUG 71 
1.3960 Se I­
1 Z330 IN 
.3330 IN 

















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 z3 50a. .. 5.0 
Lu MACH NUMBER
N PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMAT!ON
 
BETA 0 0D ORBINC 0 000 SPEF I 3960 SQ IN
 
LREF 1 3330 in
 
BREF 1 333D iN
 
XHRP 3 .000 IN 
YHRP 00000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE 1*EIF
 








































M49 MFCSI -11 0 ORBINTER OVWZ-B (E3151 08 AUG 71 PAEN2 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 











o.3- L I 
-. N
-----------
ILEF 1 I 
LJ 
.U 
0.1.0o .. ... ........ .
- o3 . - . .... .. . ... . 5 
oR - - *-- - - -- -- - - - - -IN 
yR 0 '..5I 
0 0343DT MIT CD 4ISCLRE 








- - - x 












































± 00 0 IN 
0 0034 
PAGE 230 





J. I L L . .:::L-z.~ 
iJ -1 1 -4" 
z of Q°I- I 
tD 0.6 1 . . . - . . 












-1R-00 0 0 1 I1 
BRF 330 I 
DAT ARATCOETRIC AEIEEENEIFONTQ 
M41-SC-IC611ORIEROVTCB -t33R1 8 UG7 PAG 31 




I i f I f 





I-i-~ *- - - - - - - --
BETA 
PARAMETRIC OALUES 
0.000 ORINC a Ono 
REFERENCE INFORMA710H 
SREF 1-3960 SQ in 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
OREF 1 336a ;NLRF o. 
-























%.o 0 .3 1.0 1.5 Z.X 9.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4 5 $.a 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAH5TRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO.
 
BETA 0 oo CRSINC a aoD 	 SREF 1 3960 so IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
YmRF a O00GO IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA HIST CODE m*EIF 




















0'0o5 1.13 1.5 2 a 2.5 3 0 3.5 ZNR A.D] 0000 4.5 I 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







"HRe 3 6860 IN 
YHRe D ofb IN 
... e 0 DODo IN 
DATA MIST CODE " El F SCALE a 0034 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE331 11) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 234t 
u_ 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 










-L--- - - - -
---







: X4 3--6 I 
BATA HIZT 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 






















- i - - - I--
I a- - -N w - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.00i - . - -- - - - - - -
Lu ---------------------------------------------------------------­
0 1 - - - -- - -- - - -
S 
(D- ­
5RI I 333 IN­
-
-Io5ia15 o25 ~ . . . . 
C-, CH-NUM R -­
0. RCVLU hONTO
 
C.A)-tC 0 0 0 F I 90 QI 
LRI-33G I 
LI. .33G I 
0-a- - - 3-
YNP o 0 I
 
-. 1-------------------------------------------------------------------------
DAAIo ¢I SAE DO
 



















BETA 0.000 ORBINC 
DATA H11 CODE M*EIF 
M481-MSFC-S1C G-11 ORBITER 
-. 
-






4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 S0 IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
1REFI 5330 IN 
X6P .060 IN 
YHRF 000 RNG 
ZMPP 0 B000 IN 
SCA a 003, 
1 PAGE *37 
LONGITIUDINAL STABILITY






- --- 4 
12 






04~~~~~- - -- - - - -
-
- - - - - . -... 
Lz F 




. . . 
N 
C 









SREF 1 3960 so IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRP 3660 N 
YMRr O"ia N 
ZnRF 0 Door IN 
SCALE 0 0034 




I I6 I I III~ I-- -- +H 
H I 
2 2 
222 I:i S. 0 I ­
-) - -- -- - - -. : 
z U- U 
1.6 : - -: 
u 
Ll04 
---- - - -- - - - ---- _[{-- -
Li-d­






DATA CD *IFSAE 
-*:0".0 0 5 10 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3 5 4.0 45 5 .0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREH¢t INFORMA IIOL 
BETAI 0 000 ORBINC 0 00[0 aRE; i 3060] SO IN 
LREF 3 3350 IN 
0RE ~ ±.;330 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN
 




DATA MIST COD3E N*EIF 



















































" 08 AUG 
4 4.5 
EFERENCE I FORNATION 
SREF 1.5960 00 INi-REF 1.3330 INBREF 1 3530 IN 
XHF 3 6860 INYHRP 0 O~jO INZNRP 0 0000 IN 
SAE GD3 




























2 5 3.0 S.5 4.0 4 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 1 33 1O IN 
03 































$REF 1 3960 SQ 
LREF I 4330 1N 
SREF ± 3330 IN 
XNRP 3.6860 IN 
YHRr 0 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 000i IN SCALE 0.0034 
IN 
M491-MSFC-SlC 0-11 ORBITER OVWT1CBF CE33111) -68 AUG 71 PAGE 242 



















-3. . 0.5 1.0 I 5 9.0 2.5 3.3 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETFIC VALME REFCRENCE INrORMATION 
BETA 00 o otisr 0 noG SRE 1.3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1 3339 IN 
,gEF 1 3330 INXSRP a 6860 IN 
YHRP 0 on"@ IN 
ZRPp . DOUG IN 
DATA IZ T. CWE WIEF 6CALE 0O O34 





















1. . 35A0 . 
CD 
02 LRE 
0-0 0 5 4.0 ± 5 
PAgAflETRIc VALUES 
BETA 000 O RSINC 
DATA MIST CODE 
M431-MSFC--SIC G-11 ORBITER 
- 2 





S.S 4.0 4.3 5 0 
IREFER£CE INFORI4ATI ON 
SREF I 3000 SQ I" 
tRE I 3330 iN 
XHRE 3 6860 IN 
y'RE 0 OauO IN 
ZNR D00OG IN 
SCALE 0 034 









I- 1 f x .- --
J FIIzI9 I 
N 
I1 I- - I
-j J j- I -I " 
MACH NUM1ER 
ARA 'S.IC V.LULS REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BETA a 000 ORBINC - 2.000 $REF I 3960 so IN 
LREF 1 333o INRtF 1 33v0 2t 
'M p 3 6660 IN 
YNMF 0 ocg IN 
ZNRP 0 00C IN 
DATA IST CODE MEP SCALE 0.0034 





II -- 1. 
< 
0 zt -­






0.0 0.5 10 15 20 2.5 3.0 35 40 7; 5 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 MOINC -Z 000 SREF 1 3960 so IN 
LREF
BREF 
1 3330I 3-30 inIN 
XMRF 3 .606D IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE33211] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 46 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
- - -o -t 
IIIJ 
A I0 
ZD ---- - - z 
tIt 
u~l 















0 000 ORBINC 





OVWTICBF CE33211) 08 AUG 
fElfERtNCE INFORMATION 
$REF 1 3960 SO 
LREP 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
xNR a OBO IN 
VMR'P 0'al0 IN 
ZNRP 0. 00 IN 
SCALE 0 0-34 




IC I I-- I F I- [ - I It 












CE) - -------­ - &RE a IN 
- - - - BET- - - a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0. .510*. 0C. 03.F. .4.3 5 
M - C G-11 O TR T 0 G-71 -AG024 -
SEh 000 0 0S1I RF 3950 S IN 
XHRP S 5850 IN 
YNR? 0 0000 IN 
OATA HUST. COOE N#EIF SAE O0 











0 BE A :- T B - -









































0. - -II - - - - - - . 
z -0. 
N 
0.0 0.5 0D 1- 5 2.. 2- 5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 50 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFOPHATION 
BETA 0 DOD ORBINC - 2 ODD SREF I 396D se in 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 1 N 
YURP 0*anuo IN 
ZH RP 0 00 IN 
DATA HIST CODE H*EIF SCALE 0 0034 









0.- - - -
< 
z[. I I .J 
< TILL1I 
0-0.0 as$ 1.0 1.5 2 O 2 5 30D 3 5 4 0 4 5 5.0 
w MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a oo ORBINC - 2 .00 SREF 1 3960 SO IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 63 60 IN 
YNRP 0 vCO0 IN 
2 MRP a DODD IN 
DATA HIST CODE M*ClF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER CVWTICBF CE332113 09 AUG 71 PAGE 51 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
- - - - -








it~ l - -il -::­
- - - -
os 1 
IFE I I 3. 

F 0GOO IUJR 1L
-- 4- - -S-
-M--------------------------------- ­~AT -A-- - - -
M4- MSFC - SIC--- 11-----------TE--------------------------------------------------------------------­
itR I I86I I
 
OATA H 0S ova OROINF - 2agASRF 390 S I 





























3.00.0 0.5 10 15 20 2.5 30 3.5 4.0 4.5 50 
MACH NUMBER 
?ARAMETRXC .A..L.3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DETA 0CO0ORBENC - 2 000 SREF ±.SSGU SQ IN 
M 1-SCSOREF 3330± 33 0IN 
XNRF 3 $860 IN 
YNR? 0 001.0 IN 
ZNRP 0O DDr ZN 
DATA HI$T COVE N*EIF AE 0D3 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-l1 ORBITER OVWT1CBF tE33211) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 253 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












0 a 1.5 2.0 Z.5 0 .5 4.0 45 
MACH NUMBER 
gARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE £NFORMATLOM 
BETA 0 000 OROINC - 2 00l SREF 34960 53 IN 
LEF 1 330 IN 
BSEF 1 3330 1N 
XI4RF 3 S860 1' 
flRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0t0 IN 
DATA NIZT COM. MEIF SCALE 0 0034 













-- a . I 
1
-- S --
6-11 t; -~ MACH NUMBE-
D -. 4 
o , 4 0 4.5 .0 






O GSIRNC - a°oog S 
LREF 1. 0 IN 
oNE a 6n6D IN 
XMRF 0 O IN 
INZNRP OO 
SCALE 0.0C34DATA HIST. COCE N*IF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF CE33251) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 255 
--- ------- -- -
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












BETA 0.000 CQBfmc 
DATA 4147. COD Ne, IF 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER 
2 




.5 4.0 4.5 5 U 
REFERENCE ZNFORN.TION 
SREF 1.3960 SQIN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRF 3 esso IN 
YNAP , DOD, IN 
ZNR p O.Duag IN 
3A D3 























a:AHS 0 I CL 03 
B1I 
o41MF-1 -IOBTROW2B E35]0 U 1 PG 5
 
LRE 1130 I 















a-05 .0 i.5 2a 2.5 3.0 a5 4.D 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC IALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0 000 ORSXNC - 2 000 	 SREF 1.3960 $a IN. 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
OREF I 3330 INXkRP 3 GO IN 
YNRF 0 OCa IN
 
ZMRF 'GOOD IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA Hfl. CODE M4EIF 





-T I I I 
(3 - I-I-I 
- -- i :-
<:
 
C B I Ut 
' I 
0.4 -L- - - - - - ----
I-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L.! -. ­
-J4 




pARAMETRIC VALUES REFER]ENCE INrORNATION 
0.000*D{ OROINC - 2.D00 SRUP 1 3950 SQ IN 
LREP 1.*3530 SN 
fiREr I 3530 IN 
YMRF 0 OOt.2 IN 
ZNR P O.OU3OC II'I 
SCALE 0 005' 
bAJA M'IS'T. CcSEJ N*EIP PAGE N5














.2ETA - - BN - -- - - - - - - --- --­ 0 - I 
L 
o 





DATA HIST. CODE M*CIF 





















LL 0.00.r I 
---------- ------- - - - - - - - - - -
LU -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
< 
04--- - - -





0. D's a 1.5 a a.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.S 5 0 
w MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a.DUD CQBINC - 2 coo $REF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF
R F 
1 33301 3330 ININ 
YkRF 
Z-
0 00000.4IN IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE a . A3 














C------------------- a- -­ - - -- - - -
BEBBN¢ OQ 2 OO REF 39S60 SIN 
YRp 0.00qG IN 












































0 U 1 
UG? 
PG 












U.I'C 0.4 - - - - - - - -
0.5 1.0 1.5 tf 25 3.0 3.5 A0 A 50 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0o0 ORBINC - 400 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREr 1.3330 IN 
DREr S 3330 I4 
XMRP
YNRP 
3 sa5s0.0000 ININ 
ZHRP a 00o(u IN 
DATA IST COE N*ZIF SCALE , O4 
















R F ER E N C E L UO R M T I N 
P AR A E T R C VA L VE 
Rar I 960 $a N 40DO
BETA 00 ORBIC 4 
L R g P 1 3 133 I N 
BREF 1 3330 IN IwHRP 3 5 c 
040 -, INYNRP 0 -  
ZMR0 
C A t V a a03 4 
DA TA I T C E M * I F 
VW12CBF E33351) 08 AUG 71 PAE 25





































- - - -- -

















1.5 -o0 20 Z.5 
NUMBER 
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 a 
NPARAMETRIC VALKI, RCFEIRCNC INFORNATION 
BETA 0 0D0 O0BINC 4 000 SREFLREF 1.3901.3330 
S0 IN IN 
5REFX*4RP I 33303.IcGO NI 
DATA M153T CODE u*F" 
ZNRP 
SCALE 
I0 0 000 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-II ORBITER OVWT2CBF (E33351] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 67 
--- --- - -- --- 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- -- --- - --- 
- - - - -
- ---- -
- - - - -
- - - ----
- - - - - - - - - -










-i -~---- ---- - ----- -------I
o~~P I: 




1- - - . 
--------------- Ef 1 1 7 
0.8 - - --- - - - - - - --
R -- V EI
BI 
L-I 
ORE 1 330 I 
LNRF Docu3 IN
 
DAT MI$T C-E m rIF SCALE D 0034 































-. XMR3 I -. 






























BETA 0 oo ORDINC 
DATA His, COD "*El 








SREF 1.3950 sooEF 1 3331 IN 
BRF I 33- IN 
Xm", 3.646, IN 
YMRp so.o IN 
SCA E 0 0031 













7.0 4.0 5 4a--
0.) - -. -. . * -* Q 54 , * 
~MACH 
FARAMETRIC VALUCS 
BETA a Do O (RINC 
DA MA CNME NRIF 






.slrF 1 3%60 $e I. 
LREF 1.3430 IN 
B 'F 1.3330 IN 








II I I L I -t 
I- :------F -IK 'I3KA
4 
-HI--H _ __ - -­
-J-j --- -- - - - - I -- -- --- -- --
-J-1 
o
a I'DI- 1.-EaZ530 + + I . I 
MACH NUMBER
 
PAP-NETRIC VAL-UES REFERENCE INORWArION 
BETA 2 D . - -4 G -- SREF 1-3960 4-B-NC Q IN.
 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
SREF 1.3330 IN 
XmRP 3 66 IN 
YORP 0 00.0 IN
ZR. 0.000U IN 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA HIST CODE H*51F 











-3f' 0.5 1.0 2.5 
PARAMETRIC VA UgS 
BETA a000O ORBINC 
DATA HZ5T COD H*CIF 
H491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER 
-­ 4 






4.0 4.3 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 $a IN 
LREF & 3340 IN 
OREF 1 .3330 IN 
IMRP 3 6860, N 
yMRp 0 o" p I 
ZNRP a .0.0 IN 
SAE O0 





















a 6 $.0 
*IFSAE1 5 2 a 2.5 3 0 3 5 410 003 4.s 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
pARAVETRIC VALUES REFERCNCE INFORHATION 
OETA a 000 ORDINC 4 000 SREF 1 30-0 so IN 
LREF 1 3;30 IN 
BREF 1.3530 IN 
XNRP 3 elt60 IN 
YNRF 0 OOLD IN 
ZMRP a 00oo IN 
DATA HIST. CODE N*EIF SCALE a 0034 














a. 5 I. 1* 5 
FARACE RIC VALUES 
BETA C.Dav CRSINC 
DATA MIT CODE CF 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER 
-4 




3.5 4 0 4.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 $a 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
OR IF 1.3330 IN 
HP :168 , I, 
Z F 1 0000 1SCALE 0.-4 












IEA- BN OSE 6 G -
IRELL.3 I 
PAAETI -AUE -NORATO REEEC 
BETA a 000 ORBINC -4 000 SREF 1.3960 SO.IN 
LREE 1 3330 IN 
BREP 1.3350 IN 
XNRF 3 686 IN 
YNRF 0 Gboo IN 
DATA MIST COE H*EIF 
ZdRP SCALE 0 0 000o 0034 IN 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT'CBF CE333113 08 AUG 71 PAGF 27S 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
















o 0% . - 0. 1.0 1.5 2 0 Z.5 3.9 3.5 4 0 4.5.. 
w MACH NUMBER 
FARAXETRIC VALUESRFRNEINOMTO 
M TA 0 000 ORS1NC - 4.00 E .96 eI 
SAE 0.,
DATA MIS1 COtE H*EIF 




I I I 
















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 g*s 3.u 3.5 4 0 A.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN90RMATION 
BETA 0 goo ORBIN C . 000 SR5F 1 3960 so IN 
LRcr 1 30 IN 
BREF 1-3330 IN 







DATA MIST CCDE N*EIF SCALE no03' 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER QVWTICSF CE332!11 08 AUG 71 PAGE 278 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY













"0 0-0 5 1.0 1.0 2 u 2.5 3 a 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FAR.HETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







X.. F 3 686, IN 
YXRF a ab o IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST, COE M*EIF SCALC 0. 0 A 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE33311] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 798 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 

















































































0.5 1. F p. 0 0B 
-I 
BETA a;$OD0 ON C - 0F 


























-J -I i ji 
w 
00 05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
MACH NUMBER 
3 0 N 5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a D ORBINC - 4 000 SREF 1.3960 50 IN. 
LREF I Sao IN 
SREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 e860 IN 
yN'r 0 OLuad I N 
ZRP 1 0 00c IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 0034 









PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCQNATION 
EET 0 OD QBINC A ov SREF I asca $9 IN. 









YMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 0034 





























SREF 1 3960 sa 
LREF 113330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRp a 6.60 IN 
ZMa: 0000G IN 
SCA4L, 0o04 


















N ~- o - - -
- - - -
. 
SZZ-. -OI~---­ 0 
0.4S 




























1. -. 20 -[-.5 40 . 
aR MACH NUMBER - ara- I 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE TA a 00 ORBINC 3 100 SR~r A 3900 34 IN 
LA EF 1 3330 IN 
BRer I . 33:0 IN 
XMRP 3 6.60 IN 
¥MRP 0 Bout, IN
 
DETA MI C 0 O N -ZF SCALE 0034 






-J - - -
fill I 
3-- IN 







z - - - - - -
U­
---------------------------------------------------­
o t ---------- ---------------------------- NUM 
PA2:RCVLE 














e5 1 333 I 
SCL003 



























o 05 D5 2.0 2.5 5.5 4.0 4.5 50-.- 0 
LiJ MACH NUMBER
 
R ErRENCE INFORMATZON 
BETA 0 000 ORQ$NC - 3 Lou SREF I 3s60 SQ.IN. 
LREF 1.0540 in 
BRET 3330 1N 
YMRP a 0.q0 IN 
PARAHMETRIZ VALUEO 

ZMRP 0. o00on 1N
 
SCALE 0 00 4OATA ROT COE "*Elf 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER OVWTIBF (E330713 08 AUG 71 PAGE 287
 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
I I I I f : I. 1- 1 - -­f -
t4 - - - .- .. 
CF 
1.0 











.4.5 0.2R­ 1.5 o.5 a 3.5 4.0 4.56000 I -.o 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES NEFERENCE INFORMATION 
EIA a DCo ORSINC E.100 SREF 3960 SO IN 
0REF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 333 0 N 
DATA MIST Cooc N*EXF SCALE 0.0064 






















t .00610152025 . . . 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.3 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
8ETA 0 o0 OROINC -
DATA MIST. CODE H*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC C-11 ORBITER 
3 




3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 SQ IN. 
LREF 1 ;330 IN 
BR±F 1 3330 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
YNRr 0O bO INZNRP 0.0 0. IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 289 
LONGIIUDINAL STABILITY
 
< -- - - - - - - -. 
C) 
LLJ 




















- - - - -
.-










000 5 1.0 1.5 
PARANETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 000 ORSINC -
A A 1ST CO E H *EF 
M491-NSFC-$IC G-Il ORBITER 
3 




3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERENCE ZNFORNATZOfl 
SREF 1 3900 SQ 
LREF 1.3330 N 
SREF 1 3330 ZN 
XHRP 3 6860 IN 
YNRP 0 00L9 ZN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 00 4 





























































- 00.5 $.a a.0 2 5 33.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OETA a son ORSINC - 3 lou SREF 1.3%60 SQ.IN 
ARer 3330 IN 
BREF 1 330 IN 
XHRP 3 6860 IN 
2MRP a 0000 IN
 
VATA "AST. COD M*ZIF SCALE a 0034 






















0.0 0 a 1.5 Z.0 2 5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RErERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 ORUINC - o 	 BR0IEF 1 3960 So IN 
LREF 1 3330 iN 
OREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
YMRP 0 bO IN 
ZMRFSCALE 0 000,3 I34 IN 
SCALE a0*EX4DATA MIST CODE M*IF 













w 0.6 4 
< 0.4 -
0.2 L. I4 L 1 
0.0 0 5 1 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.001 ORBINC 3 lJO SREF 1 3960 SQ iN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
XNRP a 6860 IN 
YNRP 0 0o00 IN 
zM, F a aOO, o 
DATA HIST. CODE *IF 
SCALE 0.0034 



















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 5 IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRP 3.6860 IN 
YNRr
ZMRP 
0 Sao0 OOOp IN IN 
DATA HST CCOE N*EIF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC Gtl ORBITER, OVWT1B CE33081) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 295 








-6.0 D.5 1.D 1.5 2.0 2.5 Z. 
MACH NUMBER 
3.0 4.0 4.5 9.0 



























M491-MSFC-SlC G-I1--ORBITER OVWTI2 CE33081) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 29G 
- - - - - --- 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 





- -. :1:: 









*OU' 0.5 1 0 1 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
uJI MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES RErEREMCE l~rCRM TION 
$ETA U.000 CRSINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 so IN 
LREF 1 3330 is 
EREF 1 .3330 1, 
YH P I "0b I 
ZMRP a-OD is000 

DA A HIS CODC M*EZr 
 SCALE . 0034
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT12 [E33081) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 297
 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 











SCL 0 003 
0. 
,j 
0.5 1.0 1 5 
PARAETRIC VALUES 
BETA a coo OfN5INc-
DATA MIST. CODE M*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SlC 0-11 ORBITER 
3 




3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
SREF 1 3960 se 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
UREF 2 3430 IN 
X4RP 3 686D IN 
YNRP 0 00o 3 IN 
ZMRP O°0O in 
SAE 003 















I I ILUNL 
-o0 0o.5 S*0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
BETA a OD OPSINC 5 IUD SREF I 3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1.3530 IN
 
SREF I 333a IN
 
XfRF 3 6860 IN
 
YN F a.00a', IN
 




DATA MIST CODC  






























1 a 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETWC VALUES 
0 coo ORDINC -- 3.100 
CODE N*EIF 
ORBITER OVWT1B CE33081) 
3.5 4.0 4 5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 SO INLREF 1 -C0 IN 
BR.F I 3 l30IN 
XMRP 3 .6860 IN 
YMRF 0 ,OOa N 
SCALE 0 0034 












Li..J o1 - -1 L 
< 








a 0']o.5 1 a 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.G 3.5 A.0 .5 5.o 
~MACH 	 NUMBER
 
FARAETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
OETA a coo CQBINC -3 .. 0 	 SREF 1 3960 se IN. 
LREF 1 3133 IN 
BREF I , 3 3 I, 
yMRF a OG9O IN 
Z-RP 0 .0 0 D I N
 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE M*EIF 





) DT C 
UM - - ORBITER-------------------------------
-- -­









ZMR IBo o I
 
CD ­
-zU510I5 025 . . , .

-C. -.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PARMER- VAUE -NORPT-. R-F-.N-

a:TA - DD OR- N - 3.0 -RF 36 eI 

















-3-00.0" 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 9 5 3.0 35 4.0 '4 5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a poo ORBINC -3 100 SREF 1.3960 Be IN 
LREF 2 5330 IN 
BE£F 1 3330 1 
"ApI 6060 IN 
YNRP 0.0baG IN 
ZNRF WD, . IN 
DATA H-ST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 0034 






















LL.F0 a30 I 
0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 1V5 30 2.5 30 Z.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 ORBINC -3 100 SREF 1.3960 39.14 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRFYl4Rr 5.68s00 0000 IN4IN4 
ZHRF a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*CIF SAE 003 






































- 3 .OC 
OVWTICBFI CEE3091) 08 
REFCRENCi 1NP0R)4TZ0N 
SREF t-$960 SQ IN. 
LIEC t 3550 :iiIftF 1 330 " 
XN~R 3 oGOG "1 
YI'RP 0 0000 hi 
SCALE 0 004 
















oYs- ---- - - -
- - - - - N-
-1OBTROWICF 
-­ - -


























CE3 1 080 A RUG719 
Cl 









-CR- - - I I-I 
E) 0%.o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2 0 2.5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
L MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0 BOB ORBINC -3 ion $REF 1 3960 SQ 14

LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF -. a330 IN
 
YMRF 3 GOOD I N 
YHRF 0 , 0 " IN 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE N#EIF 

M491-MSFC-SlC 0-11 OR91TER CVWTICBFI CE33091) 08 AUG 71 PAGE '307
 
< 





















ID 1.5 2.0 25 30 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC ALUES 
0.000 ORSINC - 3 100 
CODF M*EIF 
ORBITER CVWT]CBFI CE33091) 
35 4.0 *5 
REFERENCE INF MATICN 
SREF 1 3960 se 
LREr I. 3 IN 
REF 1.3330 IN 
XHRP 6860 1 , 
YMRP 0000 IN 
ZHRF V090 IN 
SAL 003 











1_ 1 If 
ILi 
S0.2Z 
- . 0 0.5 a .5 . 0 2 5 3 .0 3 5 4 . 0 4 . 5 5 a 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ZNFORHATI CA 
BETA a 0ova RBZ - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 sa IN 
LR9:F 1 3130 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XKR 3 6860 IN 
yMp 000aOa I 
ZORP 0:,0000 IN 
DATA HIST COD N*EIF S A E 0 0 3
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBFI [E33091) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 09
 
I LONGITUDINAL STABILITY











< 1 . 
I I I -- - -
0.-
-
- - -- - - -
I 
0 .0 053 1.0 15 
rARAHSTaZC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 0RBIHC -
DATA 81ST. CODE N*EFC 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER 





3.5 4.0 4.S 5.0 
RZFEACNCC UWVORMATZON 
SREF 1 3960 SQ in 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRF 3.6060 1IN 
YNRP 0 SC0I IN 
ZmRP 0 000S IN 




m m -I 







PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INlFORMATIO 
BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREP 1 3960 sa IN 
LREF 1 330 IN 
BREF 1 333 1, 
XNRP 3 6060 IN
 
DATA HIST CCDE NWEIF SCALE 0 VO I4
 









C --1 L 
PAAETI VAUE REERNC- NOMTO 
uli 
MACH NUMBER 
SETA 0 cooO CBINC 3 too SREF 1 3960 30 IN 
LREF 1.5330 IN 
ORpF 33D8O IN 
YR@ 0 GOODO 11 
Z"RF 0.000i IN 
DATA MIST COD h*cIF UCALE 0 QD 4 






















9 coo QRBIMC 
COUP K*EI F 
ORBITER 
3 




3 5 4.0 4 5 
RgFEpENCE INFORMATION 
SRCF A 39.0 so 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
SFEF 1 3330 IN 
Xx F 3 6890 14 
YORp . 1.. 0 IN 
$PL 0 


































SREF 1 5960 34 IN 
LR2F 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3530 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF D 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 003408 





- _ -- 4 -
-< . Z ,1 
o I 















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORI4A ION 
BETA 0 000 CRBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ IN 
LREF ± 530 IN 
BREF 1 3530 IN 
XMRF 3 6860 IN 
Y"RF 00.Do IN 
ZNRF 0 o0 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE N*EIF 



















J JER U 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.0110 ORBINC 
BATA MIST CME M*EIF 




SREF I 396a SQ.IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
OR EF 1 3"o0 IN 
XNRP I G660 INy-R--- - - -- IN 
ZMRP 0 onO3 IN 
'AE 003 























IIi 05 -- -
z CI. 




BETA 0 000 ORBINC 
DATA MIST COVE N*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC C-I] ORBITER4 
- 3 
---. 




5.5 4 0 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 30 
LREF I 3330 IN 
BREF I 330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
YNRF 0.0o0 IN 
ZHRP 0 OOG IN 
SCALE 0 0034 

























0.0 rAR:;. 1.5 2.0 2.5 3 0 .R 4.0 4.5.AS 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0Du ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 so IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 




'RP 0 .o0 IN 
$CALF 0 0034 
DATA H;ST. CODE K*EIF 










z - 1 	 -
Li t.2 
1_.. L. I 
<~1-









-a 	 1 39 0 
LREF 1 333a 	 IN 
IN1 3330 
.MRF a 6.00 IN
OREF 

YMRP a 0 0 b 	 IN 
Z.RF o -oDS IN 
DATA 0IZT. OSE ICEIF 0 	 SCA LE 0 0034 











r - - - - - -
-J< 




o- -- - ---- -
N 
0.0 0.5 I.Al 1.5 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 000 ORBINC -
DATA NIT CODE M*EF 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER 
3 




3.5 4.D 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.396 SQ 
LRCF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 0860 IN 
VHRP 0-C00 IN 
ZR P 0.0000 IN 
3CALE 0 0031 










L 1. L- L ­
to 




 REFCRa4,E£ INFORMATION 
BETA O.Cap CRBINC 3 100 SREF 1 3960 so IN
 
IMRP S .060 IN
 
YMRF a GOOD IN
 
ZNRF 0 000c IN
 
DATA HIST CODE M*EIF 
 SCALE a ..3 









iow- I II 3 
IR I L-1 X 
LRCV 1 3Z35 IN 
DATA MIST CODE MEIFI 




































08 AUG 71 
3650 
a voul; 


















PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 dgo CflI%C - 3400 SREF 1.3960 SQ-IN 
LREF I 3330 IN 
OREF * 4530 Ih 
XHRP 3 Soo iN 
YNRP 0 000 In 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST COCz M#EF SCALE 0.0054 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-I ORBITER OVWCef (E33031] 08 AUG 71 PAGE J24 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
z .5 










































ORBITER ovwcI] CE33031) 
SCALE 












-J.. -1 - L-- - --­
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
: I z -­ -1. Li I­
ji G-11 O0 
- j..Ii 
MACH NUMBER 
rARAHrTRZC VA4U[S RtFERCNcE ZN7ORNA TION 
BETA 0.000 ORSXNC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 SQ ZN 
LREF 1.3330 ZN 
8Rf2F 1,3330 ZN 
XHIRP 3 0860 ZN 
YHr 0 otao IN 
ZHRP 0 OOOfl ZN 
DATA H1ST. COVE N*EZF CL 003 
M491-MSFC-SlC C--1l ORBITER OVWCBF (E33031) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 326 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 













. lao±s i. 20 2.5 3.0 3 s 4.0 4S 5 .0 
LLJ MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I-IFORMATION 
BETA a 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF A 3969 so is 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
aRcr . 333, 1 , 
AMRF 3 680" In 
YMRF 
.. 
......0 D INI 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 0034 



















I L-)I 3 N 
DATA HIST CODE M*EIF 










































YMR 0 0.:I 
D' 






















oE - 1 10 
MAC NUBE 
0. 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 3.0 3.3 40 4.5 5.0 
0.0R - - - --
MACH NUMBER 
-- - F-- a 00 DO i 
FARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INrORNATiON 
BETA 0 000 ORBINE - 3 100 SREF ± 5960 SQ IN. 
LREF 1 3330 In 
BREF 1.3330 I" 
XNRF 3 eSSO IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 in 
DATA NioT CODE H*EIF SCALE 
0 0034 





I 	 --- I, L '7T I 
< 







D* a 5 1Qa. 	 2a 2.5 3 0 3.5 A.0 A 5 s*v 
LiMACH 	 NUMBER
 
-ARAMETRIC VALJES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 000O ORBINC - 1Ing 	 SREF I 396D so IN 
LREF 1 3330






ZRF a oo0 in
 
SCALE o o " 4
DATA MIST CODC M*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWCEIF CE330313 (39 AUG 71 PAGE 331
 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
B~~~~4 mr ym J 1­
a-~t I I r 
r 





0 Duo ORBINC - 3 100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.396a SQ IN 



























-44 - + 2 -4---
Iti 
-Z.
..J -- - - - - -- - ­
0. 52.z53. . .1 . . 
-t 0t YC 01 
MACH NLUMBER
 
FARAHETFIC 1ALUES REFERENICE INFORMATION 
BETA a Goo ORBINC 3 o.1913 $REF 1 3960] Be IN 
LREF 1 3330 INl 
BR5F 1 S330 1 , 
xMRp 3 686{} IN 
YMRF a GOUD in 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE H*EIF 

















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 9.0 2.5 31 35 4.0 4.5 S.O 
MACH NUMBER
 
PA2.HETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1bFORNATON 
BETA a 0O ORSINC - 3 100 SEEs 1.5960 so IN 
LREF 1 330 iN 
offer 1.3SZaO lIN 
XHRP 3 e6a0 IN
 
fliRt 0.01,30 IN 
p 0N 0aDou IN 
SCALE 0-0034
DATA HNST CODE N*EF 

M491-MSFC-SIC C-1i ORBITER OVWCD CE33041) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 334 



























LtrF ± 3330 IN 
8REF 1 3330 IN 
X 3 6860 
YIRF 0 00O IN 
ZNRF 0.000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 















I -Ts XNR INT-
YRP 1 00330 IN 
ZNRF 0.000(2 IN 
SCALE 0.0034DATA EIIST COVE N*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SIC S-11 ORBITER OVWCE (E33041) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 336
 
- -
- - - - - - -
30 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 







-JS - ---- --­
(_1 .85 
ET-UDOC a OiRBINC. - S-E 1390 QI 
zS .G-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U.~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M--
hi .0 5 
o .00 10 1.5 20 2.3 30 35 4G48 50 
ui MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAHETR1C VALUES REFEreNCE INFORHATI0N 
SETA 0 000 ORSINE - 5 100 SRr I 3160 SQ IN 
LRF 1 330 IN
 
ORE' ± 3330 IN
 








OATA NIST COtE NSEIr
 








0D f I 
M 
0 4 
< ~ - - - - _ F 
0.0 0 5 0 1.5 2.5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 $.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 'EFERE4C5 INFORNnTION 
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 2 3330 IN 
BREF i.3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN
 




SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE N*EIF 

















DATA HIST CODE M*CIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER O3VWCB CE33041) 
REF 
5$CALE 











































- 2114C2 NVI-Z A2I1 
O0.S 1 0 1.3 2.0 .5303.54 4.se 
IR£ I 33 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALI4ES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 OROZNC - a ISO SREr 1 30GO SQ IN, 
LREF 1 3330 in 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
%MR, 3 69*a IN
 
1RF 0 opoo IN
 
ZHRp 0 000 IN
 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA RIlT. CODE N#E3F 




















to 0 0.5 a 1.5 2.. 25 30 35 40 4.5 
Lu MACH NUMBER 
N EARA4ETRIC VALUES REFE E CE Z1hNOWATIN 
BETA 0.UOO ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3950 $Q.IN 
LREF I 4330 I 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
XNRF 5.6060 IN 
YIIRI a 00t00 rN 
Z$RP 0 OOC IN 
DATA HIST CODE N*EIF SCALE 0.0034 













J I I 
9.o - 5 1.0 1.3 2a 2.5 
MACH NUMBER 
3.0 a35 404.5 3.0 
13CIA 
PARnHEIIkIC VAl-UZS 
0 000 ORSZNC z I0U 
gEtt$ENCE XNF fNATZOCN 
zREF 1 3060 So 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
SRE7 1 3330 IN 
IN 
































mA -AETRIC VALUES 
a00Q0 ORBINC 





C E H 
OVWCB CE33041) 
35 AID 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMA71ON 
SREF 1 3960 se 
LREF 1 3330 114 
BREV 1 3330 1 , 
XNRF 3 686, IN 
Y"Rp a uGoo IN 
ZNRr, 0 0000 IN 
0 0034 
























0-00.7 0.5 1 a 1.5 2.0 Z 5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4 5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
'ARANETPIC V.L CS REFERENCE INTORATION 
BETA 0 000 ORBINC - $00 SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN 
LREF I 3.30 IN 
BREF $ 3330 IN 
XHRF 3 6660, IN 
YNRF 0 OOOL. IN 
ZIRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA I-T. CODE NN*9IF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCB'l (E33021) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 244 













(-3 1 4--- 1 :* 
+RE 1::4"0zIN 
-30 BR-F I . I 
4- - - --- -- - - --
MACH NUMBER 
 I 
LNEF . .50 IN 
MBE-SC-I TA I aooBT RBN a VICET 7e 39UG INESE3021 18 

Z RF 0 0000 INSCALE 0.0054DATA HIST7 CODE MM*EIF 










rr I I I-





PARAMETRIC VALUES RE EENCE INFORMA TION
 
BETA a Dos CROINC -3 100 SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN
 
LR EF 1 3330 in
 
BREF 1o.33 IN
BETA 0 00 3 00 RF $INCRINC a 3UD0XmRP 3 6.60 N
 
ymaP 0 O jOO ZN
 
ZHRF 0 OU00 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE HNNEIF 











- -. - ­-. J44 L 
U + 







S° 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.D 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.o 
LiJ MACH NUMBER 
F RANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA - OD- ORINC - 3 %Do SREP 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1 3330 1 N 
BR F 1 3330 IN 
XMR 3 6566 IN 




. .034 IN 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBTI CE330213 08 AUG 71 PAGE 747 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 










0.5 1 O 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAHeTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
INETA 0.000 ORSINC -3 100 SREF 1 3960 $Q IN 
LREF $ 3330 IN 
DREF
X.R-
1 33303:6860 IN1A 
YHRP a coop IN 
DATA MIST CODE MM*CIF SCALt 0 0034 











x uL y 
"
 






fL ::: - ­
---LL-

.0 3.3 4 0 415 T a0 






acrA 0.000 ORSINC -3 IUD 
 SRCF 1 396D 4Q IN 
L EF 1 3330 IN 




ZMF 0 '001 IN 
SCALE D 0034 
DATA HIST COE MM*CIF 


















<~1 -t - - ­--­
l-0 4 
CD 0.2 




a Duo ORSINC -3 100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 $Q 
LREF 2 3130 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
IN. 





















×- -- - - - - - - - -- -
-­











DATA 013T CODE MMEIF 




























-.o o. 1.0 1.5 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 Go ORBINC 
DATA HI1T CODE MN*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SlC 0-11 ORBITER 
-




3.5 4.0 4.5 $,m 
REFERENCE INFORNATI 
SREF 1.3960 so IN 
LR EF 1 330 INBREF 1 3330 IN 
XIRP 3 6see IN 
.NRI.aY0RP 0 001 INIZMRp 00" 1N 
SCALE 0 0034 




























4. 5 5 
. 0 0 5 ± 0 1 5 2 . 0 5 . 0 . 5 4 .0 




REF 1. 960 .SQ IN.
 ETA 0 ODD ORB NC - 3 ±00 
LREr ± 3330 IN
 
BREF 1 3330 IN
 




SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST CODE N*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-1I ORBITER OVWCB'I LE33021) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 253 







ALH o - $)IC 3toSE - -- - - *-3960 --50--- - I.-- -------­(p .­
: XM 3 




o P OOO0 I
 
CsA------------------------------------CA--- -- -- -- --- -- -- -­
1.9.-0 SFC-S G--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GE - ­- - - - - - - - - - - 25 --
DAT G-1--MIST -N--- --- -- --- -- -- ---- 5M491-MSC---- ORBITER -----.- NUMBER CAE 03
 
---
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA: 0 
1441 
I -f 
L V [ 
<-.08tm -. 04 












1.0 -0.5 1.5 2,1 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4 5 5.0 
ofLL MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 0D OBINC - 3 100 SREF I 3$60 SQ IN 
LREF 1.4340 IN 
BREF 1.3330 IN 
XNRP 3 G86 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRF 0 o000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIST CCCE 4*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SIC C-I ORBITER OVWTIBF CE33072) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 355
 
--
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA 0
 
oO









G.;0 0.5 1.0 1.$ 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 CRaINC 
DATA MIST CODE H#cir 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER 
3 




3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3950 SQ.IN 
LREF I 3330 IN 
BREF 1 330 IN 
XNRF 3 O8bO IN 
Z4RP 0*0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE ?56 
--
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL SFABILI1Y - BETA- 0 
11 1 





w 0r -. LLIE----­





%5' D.5 1 0 115 2 a 2 3 3 3.5 4.12 445 $5 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 lob $RCF 1 3960 se is 
LREF I 3"3D IN
REF 1.3330 IN
 
X4 F 3 6 in
M 
3 0 .5a 04. IN 
ZMRF 1 3330 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE N*EIF 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-11 ORBITER OVWTIBF CE33072) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 357
 























ALPHA 0.000o QRBIMC 
DATA MI1ST CODE M*EIF 






SREF 1 5960 so IN 
LREF 1.5330 INl 
UREF 1.5530 IN, 
XNRP 3 6060 INYMRF 0 0. 4 ZN 
ZNRP 0.0000 INSCALE 0-0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 158 
- -
S-.2 















_-- -. Z4 
-< 
0) 3, 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
LdMACH NUMBER 
FAkAMLTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






OREF 1.3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
yRF
z M RP 0 GOOD0 - .0 0 IN IN 
04TA MIST CODE N*EIF SCALE a ..3 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT1 - [E330B2) 09 AUG 71 PAGE -1° 









-1 om 1. 
Zr 
--. 00. 1. 0 i's 2.0. 2.5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA a000O ORBINC 3 .100 5REF 1.3960 $a IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 1 N 
XMRP 3 :6560 IN 
YHRP .0..000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE _M*rIF SCALE 0.003, 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTIB [E33082) 08 AUG ?I PAGE 'GO0 
- --
- - - - - -
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
I 









-4 - -4 - ­
0 
..----- J I 7 ::::j:---------





I~~~~~- I1 II II 







ALFP 0.060 OR51MC - 3.IUQ SREF 
 1 3960 se IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
OREF 1 Z330 IN 
X.RP a , 00 IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST COPE M#EIF SCALE 0 0 "4 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER OVWTIB CE33082] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 361
 























M491M.5 1.SF C5a: 
LiMACH 
FARAHETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0 000 ORBXNC 
DATA HITST CODE NN*EZF 
M491-MSFC-S1C G-11 ORBITER 





RF 0 0C. I3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
SREV 5.3960 SQ 
OREF 5 3330 ZN 
XHRP S SObO ZN 
YNRP 0.0t00 ZN 
ZHRP 0 OUCO ZN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 362 
5 
ZN 




L -- I I I 	 I 
LiJ 
'I -. 14 
o 







o 2 0 5 10 15 2.0 2 5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.a 50 
Ld 	 MACH NUMBER
 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ALPH 000 ORBINC - 3.100 	 SRCF 1 4960 so 1. 
LREF 1 Z530 IN 
OREF I 5330 IN 
XRP 5 6060 in 
Y RF 0 O ,OD IN 
ZNRF 0 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE MNN4EF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-I] ORBITER OVWCB CE33042) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 363
 
0 
















<- -- - -.­
0 . .0 .5 2 0 2 5 30 35 4.0 4 5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAM4ETRIC 1VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 c00 OFI81NC - 3 100 SREF 1.3S00 SQ IN. 
-REF 1 3330 IN 
8REF 1 3350 IN 
X145P 3 6060 JN 
YNRp 0 0WIN JN 






M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER OVWCB (E33042J 08 AUG 71 PAGE 364 
.05 





























1.0 1 5 2 a 2 5 3.8 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
0 ODD ORDINC - 3 100 
CODE NH*LIF 





SREF 1 3960 59 
LREF 1 530 IN 
1.1p 4 6860 IN 
yMRF 0 0190 IN 
S " L, 00G34 
l PAGE 365 
5 a 
IN 
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
2.5 I -
ui I I 
u< .5 --------
EDIii H 1J­
0 0.5 .... 0 
Ld MACH NUMBER 
NPARAMETRI C VALUES REFERENCEINC; NFRATIONI 
ALPHA. V.oo M BZNC 3.100 SREF 
LA Er 
1-3960II0 ,$a IN i-
BR F 1 :3330 1 , 
XMRP 5.6860 IN 
TH.RF 0 a "l In 
DATA HIST CWC9 HH*CIF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORB ITER OVWCBTl CE330223 08 AUG 71 PAGE 366 
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA: 0 















0 a 5 1.0 1 5 2.0 5 3.0 $.5 4.0 4.3 5 0 
uJ MACH NUMBERN
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ALPFM 0 00D ORBINC - 3 10U REF 1 3960 sQ IN 
LREF 1 3530 IN 
SREF 1.3330 1N 






ZMRF 0 DOOr ft. 
DATA MIST CODE Mk*EIF SCALE C'0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBTI (E33022) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 367
 









0 -. -5 
C2 
-J I 
S 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 .Q s 4 0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA a BD ORS INC - .100 SREF $.3960 SQ IN 
LREFSREF 1 333a1 3330 ININ 
XMRP 3 G860 IN 
YRP 0 0O,.3 1N 
ZMRP 00DO IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MM*EIF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBTj {E33022] 08 AUG 71 PAGE -68 
--
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETAz 0 
-j .00 










= -- ++ H 
-J 
I::_ 
- 5 -5 15 2.0 .. 3-. 3.51.0 4.5 s 
MACH NUhBER
 
FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENC5 INFORMATION 
ALPRA a on* O-AINC - 3 on SkE 1 3960 SQ IN-
LREF 1 335 IN 
BEEF 1 330 IN 





DATA H.ST COWE NN*Elr OU 
M491-MSFC-SIC 0-11 ORBITER OVWC8TI CE33022] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 363
 











.01.°a553 35 0. . . . . . 
w ACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








SREF 1. 3330 IN 
XMR. 1 686U IN 
TURF . GOO's 1 
DATA MIST C,009 *AH*EIF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER ovwcBf- gE33032) 08 AUG /I PAGE '70 
- - - - -
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
I I SE­
.08 
















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALFH- a J00 OR-IN¢ a .00 SEF 1 390 SQ I-
LREF 1 3330 1. 
xM:F 3 6860 IN 
INRF 0 0 N 
ZNRF 6.O00 IN 
DATA MIST CODE AM CIF SAK 0O
 
M491-MSFC-SIC 6-11 ORBITER OVWCBF CE33032) 08 AUG 71 PAGF qTI
 
----- 
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
05 : 
I L 




=­ e1iI I 
1 _1> -
I I L -1- _- 1 ­
-
-Li- 1.33 




PARANETRZC VALUES EE[fCE £IFORMAT1ON 
ALPmA Ii 000 L'RONC - 3 100 SREF 1 396 59 *N 
I-ncr 5.3330 IN 
SIEF 1 3550 114 
XHRF 
 3 660yWR 9 DouO IN
 
ZHRP 0.000o IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE *AM*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-Il ORBITER OVWCBF (E33032) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 372 
- - - - -- -
-- ----
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA: 0 
°-- t------------------­
















-3insr 0 00UINALPHA~~~~"RRIC 0 0 
LREF a oaf0 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE *AH*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWCBr CEf33032) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 373
 
















0 o00 OUINC - a 100 
MACH NUMBER 
R 190 4QI 
DATA flIEr CODE H*E1F 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 PRBITER OVWTIZBF (E33412) 
SCALZ 
08 AUG 71 
0034 
PAGE 374 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
-- .00 
> t 





of -. LJJ L4 
U oS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -IN E--
Eo 1 3ILi -. e 
FARAHETRV VAUBRRP N¢0 0 INFOMTO 
ZMRP D OGDN IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE a a "A 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWTlCBF [E33412] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 375 
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL STABILITY - BETA= 0 
.3 -- -f- I
 
Z -. -- - ­20-
In­z 
< -. 35 
>-. 









0.0 G.S 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3 5 4 0 4.5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0.000 O"BINC -3 100 SREF 1 3960 sa IN 
LREF
REF 11 33303330 InN 
XMRP 3 66C , N 
YMMP, u 000 IN 
ZHRF a uouO in 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE 0 003 4 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE33412) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 376
 
--










~j If~j 33 t-. 10~[i 
I.If
 




%o 0.5 1.0 1 5 2.0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4O 0 ,$ 5 u 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 OD ORBINC 3 I .LREF 1 3940 5Q 1. 
LREF 1 3330 E8 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XRP 3 :960 IN 
Y ,RP 0 "aO 1. 
ZMRP 0 G0ai IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE M*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SIC O-11 ORBITER CVWT'CBF CE33412) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 377
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE, TANKS FORWARD
 
II~ fit I I'I I 
CD] 1 1 1 1 
I I 
i: 
i f: I I 
1' 
I I 
i f I 
I I I 
1 
i t I I f I ) I I I 1 1f 











C~ ALT H 
. 








































- 400 Y31 
, 
















DATA Hier tocc -*EI SCL0.5 
M491-MSF-SICG ORBITERE INCWIDECE ANGE.311 0RNGAEGEES GE37 
----
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE, TANKS FORWARD

"I-'"'1f"l'"" " i ""Il"" I 1I I II II III I Ii IIII I I I I I I I II I 11 I 1 1 1 I I 
II 4 i<IIIIIl I 'I i lt111 I II I II I 1II I 
C .0 
"I~II t 1 1 1 II~ III I I II I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'~~~1 if!i~~lilil 1 If i I 
L) i
 




m II IIf I 1 ! 1 I II I l l ] i l ! I ! I
I I II~ 

II IIIII II I 

o) 










C)0 a 0 AA.E RjNC Y33.±1PTST -rTORBN 1.3930 SZNI 
E331 4000 o OREF 1 3330 INE33h11 3.o0 
a , E0 3S000 IN
Mail, I I I YRP 0, Z. IN
 
ZMRF 0 0000 IN 
SCAL-E 0 0034DATA MIST CODE N*EZXF 
r3-iiORBITER 11CF 08 AUG 71 379
M491-MSFC-S IC OVIl lE33311) PAGE 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE. TANKS FORWARD
 






u 	 L 
CLl) .t 
Ito 
zN ! 	 I II I I I II I" "E33211''000" -'" 11 111111" F 3" "I
a IIIIIII III I II III I 1' 1 IIIiI IIIli II i 
,, ,,0, ,, , , ,, , , , , , ,.. ,, , , , , : , , ,

ul
I- i ilil 	 l l ilii llil ,' , ' 1 ' 1 1 ' ' ' 1 I ' i
 
iZR 	 I.l -""- .LL IN 

LI-
M4911SFC 1IC1G111BI E II II II II IICB lillll 08l AUII lll A E
 
I, 	 I I
II I ILI II . 
tIII111I III I E3II -IIII Y3!1 -1111 1 1F! .3 II I000I 	 11 o11 1 I! !1
.0 	 I . ac a II III!I IIIIIII 	 I I 2 000 I0 000 BIEI I N
IIII - IEI331I I 1.3350 z, , , , 	 ,,,,
I I 	 I I I II I I .I I I II I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IYIMIRI I I I N
 
I I I I E I I I I I I !3II I I I0 I N
 
I I I II I 0I000 

I IIlI lI I I I I I I I II 1 I I I I I I I I I I I IZI I I I P 0 0000 I N

I II I I 	 I
I II ! I I I I I II I I ! I II I I Il I I ISCALEI 0.003II4I
< I IIIOA~I IS C]flI *E II II III I II I IIIII IiI II
 
49-'SCSCGI RIE 	 VTCB E31) 0 U 1 PG 8
 
--





















-5.0 -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -5 0 -2.0 -1,5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0 5 1.0 1.5 2. 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.200.  j 0 000 DATASET ORSINC DATASET ORSINC SPEF 1.3960 561NJ. 
EU3Si - 4 0o Y33411 - 3.100 LREF 1 3330 IN 
E33211 - 2 000 E33111 0 000 BREF 1.3330 IN 
E33011 I co XMRP 3 0860 IN 
YNMRP 0000vo IN 
ZHRP 00000 I1 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE OD34 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWT1CBF CE33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 381 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE. TANKS FORWARD
 
fi l 11 il f fl i l
 i l f i I I lf 1 1 1 11 I l~ f 1 1 1 I lI f 

U­












5.c -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -25 -2.0 -15 -to0 -0.5 0.0 0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC. OEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.900 BETA a 000 DATASET ORBINC DATASET ORBINC SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN 
E3314 - 4 000 33-1 - o.100 LREF 1.3330 IN 
E33 I - 3 000 E33111 0 000 BREF I 3330 INESSOII ± 000 XI4RF 3.6860 114
 
YHRP 
 n 0000 
 IN

ZI4RP 0 0000 114
 
SCALE 0 00.4DATA NfIT. COE H*EIF 

M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTCBF (E33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE '2 













-5.0 -.4.5 -4.0 -35 3a 0 R.5 ..2. D -1.5 -1.13 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 . 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBINC. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACHl PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DATASLT ORBINC DATASET ORBINC SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN1.000 	 BE~T. 0 000 U-'
E353.1 -4 000 fl33 - 3 ion LREF 313330 1IN 
E33212 - 2.C00 E!!11! 0 con BREP 1.3330 IN 
oo 	 mRP 3 6860 inEn I ~ VRP 0 OnOD IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
OAVA MIST- CODE N*EIF 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICB E E33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 383
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE, TANKS FORWARD
 










- -5. -4o - 0 -- - -3 -. 2 -. - 0 -OS O . , . . 
R IoBI I D 1C 
Ld
 
E332if 0 11 O0If 1 E I I N 
50; -4.5 -4.0 3 5 3.0 2.5 - a -1.5 -1 0 05 a 0 a5 1.0 1.5 tN 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBING. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.10 JilL.. 0.000 DATASET ORBINC DATASET ORSINC SREF 1 3960 SQ-IN 
E3"11 - 4 000 Y33411 - 3 too LREF 1.333a IN 
ESS32 I 000o 0335111 0 000 B ±F3550 ZN 




DATA MIST CODE N*EIF 
 SCALE a.0034
 
M491-MSFC-SlC G-1I ORBITER OVWT1CBF CE33311) 08 AUG 7I PAGE 284
 
--
















< 3 - --- F. 
-55.5-4. 3 - 0 -2.5 -Z 0 -. 5 -2.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 *.5 2 0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYMPOL MACH FARAMFTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORATION 
( 	 1.200 UTA . DOD DATASFT ORBINC DATASET ORBINC SREF 1.3960 52.IN 
E33311 - 4.000 Y33' 4 - 3.100 LREF 1.3530 IN 
E35211 - D0o E33111 0.000 OREr 1 3 30 IN 
233011 1 O0O 	 XMRP 3.680 IN 
YRP 0 Coo IN
 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN
 
DATA HIST CODE M EI SCALE 0 0034
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF LE33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 385
 






Of - ----­a 
2.4 
LL 
*- - -- - - ­
-2.5 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SINSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATI O 
0 0 900 BET 0.00D GATASET ORBINC DATASET ORSING SREF . 3900 $Q.IN 
E45311 - 4 0O0 Y33. I - 3 lea LAEF I 3ZZ IN 
21311 - 2 000 C35iI oa oI REF 1.330 IN 
la3a1l I anO NRP Z 686D yHRp 1..0oD 
IN 
IN 
ZCRP 010000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EP $' A LE 0.0034 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE333113 08 AUG 71 PAGE 38G
 













- . 4's ' -'4.'0* -a.$ -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -L.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.°0 10.5 1.0 1 5 2.1 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MA.C" PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 BET a oo DATASET ORBINC DATASET ORSINC SREF 1.3960 se IN 
E 3Z3. 1 
r 3211 
- 4 O1DD 
- 2 (]D0 
Y33411 
E33t1 








3011 1 ovaO XRP Lfid 0 IN 
,.IF 00 "l I i 
ZHRP a..OO it 
DATA 41ST CODE M*EIF SCALE a 0134 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF CE333111 08 AUG 71 PAGE ?87 





Z .* I-F -. 
w o 4.5 















-3- -. -- - -I - -2. -0z00 0z . .0 3 . -4- -4-
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE- ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYN40L HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 









ZHRP a aaOa IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF SCALE a 0.? 
M491-MSFC-SlC -­1 ORBITER OVWTlCBF CE33311) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 388 
















-3 -4.5 -4.0 -3.6 -3.0 -2.5 - 0 -1.5 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2o0 -0.5 a 1.5 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBIhC, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI OR 
















c"3Dll I BUD XMRP 3 68 , IN 
YHRF 0 nlnoo IN 
ZHRP 00.0u IN 
DATA MIST CODE H*EIF SCALE a 00 4 
M491-MSFC-SI-C G-11 ORBITER OVWTICBF (E333113 08 AUG 71 PAGE '389
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE. YANKS AFT
 
f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
































3 8:0Den I I 
. 
M491-KSF-SlCG ORBITERE CIDECE ANGE333513NG. DEGEES GEq9 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE. TANKS AFT
II f I,i f I I 1t l 1 I I I I I I fi l l I IfI I I! i l l Ii 1
 





LI. I1 1 1 1 I 1 I I 1 + 1 I I I I Ii Il l 1 II 1 1 1 i I
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LaC 
II I F+ I l l "I





-50-4.5 -4.O 3.5 .3.0 -2.s -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. OPBINC. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
s Do fILA_.. DATASET DATASET 511Cr 34.IN000 0 con COSNC ORSXNC 1.3900 

ESSS51I 4 000 E33a5t - 2-000 LREF 1 3330 IN 
ESSSS1 a 000 E33051 1.0010 II I 1.Z30 . 
X$RP 3 0860 IN
 




DATA HIST CODE H4EIF SAE 003 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF (E33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 391
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE, TANKS AFT
 
I if rIf f l I llil l fi lllf l i ll l f l - fi ll I I I II1 1
 
.1 I I l I 1 1 1 
I] l II1 Iil I I I I I I !II I I I I I I It I I J I | 
1I I 4f ! Ill I I If II-
1 ] f i l ll ~ I 1 ! I I 
-






I.-f I~~ ~~HI~~I IIIIIIIII I ~~I Ill 
uJ 
F- I ' Ifl l { l ~ l l l l l I I
 
I I I I I I I l lIII i I I I I I




L) ". If 
LLJ
 
-5. -. -4 0 -3.S - .0 -2.5 -2.0 1.5 -1 a -o 5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBING. DEGREES
 
SYAeOO MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 £ to0 BETA.. 0.000 DATASET ORBINC DATASET ORSINC SREF 1.3900 SQ IN 
E55a551 - 4 000 £33251 - z can LRE 2.3330 NOREF 1 3330 Z
E33151 0 000 £33051 1.000n %NRP 5 0800 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE N*EIF 
f491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF CE33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 392 
o 4 I i 
EFFECT OiF ORBITER INCIDENCE. TANKS AFT 
i l i l f f l I I I I I II 
I t ] i l 













.J4 5 - . 3 5 -. 
ORIE 



















RIC DTST ODIC 
400 321 - 200 













M49i-MSF-SIC6-1RBITETE INWTCDNC ANGE.35 0JBICDEGEESGE 8 







--5.0 -4.5 -* 0 -5.5 -35.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.5 5.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. CRaINC, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATZON
svnai. KCMM PARAMETRIC VALUCS 	 DATA SOURCE 
Q 	 .900 Jil.... 0.000 OATAST ORBINC QATASET ORSINC SIRF 1.5900 $0414 
; E3351 - 4.000 332 Z - e.ooo LREF 1 3350 ZN 
433S51 0 000 5330$i 1 0 EF 1.3310 1I
 
XI4RP 5 0060 [H
 
YNRP 0 0000 IN
 
ZXRF 0 0000 IN
 
DAT A 1 4 S T . C O E H *IF S C A L E . 0 3 ,
 
H491-MSFC-S1C G-II OREITER OVW4T2CBF CE33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 394
 





- l i f I I IL T 
..... I vk I I 
I f I I I f 
-r-

If i l l
 ti
,_1 - L l I - ',I' 
-4. -4.0 -3.5 -Z. -2.5 -Z.0 -. 5s -1.0 -o.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 .. 3 2.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYNBOL MACR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE ZNFORMATIONl 
3 03 DD BETA aIO DATASET ORSINC QATASET ORSINC SREF 1 3960 so IN 
E3351 - 4 000 E332SI - a 0u LREF 1.3330 IN 











DATA HIST COS MEIF,3. SCALE 1 
H491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF fE33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 395 







r :1 I I 1 i l f i l 
0j 




R~ ~ f I 1 f I 
. . . . . ... . . . . I U . m 'I 

ORB!TER INICIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC, DEGREES 
HpRAMETRIC F¥A VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE XNFCRMAT$O 
..I. ,DTA., 0.000 DATACET OR09NC DATA rT oRaINC $119F 1 3360 $a in 
E3 1 3 51 - 200 LREF 1.333n IN 
'au15l 0 0.00 E33051 1.000 DRE
F 1 3Z30 IN 
XHRF 3.566 " 
YNRP 0.0~= [ 
SCALE a 003
 DATA HI$T, COD N*EIF 

M491-MSFC-51C G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF CE333513 08 AUG 71 PAGE 396
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE, TANKS AFT
 
LL­
t I i t I
 
; 	 I-. fl p 11 I
 












I4 If 4 i
 
-5.0 4. 4.0 -5.5 - 0 -1.8 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 10 I.5 Z.0--,5 

ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. OREINC. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUEb DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 1.20. BET 0.000 DATASET ORSINC VATASET QRSINC SREF 1.5960 B0 IN. 
533351 - 4.000 E3321.1 - 2.000 LREF 1.33$0 14
 
SSSISI 0 000 13305 1 i 
 0 BREF 1 3530 1Z
X1RD 
 3 0860 
 IN 
YNRp 0 0 D IN 
ZMRP 0.000 IN 
SCALE 005 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF (E33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 97
 



















-*0 -4.5 -4 0 -5 -3 0 -2.5 -2 a -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 8.5 1.u 2.5 2.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9aa BETA-- 0 Ono DATASST ORSINC DATASEr ORDINI SREF 1.39.0 $Q.IM 
E33ZZ- - 4 000 E332. - Z 0O0 	 LREF .3350 IN
 
E33151 0100O E530;1 $.0ola 	 BREF 1.30 1N
 
XHRP 3 6860 IN
 
YMRP 0 0000 IN
 
DATA MIST CODE M*EIF 	 SAE 003
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF ZE3335]) 09 AUG 71 PAGE 398
 


















A3-'. -4 5 -.. G -3.5 -3 0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.03 -0 5 0.0 0.5 1 _9 1-5 o 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE. ORBINC, DEGREES
 
O.0N01 MAC"B 'ARAI4ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE€ INFORMATION 















XHRP 3 6860 IN 
YHR 0 coca IN 






M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWTCBF CE32351) 0B AUG 71 PAGE 399
 











- - - - ­ -
- . -
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL MACH PARAHEYRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 MI a coo VATASET ORDINC DATASET ORBINC $REP 1 3960 se IN 
933351 - 4 000 E352 1 - 2.000 LREF 1 3330 IN 
e3at5l 0 auc E Zub 1 O00 8REr 1 3633 1N 
XxRp 3.6860 IN 
YHRp 0 auoO IN 






M491-MSFC-SlC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF CE33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE AO0
 





























-5.0 -4.5 -4 0 -3.5 -3.0 -2 5 -3.0 -1 5 -1.0 -0 5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 &.0 
ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLE, ORBINC, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 1 200 BET 0 000 DATAS ET ORSINC DATASET ORSINC SREF 1 3960 SrQ.lN 
933351 - 4. 000 E33z31 - 2 DD 	 LRF11330 I
 
E33151 a 01 E33051 1 aoO 	 SREr 1 3 3D 1 , 
XHRP 3 .6860 IN 
y'RP a 0300 in
 
DATA MIST CODE M#EIF 
 S. LE. 0.0034
 
M491-MSFC-SIC G-11 ORBITER OVWT2CBF [E33351) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 401
 
--



















-1* -10 0 -6 -4 2 0 a a 0 0 2 4 6 8 to im 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 00 BETA 0.000 OROINC - 3 Ina SREF 1.360 Ie IN. 












DATA MIST CODE M*EI*C 
M491-SC/G-11 ORB.. TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CF3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 402
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 






0 0.4 I ] :: 
ANGLE or ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNSOL HACfl FARANETRIC VAI.UES REFERENCE INF0RNATI t 
$.600 8TA IN !I REF I 3860 SQ IN2 : BT 00cRIC- 0 LREF 1.3330 IN
 
z8o REF 1.3330 IN 
YN90XRP 0.00 0 IN 
::: CALE 0.0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB..o TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVWC2C CF3300A) O8 AUG 7] PAGE '03 
EFFECT OFTANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-
U I IIt: ~ . 11 111111 111 1 1 
I t I i 1 t f l t l t f l l 1 i l t
 
C 







-" -1 - - 6 -4 2 0 0 2 4 5 0 20 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SflMIOOL flAtf PAi ANETR1C. VAtLUES .g[ RtnCE 1NFOnNATlION 
o}500 SETA 0 0003{ 0R1I4C - 100 SR r ±.4S50 seQ.1N 
2Jim 
 I I I 3301Dr IN 1.48I0 

1.100 YMRP 0 bO I
 
X ZH4R 0.0000 ZN
L,00  

DATA HIST COPE H*EZ* C AE O0
 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVI4CBF CE3330AJ 08 AUG '71 PAGE ,'Q4
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 





















I y I I I 
-2 .0 00YR 




M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBRF CFS300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 4Q5 



























C.0 BETA aH00 ORIC - 0 
DATA MIST. CODE N*E C 






























-1 -1 0 ­-5 -. -4 -2 ­
z 
. 990 if 
Ld 
05 
- 12 -10 a 6 -4 - a 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 111 it 
5 0-000ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYTBOL MAC" FARAETRC VALUES REFERENCE 0NFORMATION 
1 460 B 8TA 0 T0OBINC 
190LREF 
- 3 t30 SREF 1.39601 3330 $PAIN.IN 













DATA MIST CODE H~rl CL O03 
M491-SlC/G-1I ORB.. TANK(TI] INCREMENT ON OVWC8F CF3300A) 08 AUW 71 PAE 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I I 1 : 1 1 1 t T l 
~-~*. . .. i--f 
- H-'. -4:j: 
c..) .,-,- -
.LIL 
w- - - - . 
1I r I I IIII II I 
IX---- - II-33 ­
.... 	 8
-.0S 	 6 10

-4 --0 6 4 - 0 0 0 	 - -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyNBOd MACHl PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO*N 
0.600 	 SETA 0.000 OBINC - 3.100 SRE F 1,3560 SQ Ill. 
0 o LREF 1.3330 IN 
.0A1.10003
 
M491SIC/-11 RB. TA EZI*C INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CF3300P] 08 AUG BRE PAE 
1 
0 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S H80L I4ACI PARAI4ETPIC VALUES REF6PENCE INFOR$A TION 
1.460 BETA 0 do0 RBINC - 3 too OREF 4 3960 St.Iit 







90ZHRP 0.O00c IN 
OATA HIlT COE H*EI*C SCALE 0.0034 
M43l-S1C/G-11 ORB.. TANKITI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CF3SO0A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 09S
 
.54 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 















-mAl .000	 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrHBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATICW 
0.600 	 69TA a soc OWBINC - 3 IUD SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
S9 LREF 1.3330 INz 	 a 0J	 R4F 1 530 1 N 
. 1.000 
 XHRp 3 6860 	 IN 
1.100 	 YNRP UCOOo IN 
'F 0 :HR INOO , 
DATA HIST. CODE H*EI*C UO 
















.0 --LL) -. 0 21 









- 2 10 - 6 -4 -2 0 0 0 2 A 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYfSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.460 BETA 0 000 ORINC - 3.100 SREFF 1 3960 Se IN 
1.SE0 LRE A.S330 IN2.990 SREF 1 Z330 IN 
2.99 
 XMRP 6860 IN 
0 0000 IN::::YHP4.0. ZHRF 0.0LN0 IN 
SCALE 0 0054DATA HISI CODE 44E1*C 
M491-SlC/G-1I ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF (F3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 411
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
: -I - I I I I  I II I Il Il ' I I:: II' : 

-)-I -- , I, 
0.2 
tit I. I 
-- T 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETFUC VALUES2 000 ALPHA 0.000 QRBXHC - 5.100 
cHR 
DATA HIST CODE M*E1*C 
M491-SIC/G-Il CR8.. TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF (F33008) 
E 









EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
k-- :4iji 
I fQ I I i t 




_ I -', -
LL 0.4 - 1Li. ­
< -. 
z -o. - . 
iJ 
U -0.6 
-o.8 J- LL Li I 
-12 -2 - s -6 4 2 0 0 0 0 D a 4 6 a 10 It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
MVO.L NACH PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION2 1:460 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - I SO SREF 1.3960 $41 IN 
LREF I 3330 IN20.90 BREF 1.33310 1N 
XRF 3o660 IN 
z 990 
400aNR .. r 0 Do I ,
 
Rd 4:.6 ZIRP 0 IN
00ne 

VATA MIST CODE N4I4C SCALE 0 003:4 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCTi] INCREMENT CN OVWCBF CF3300B) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 113
 







o ET IPINE IGI 
SIIJ SLI AGL. ET. EGEE 
-o O - 0 0 0 
0.00 APA 0.0T 0 O&SIC - S100SR 
- RT)3" LiG0IiNa1 4a 00 
0.S0LE 
DATA NZ$7 CODE M*EI*C 

















EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 










f I .. I I I 





la -to - .6 -4 -z a 0 0 a a 2 4 0 * 10 1e 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SHBOL 	 MA4C PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1 460 	 ALPHA 0 000 ORSXNC - 3.100 SREF 1.3960 $Q.JN
 




x RP *6860 REF 

4 D000 
 NRP 0 0oo IN
 
4.960 	 ZNRP a 9000 in
 
DATA MIST CODE N*EI*C 
 SCALE 0.0034
 
M491-S1C/G-l1 ORB., TANKCTIJ INCREMENT ON OVhCBF CFSSJOBJ 08 AUG 71 PAGE A15 













2 a. 0 I1 
- - - - . -
z -
-±2 -10 - -6 - - 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 & 8 ±0 ±2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAmCTrIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 00 ALPHA 0.000ORSINC - 3 100 SREF I 3960 82.IN 
0 g00 	 LREF 1.3330 IN
 
BREF $ 3330 IN
1.000 XMRpF Goo , i 
1100 YMRF , aIU, in 
R 

ZM F 0.00O IN 





M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CF3300B) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 016
 
.4 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
II # 
u 
o *- - -- - -t 
0 
.2 -




-6 -4 -2 a n 0 2 4 in 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPNATI O 
1.460 ALPIIA 0 Go CRBINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 so IN 
1 9602 990 LREFORZF 1I 433033 ININ 
1H P 1, 686, IN 
4 0 yMRp a Dann IN 
::900. ZMRP aDow IOO 
DATA MIST. COD M*EI*C SCALE a 003. 
M481-SIC/G-II ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF (F33OOB] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 417 


















I If II II - II 
+ 
SII I P ANGLEII .BETAI. DEI E 
< Za 
- - - - - - - -
~~ZNIF 00 0 IN 
M491-S1C/G--1]~ORB.. TA.I-t1 ON OVCB Cr308 8 INRMNUt7 AG 
SjSI NL, EA gRg 
<YBO 15 p HT CVLE EEENEIF A 
.gOD~9 1 F 1330 I 
< F I330 I 
•. 20 366 Z 
0 
-4- -l NR- - flb - -­
z A T HE SAE 003 
M41-d/GI0R5 A T]ICEETO VCB F30] 0 U 1 PG 1 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
C­














IL1 -10 -S-4 -2 0 a a 4 0 * 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ii
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 :0 0 000 OROINC - 3.100 SREF SQ IN.APA 1.3900 

LREF I Z330 IN 
'.9 1 INREF 3330 

2.9YMRP 3 0000 in 
4 0 
 ZRPF 0 000'a IN 
OAi A i.:~f CODE H4EI*CSAL 0fls 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCT1J INCREMENT ON OVWCBF fF33008) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 419
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
1- -4- ft 













<L i S 
E 
1-T 
2 0 o -S . - 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 12 
siE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
tYNSOL SACK PARAMtTRIC VALUES RFtRENCE ZNFORMATION 
0.00 
Sao 







LRIEF 1 3320 IN 








120ZI4R$ C aoOO I.. 
DATA MIST CODE H*I*C SCALE 
0034 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CF33008) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 420 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 <4+"+"-4 
iL .5 " I -I-­






.- - I I 1I 
---- --- --- --- -: ::j :: 
LL 
w it I 
0 . _ 11 11 i I I I II L 
. . . . 
o 1 :.--­
-:-I
ST:: DoII - --- - - -
LL, - 1:U <Fl-
-J ; F - ­
- 0- -10 - - 6 -4 -2 0 a a 0 2 4 6 a t 
SLIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH1:460 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESoo ORDINC - 3-no REFERENC]E INFORMATION$REP 1.596a Se IN. 
°96B LREF 1.3330 I N 
< e 0XR P 3 6860 IN 
4.000 YHRP 0 "CaOa I N 
4.96B ZNRP If .1313 1 
DATA MIST CODE M*ECEZ SCALE 0 0034 
M491-SICIG-ll ORB.. TANKCT13 INCREMENT 0,, OVWCBF CF3300B) 08 AUG 71 PAGE A21
 
























-2 -10 -B -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES 





DATA HIST CODE N*EI*C 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF fF33008) 
2 4 6 a 10 
REFE-EXCE. INFORHATIOA 
SREF 1.3960 So 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRF 3.6860 IN 
YHRp 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 0 .1.9 IN 
SCALE 0 003. 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 422 
I2 
IN 





















Ud -. 02 
F-I
 
-12 -0 - -o -4 - 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNMOL MACH PARAMEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
1-460 -FlHk a OD CSINC - 3 100 SREF 1.39S0 SQ IN 
LREF 1 330 IN
 0 2B990 BREF 3330 IN
 









 ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 .034DATA H1ST COVE N*EI*C 
M491-S1C/G-i1 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF (F33008) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 423
 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I f I i f
 I 




















6 -4 -2 0 0 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. 
0 000O ROINC - 3 100 
n D 
















































-2 -la . -4 -2 a 0 a 0 a 2 4 6 a to 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL -- MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE FORHATIO
 
2 460 BTA 0.000 ORBINC - a Lao SREF 3960 $.IN
 
1.96C LREF 1 3330 IN
 




- 00 Y-R 6 S 1 1
 
9 0.8 
4.960 ZMRF a 000 INYNRPE 0 0000 I
 
SCALE 0 003
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*C 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB., FIN iNCREMENf ON OVWCBTI LF3300CJ 08 AUG 71 PAGE 425
 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
S
















f10 IH~ N 
-ATo Zo 1111:111 Ii::iiAL 
OR. IN INRMNfit I VCT CF30C 
NAOI~~~ PAAEIIVL 
DATAE OFTCOTACK ALPA.DE*CE 















EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATIN
 




1 2.0 . . . . . . . . 
It 
k I: 




wL rT - I
-0-1­m z 
-i a 0 a a 245 o l 
:2: - ­
22.5 - 3 I 
a------------------------------------------------ -. IN 
-1 -10 -m - -4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 0 IN6 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA. DEGREES 
SflHtOL MACll :,AETRXC VALUES RcFt{ECeNORIIATLONo .400 BETA 0 000 0RBI C - 3.100 SREF 1.3960 SQ IN 
A I.G60 LREF 1.3330 IN 
o - DBREF tflS3O IN 
4 DOyM 0 0000 IM 
4 G zI4Rr 0.0tb2 IN
0 
DATA HIST. CODE MS C SCALE 0 003 
M491-SIC/G-I ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCRTI CF3300C) 02 AUG 71 PACE 427 















ANGL OFATCK LH. ERE 
z900 1RE11-5-0-ZN 
a AT 0IS COD NEI 
- 1 .1)Io:p 
DATA MSCALE 








EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 







ANL OF A C L D
 




SYMOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±A4cO BETA te.000 ORRITIc 3.100 STIFF 1 3960 59.5N 
REF i 3330 IN 
IREr 1 33301 IN 
4.00 a Y86r INu" 
CODE M*EI*CSDATA H5T 
M431-SIC/S-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON CVWCBII tF33000) 08 AUG 71 PACE 123
 
-- - --
















0 1 	 -eI-N 
Z 5D< ---- ------------­
7-­
<-
.05-	 - - - - ­
- 0 ET O OB --- BSRF 1390 I 
- - .330 I1RF 

1HIP
1...1 	 ;I .-






 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 SYMBOL HALH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATJON 0 ETA 0 000 ORBINC - 3.100 	 SREF 1.396o so IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1.3330 I1.0UXNRP a 6860 I 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 




DATA MIST CODE MEI*2 C
 




















0-5 -i - - -4 - a 0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTAC(. 
0 0 0 
ALPHA. DEGREES 




SyMBOL M*CN PARAMETRIC VALUES2 1.460 BETA O000 ORINC - 3 100R0. 2 o 0 
%[ "OO 
OA A MIST COVE 4EIC 
M431-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 CF3300C3 08 
RFRNEZFRAZ 
13G 
GEF I 33 30 
3141W 3 6860 
R 0 O0O 
S A E 




















m -. 04 
.. 10 
0.900~~ RE If30 Z 





H *~O I 
<CL 30). 
DAexSI* 0£ HE 
<41SCGl R. I NRMN N VCT F30) 0 U 1 PG 3 
OANGLEST.ATTAE ,EIALPHAALDE0R0ES 
M491-S 1C/-1OR. INICEMN NYVCT1H300)0 PAG7 PAG 432 


















2* - -10 -4 -2 0 0 a 0 0 a 4 6 a tO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREFS
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 460 BETA 0.CO ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 se.IN
 
LREF 1.3330 IN 




4:000 YMRP 0 0000 IN 
. So ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 003 
DATA HrT CODE N*EL*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 'lR., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCSTI (F3300C) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 433 











[ ~ ~ W-o Y4*0o00 I 
- 0 0 0 2 4 e 0 10 ±2 
L)-0.6ZR 0000 I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL JACU FARAA TRIC VALUES Rft£RERNCE XNFORnATWNH 
o BOO ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 5 100 SREF ±.SgeO SO ZN. 
0.90 0 L R E F 1 . 5 5 0 I
IlkT C Ot T FA 
1-ICG-IIA ORB. 08Ea 0FN iNCMN 3 1F30DON VCT 71 PAGN.31.9G 

EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
:c ::j:.*; *:~:::j 
-
0 






C-o.- A : 
-0.0 2-2--- - ; IIIL ­-;: r-
-1- -i- -s -o 4 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE NFOR NATION 
..46 0 AIFHA a 000 O IuC - 3 . O 6REF 1.39 0 S IN 
LREF I 3430 IN1 960 

2.090 BREF 1 5330 IN2 96XNRF a:686b, I 
mo YNRP 0 OCGO IN 
4o96 0 ZNRP a G0D IN SCALE a 0034 
DATA MIST CODE H*EI*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMEN] ON OVWCBT1 CF3390D) 08 AUG 71 PAGE A35
 









in ..... ~-1 
o--------------------- 1 7 1::: 
-30 -. 2 0 0 
-- ± 2 -10 - - s -4 - 0 2 4 6 S 10 ±2 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYNSOL HACK PARAHETRIC VALUES REWERENCE INrORNATI 0 
P.00 ALPHA 0 000ORSIBNC - 5 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.XN 
0 900 LREF 1.3fl0 IN 
DAA ilFCosN*Z* 350 iN 
DAT HSTC EH 0.0054CSCALE 

M491-SIC/G-1l ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 CF3300O) 08 AUG 71 PAGE A3S 







/W I. I I 
L .0 AA ARN 
1
-:LL. 4 .. 4 :E1LtLu: iII 





4 .9l FillO ,, 
inT CA[ 41.O J 
 @0
 
r~lSCGI R. I NRMN NOWBI [30G 8AG'1 PG 3
 
1.460 ~] OBN .D LLHREF 1.3360 S@IN
 
r9.; G4N o; U O 6o6Gi
 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.4
 1 If If 
.It 















-8 6 -4 2 a0I a a D a 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.600 .0 ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 3.100 ZE LREF BREF 1.3960 1.350 1.!330 SQ IN IN IN 
± 100 Z14RV 0.ObflO I 
Z.0IW SCALE 0 0034 
DATA MIST. CODE H*EI*C 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBI1 fF33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 438 

















-°1 -B - 6 - 4 -2 a 0 a 0 2 4 IS a to it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAME'TIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
1 460 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3.100 SREF I 3960 SQ IN 
.9LRF 3330 IN 
9 ORr 1RFE 1 3330 INI  
2 990 XMRF 3 6860 IN 
4000 val0000 IN 
9.N Z0N 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE N*EI*C SCALE 0 0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENi ON OVWCBTI CF33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE _ 439
 
c-i 























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. ZETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a 000 ORBINC - 3.IoQ 
0.00iREF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OREF 1 3960 SQ 
1.3330 IN 
XNRP 0606 IN 
IN 




M431-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCRT1 CF33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 440 












-12 -10 -a -6 4 -2 0 0 0 a D 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRhC VALUES 




DATA .I.r Coot 14*Si c 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 CF33000J 
2 
0 
4 6 a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF I 5960 $Q.IN 
I.QlcLREF 1.3330 IN 
0.F 1 2331 INXmRF 3.sa80 11, 
YRF 0 0'a. IN 
ZNR F 0 0000 ZN 
SCALE 0 0034 
AUG 71 PAGE A41 





- - - - -
-- - -- -
I- - 45-- - - --
LL ._ ::...­





o .- 0 





- -10 - 6 -4 z a 0 0 a a 2 4 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MANH PAPAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 ALPHIA2LEF 0 000 OROIHIC - 3 IOU SREF ± 1 49eO 3330 Z9 IN IN 
* I.DUXMRP oREF I 33303.6860 ININ 
S200 ZNRP 00000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE *HEr*c SCALE 0 0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMEN! ON OVWCBT1 LF33000] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 442 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 













12 -10 -8 - -4 -2 a a 0 a 0 2 * 6 20 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL NACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S460 ALFHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 '00 SeREF 2.3960 64 IN 
96 LREF 2.330 IN 
BREF 1 333 It 
2.990 YMRp 3 6860 IN 
4YRP 0 0000 IN 
4 60 ZNRP 0 OciO IN 
SCALE 0 0034 DATA MIST CODE NIEI*C 
M41-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI (F3300D) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 443
 

























-13 -10 -o 
SYMBOL MACHt 
0 600 ALPHA 
-- 0.000 
z41SCG! 
0 4 -2 fl 0 0 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 QRBIRC - 3.'00 
FI-NHMN NOWBI CF30]O U 
4 6 8 10 1* 
REFERENCE INrORNATION 
BREF 1.3900 SQ IN. 
LREC 1.3330 3N 
""I.1 PG 4 
I.ODO XMR Q.O6f6bfl 
M49-ST/A1 I ON AUGeEHSCALE 0.005. 
.24 








- I T 
L -. 04 
0R4 4 130 Z 
SlE SLIP ANGLE. 
SYMBOL NACF H FARAHE TRICVALL.E$Q 4.460 ALPHA 0 f oO ORBINC 
- 3 100a ±SEO Q 9Sf 4 O 
GA A fIST COOS NEE*C 







Z R  
AE08 AUG 71 
ERENCEINFORNATIOd 
±.S980 SQ.IN 
I 33O ZN 
3 6 INU 0 0 00 ZN 
0.00U 0 IN 
003PAGE 4 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 











j: u: I I 




- ---­ - ~~~~~~~~~-----




















u -V -- --:-- F-­
u
 




-.o "='- a a2 5 01"1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES XtF-RENCE INFORMATION 
s.9o BEA Ca 0000 ORINC - 3 IDG SREF 1 ;1960 $Q IN 
to::Oo LREF 1.3330 IN 
EREF 1 1330 IN 
11100 XMRP 3 6860 IN 






DATA MIST CODE M*EI*A*C SA oU 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF CF3300E) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 447
 
--------------------------------














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Y$DOL MACH PARANEhC VA4UE RarcnRNcr INFORMATLC 
0 00 BETA 0 000 05INC - 3 100 BitF 1.4s60 e IN 
E F  

La .3330 IN 
1.100F Z 60 IN 
000 
I zoo 




-S/ MDATAIIUST CWA H*EI4A*C N13300 I 
P491-SICIG-11 ORB. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWeTIF (F3300E) 06 AUG -1 PAGE 142­
- - -
EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURAILON
 
If I II I I I II I tT T 
















SYMBOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFDEIECE INFORXATION 
OS00 BETA .00 ORBINC - 3 100 SeEF I 3560 50 IN 
1.000 Nil330 LREr IN 




o] 1 200 YNRP 0 0'I00 IN
 




SATA H .S 0 aE2A0CCODE 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTlF CF3300E) -08 AUG 71 PAGE 44S
 































ci: -TL - -- ­
-It -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL .lAC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cc900 STA 0.000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.JN 
LREF 1. 32O IN
 
1.0 BOREF 4,33"XRP 3 6G0 IN o 1.200 YI4RP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF O.OOEO IN 
SCALE 0.0034DATA NIST CODE MEI*A*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTF CF3300E) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 450
 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 













- 2 - - O -a 6 4 - 9 a a a 	 44 4 a0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO MACH PARAHMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 ALFNA 0 Coo ORBINC - 3 -0O 	 SREF 3960 $oIK 
LREP 1 333D IN 





S 1003 	 686 1 
1.200 	 THRP 0 o0o0 IN 
XHRP 0 OGO IN 
CODE H*5E*A*CDATA HST 

M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF (F3300FJ 08 AUG 71 PAGE 451
 






,j -1 L - - -L- -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMSC,. NAc., PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.900 ALPH. 0.0oO ORBINC - .10O0 
.0 
200 
M491-SIC/G-11 URB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON CVWBTIF CF33OOF) 
REFERENCE INFORMA TIUN 
SREF 1.3960 so 
LREF 1-.-350 IN 
llRp a qu IN 
ZMRP 0O001", IN 
08 AUG 71 PAGE- 452 
IN­



























-1 - - -- - a -- a.--.-S S -- a-&4,- 1 -;-
IMRi 
.- Go 
- RIF 1 .5 30 I 
DATA MIST 
1491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. 
0900 ALPN 0.00OOIN - 3,0OSCAE 
CODE M*EI*A*C 









































FACE_12 -10 -8 - 4 -2 0 0 0 0 4 6 8 10 1* 





SYNHOL MACN PARAHETR1C VALUES REFERENCEC NFoR"ATINOVWBTIF 

0.000 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - B.100 SREF 1 3960 S INN
 














EFFECI OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
- 1­
- - .-- I---
---
-- --.- ------------------ -'-­ - - -
----------­
+ + 
+~ ;~ : - - - -
-+5 




1 3 30 I 
isE I 30 I 
o 
o .20 
DATA HI$T. CODE N*Z1*A*C 






























w- -. 02 
m
-Cz 
m -. 10 
-12 -10 -a -o -4 -2 a a 0 0 a 2 4 8 a 10 12 
SIDE SLID ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ACH PARAETRIC VALUES 	 RFRENCE INFORATION 
0.900 	 ALP$A 0 000 OROINC - 3.100 SREF 1.3960 SO IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN1 
 BREF 1.3330 IN
' 1.100 	 XMRP 3.6aG0 IN
 
ZHRF 0 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA MIST CO0 M*EI*AtC 




EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I4 I ' f- • I
[ | ![ I 
7- I 
If I 




u --. Ti - - 44- I 
A1 -0.4- - - - - - - - ­
- -- -
-




-0.01 - - . -1 1 L ii 
12 -to -04 2 0 0 a 2 4 0 a 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.B0 E 0 oo OROINC - 3 100 SREF 3e ZN.VITA 1.3960 
1 000 LREF I 3330 IN 
il.v BREF 1.333a3 IN
XMRp 686G 
 S 1. 200 YNRp 0 upoo I 
ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST CODE N*EI*C
 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FINCFI)INCPEMENTS ON OVWCBTI (F3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 457
 
















Li ------ ---- T F 
z I 
f -t a -4 
0 a a a0 6 a 10 52 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCr XNrFtPiNATION1 
0.901) BETA 0 000 ORBINC - 500sRtF 
symSCI. NACH PARAME~TRIC VALUES 
3 500 SQ.tN.G 
 LRCF 1.35331 IN 
I IG XNkF 3.i6ifl IN 
o1 120M 0uo IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST. COOE h~cz*C 
M491-SIC/G-i1 ORB.. FIN(F1)INCREMENTS ON OVWCBT1 (R3300G3 08 AUG 71 PAGE 458 
















IVI a0 6 -4 -2 a 2S a t 
ANGL-E OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL M4ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
a Sao BETA 0 000 OROINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ IN 
I Go0 LREF 1 3330 Inl 
.10RP 0 .~oSREF 1 3330 IN 3 "D5 1, 2.0 f4RF~ 0:.000 
ZI PF 0 D0U0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*1* SCALE 0 0034 
M431-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FINCFIJINCREMENTS ON OVWCBT1 CF33006J 08 AUG 71 PAGE 453
 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
1501,O MAI. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Sao0 BETA 0.000 ORSINC - 3.$00 SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
1.OO LREF 1.3I 
1.106t XMRP 3.660 IN
 
[00 	 '. P 1HR000 IN 
ZNRP 9.00110 IN 
DATA HIST CODE N*EI 	 AL 0C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FINCF])INCREMENTS CN dVICBTI CF3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 460 
-- -




























. °3 	 I 
.I%­
2 -.	 4 2±0 
- .10ID - 8 -6 -4 - 2 0 0 0 2 4 5 8 10 1* ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 900 BETA 0 Doc ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN 
1 LREF 1.3330 IN 0 ± 100 	 8REF 1 3330 IN 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
1.20D 	 YMRP 00o0 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST COCE *EI*C 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN(FI)INCREMENTS ON OVWCBTI (F3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 1GI
 





- - - - -
--­ -- - _.4, 
UJ Li• 
I, -In 
-'4F­ a 4 a -i ' a a 1 
-1.4 
ANGLE O]F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYM,BOL MtACH PARAMETRIC VALUESI REFERENJCE INFORMATI[ON 
0 900 BETA 0.000 0 1N - 3 IDD 1F 3960 SQ*.IN 
Li-. . *. j. -IN I 
S,[j]O
,oBRIEF 






DATA HIST CODE m iEA¢3AL 0.
 
M49I-SIC/6-11 ORB-, CRADLE INCREMENTS OIN OVWBTI "(F3300H3 08 AUG 71 PAGE 462
 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION 












-L"i CdF -1 - - -4 











ANGL OFATCK LH, ERE- 0----------------------------------------------------­
..------------------­
(~s~ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
H- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
DAAzS QD HE 













M9 SICG1 ORB. CRADL INRMET ON3 OV9l C30H 8 U 1 PG 6 




















-12 -O 0 -6 4 2 0 0 0 0 2 6 a 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL2 MACH 000 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.000 ORBINC - 3.100 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1.3350 IN 
1 100 XNRP 3:686DIT 
o 1 .200 Y p a a 'a In 
ZHRP 0.000G IN 
DATA MIST CODE MM*EItAtC SCALE 0.0054 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTI CF3300H) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 464 
--












-. 	 it!f!~2 





- - - 7 -- - - - - - - - 4 
Ix 
~----------	 .f 11--f..... 
IIIIiuiuWiiu
r 
Of95 	 IIN. SQANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
o
SYMBOL MACNIz -10 -RE PARAMETRIC6 VALUES433 E 0 aso00 0	 REFERENCE I NFORHATXION 
2 Eh .00 OOIC- 0 	 LREF 1.5330o IN 
XMRP 3 6860 1N
 o 	 1.200 YMRp 0 0DO IN 
ZMRP 0 0GO0 in 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE HR*EI*A*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTI (F3300H) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 465
 



































-19 -.to - 4 -	 2 4 0 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACh pARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFQRHATION 
.600 BETA 0.00D OR*INC - 3.100 SREF 1.3960 Se IN 
a0 	 LREF I 3550 IN 
BREF I D350 IN 
2 o 
o 1.200 	 YNRE .DO0 IN 




DATA HIST CODE M$*EZ*A*C 
M491-SIC/G-t1 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBT1 (F3300H) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 466
 
--
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
II 	 I lfllIIIl t l I III 1 1 1 1 
II -I - - - - - - I--- ----.-	 ] - ] - -. L L 
Pit I 1I I i 1 1 1 1 1 
0. 





201 	 0 0 2 4 a t 0 I 
SIDSIPANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL. HACH FARAI4STR1C. VAL.Ut$ 	 REFERENCE 1MFOROATI0N 
0 .900 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 	 SREF 1 3960 se IN 
000 I0 LREF 1.3I INo o ISII IREF 1 3330 IN 
I! II 	 YHRP a 1000 IN 
ZMI 0 0000 IN 
SAE 003
DATA "IST CODE NH*EI*A*C 
M491-SIC/G-1! ORB. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON IVWBTI CR33001) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 467
 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
2.0--------------:::r::Tzj:: 







.- ­z- -1 ------ 8----------------------------------------------------------­
-05 G 	 R F I 30 
z 
12 8 6 4 a a 0 a 2 4 p106 10 12 
SIDE SLIP AN&LE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL TACH VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONPARAMETRIC 
a -ALPHA 0 000 ORBINCRE 3. 	 SREF 1 3900 SO IN 
LREF ± 3330 IN*Go 1 3$30 IN2BREF 
o 	1 200 IF 0.,o 1 
ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST CODE HH"EZ*A*C 
M491-SIC'6-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTI CFS300I) 08 AUG '71 PAGE 468
 
--
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
If11 Elfll
















- j-- i 02-- 8 1 1 
-1 I-0 a .0 4 2 0 0 0 s 2 4 6 a to 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA MIST CODE HM*EI*A*C SCALE 
0 0034 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATICN
 
o 90 ALPHA 0 COG ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 SS IN 
A ± 000 LREF 1.3330 IN
oREF
1 Sa1o 1 3330 IN
XHRP 3 6860 IN
 
o 1.200 YNRP 0 o00n IN 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYN80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
------ AL-HA 0000- ORBI- - -00 	 SREF 3960 Se IN 
.0 	 LREF 1.3330 IN 
EREF 1 3330 IN 
1.100 	 XHRF a 6860 1 , 
20.o YMRp a OD IN 
IN0o00DO
ZM RF
SCALE 0 00 4
 
DATA MIST, CODE MH*EI*A*C
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE I4FORMATION
 
0.900 ALPHA 0 000 OROINC - .100 	 SREF 1±3960 SQ.IN
 
LREF 1 5330 IN
1.003 	 BREF 1.3330 in
 
1.200 	 XMR1p 3 6080 IN
 
.00 YHRF 0 0030 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE 
 IHSEI*A*C
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HP 3.80 
-t.-t2 -10 -O 0 - 4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SyBO ACH PARANETRIC VALUES 
O.9OO BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 530ILRF I330 
O0RP 
DATA JUST CETI H*ES 





















EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 MIEA 0 000 ORSINC - 100 	 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 





 a 6860 IN
 [] .ZDu. 	 yHRF 0 o 0 In
 
zMRP a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST COD)E N*EI*CCL 00 
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L'2E 1 330 Z 
ANGLE OF ATIACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
1ACH,PARA ETRIC VALU 




DATA HIST. CODE M*EI*C 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI CF3300J) 08 
RFERENCE 0NFOR ATION 
S.3060 SQ
LREF 13330 IN 
BREF 1333D IN 
X4RP 6860 IN 
2YRP 0 03 IN 
45CALZ It U 4 
AUG 71 PAGE 475 
N 
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EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION
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-1? -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 a 0 a z 4 6 8 10 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 	 BETA 0.000 CIRDINC - 3 _-Do SREF 1 396O SQ IN 
F 
OLRE 2 =3a IN 
BREF 1.3330 IN o zu"' 	 XHRF 3660 I 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOfItATION 





1 33z03 686  
IN 
IN1  
E9 1.200 YHRPf.0000ZMRP 0 0000 ININ 
DATA MIST CoE N*EI*C SCALE 0 0034 
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EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 SCLE..03 
RFRENCE 78ATION
SYM4BOLMCH PARAREBIC VALUES 4NF 
a Sao ALPHA 0.0ae CREINC - a log SREF 1.3960 se IN 
I00LREF 1.3330 IN 
1 o REF 1.5330 IN11100 
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EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
'YMBOL M4AC" 	 PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE IhFORM.A -40V 
:t.ODLREF 1.*330 I N 2 	 . UREF 1.3530 in 
ADJ 1.200 -bu 	 " p 3 6sGO INyN- a -





DAA MIST N 	 SICCAL 0 0 
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Sfl480t MAC*4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




OATA *41ST COOS M EI*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN iNCREMENi 
±00 
UN DVWOTI (g3300K) 08 
REFERENCE INFOR*4AT10U 
S.REF 1 3060 SQ.1N. 
c-REF 1 3330 1*N 
REP ± 3350 IN 
YMRP 0 OGOO 11N 
ZMRP 0 0000 1*N 
SCALE 0 00234 
AUG 71 PAGE A81 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 10 SREF 1.3960 so IN 
1 000 LREF 1.3330 IN
0 6REF 1.:330 IN
110XMRP 3 6860 1 ,
 
0] 1 200 YHRF 0.0500 IN
 
SCALE D.00Z4
DATA MIST Coot N*EI*C 
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LR F±z3 fuX 9 0 A P A .00 0 0 O B N 
o~J-°E0i3fl I 
12 0 - - 6 4 -2 a a 0 2 6 0 10 i 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES nEFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
0 900 ALPH I c oo OREINC "D SREF I 960 SQ N 
1/00 LREO 1FE3N0 I0 .0o6EF 1.3350 In 
IMIRP 3 6860 IN [] 200 YNRP 0 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE M*EI c 
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EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATIN
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2-J _- 4..1 
12 -1a -8 -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 2 4 6 a to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
3r4C0lA HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RaF 1.3$60 A IN 
0.000 OROINC - 3 O00 6 D SETA LR F $.330 IN
.000 BREF .a3o3 rN
 
ZHRF V.0000 Z. 
SCALE u
EIA4DATA HIST CODE K*EI A*C 





EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACtt ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.2 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3±100 IREF ±.3960 50 ZN. 
I4DLREF I. 3a30 ZN 
0 REF i°33O0 ZN 
YNRP 0 00.0 IN 
ZHRF 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*A*C 8A O03 
M491-SIC/G-1I CR8.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVVJCB CF3300L) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 85
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9 110ZNRP 0 0000 3M
 
OATA MIST COOE f*HEI4A*C SAE 003
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EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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L J	 IN I 
z 2. 	 - - - -- ­
r 	 -. - -T 
2 - a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACHl PARAMETRIC AUWES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.Z00 BETA 0 000 ORINC - Z l0g SREF 1 3560 SQIN 












 DATA MIST CODE *E*A*C 

M41-SIC/G-I1 ORB.. 	 LVWCB OF330SL PAGE 487
FIN INCREMENT ON 	 08 AUG 71 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
S,011,_ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INORNATION 




F 1.3330 1 M 
, NRP 3.650 IN 
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F II3I0 II 
o = 
1.0 LJBN ET- -0-R£- -90 - S.Z 
S .160 aREF 20 EA 0onf!IC O 
DATA MIST CODE I*EJ*A-Ct ALE 
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-Q -G4 -2 0 w~ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
PARAMRNIC VALUES 
a 000 ORSINC - B.100 








a a in 
REFEENCE I0NFORiATION 
SREF 136 QI 
XHRP 5 $8so IN 
... F 0.3006 IN 
ZMF 0 00Ia IN 
SCALE 0 0054 
12, 
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EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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zUE 	 :it 	 If: K $ 
-S tO -O 4 -2 0 0 2 	 S68 0 I t 
1.0 	 OSICBT -3.00 RP 1.5960OO IN 
833 INOOO0 

M49 .SC/-1 ORB., FI INCRMEN ONOWBC3 8AG7 AE 41N 
CATA MIST. CODE I6*EItA*C SAE Og3 
M491-S1C/G-l1 ORB.,. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3SOOL) 08 AUG ?I PAGE 491 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNOC0 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2600 BETA 0 000 ORINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 IN. 
.o0o GREF 7.3330 1N
LREF 1.3330 I  o 1.000 XRe a 660 INo 1.100 YRP 0. 0 IN 
Z 0RP IN.0000SCALE 0 00o4 
NtEI*A*CDATA NST. CODE 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3300L) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 482
 






















E2 -10 .- 6 .4 2 o a a a 2 4 6 a 10Q I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 I.aa BEA CIBIC .00 310 REF 1 3960 Se IN. 4.2 EA 000 O8N 0 	 LREr 1 3330 In
 




ZNRtp 0.0030 IN 
SCALE 0 003.. 
BATA HISr. CODE N*Z1*A*C 





EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATIO
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.. A. I!U-~~~~~ 
LLIF _ 1 3z I N0SaoI
10 :11 ~~~~~_3t'33,' ~BC III 1: IN_ 
l. 0IHR FI.. . . . .N " J Ih : J I 3.86I 1 -
QF I0 I . . . .Pi Z~' ~ M.. 0.0100 I-ii-"I 
°' II I':. .. 1ZH&.PJ 01.0000 I N[AAMSTCO -A-IA* SCLE 0I '0 " 
OR. I ,4XSC/-1 rIICREMEN,,ONF30) 0 AUIVC71,i PAGEl' 434 ­
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EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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- t lI -11111I
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. . XMR. . . at IN..SIDE LI ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SVMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF t.$960 se IN.1on 0 CRICLPA a1-6 ALN 0 RZC - 3±0LEF 
96 1 E 333 , IN 
zo L:O ± 5i30 IN 
00 
YNRC 0.0000oZNRP 0 QOO ININ 
G S,
PATA MIST CODE *ANEEI*A*C 
M4SI-SLC/G-l1 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (9330M) 02 AUG 71 PAGE 195
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EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION 
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SIDE SLI AL 
. M A-$1C6-11 O FIPARAMETRICVALUES 




DATA MIST. CODE *AH*EXI*A*C 






BgtF . "G 
*MRP 6G 
Y$RP Q.0Cfl0ZNMP 0.00 
$At 00) 










EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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-j S 
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SlOESL---------T---EREE XR 686: IN 
YHll U. o IN7* -. -~ 80 l 
00 ;CE 
53A.T A4E # - SAE [ 03 
DAT HIT *ME**CSAE 
7 -I!-1OBFNICEETO OWBC3OH 8IU 1 PG 9 
EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
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y- -
LIi
w If I: 
z j_ -: -. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. eETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-- - -o ALPHA-B .-- 0 NC - 3.10- -- -REF 1 3960 IN 
R o LREF 1.3330 1. 
1 3330 IN
09BBREFf B off XMRP 3.6860 IN 
El 1.10o YMRf, 0.0090 IN 
zMRr 0 0"DO IN 
DATA MIST CODE *AM*EI*A*C S&E 0fO 
M491-SlC/G-11 ORe., FIN INCREMENT ON OnWce [F3300M3 09 AUG 71 PAGE 498
 







u.-- --------- - - - - -- -­ in-
In . . . -6 . . .-1 . a- -- - - - - - - -2 4 6 a 1 
U-8 
-C - a a 
1460 LREF 1 3330 IN 
190BR 
1.60MRP 




YHRP a Dn IN 
ZMRP a Doos IN 
DATA MIST CODE *AMEIA CLE 003 
M491-SlC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWOB CF3300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 499 
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3I I J L 
2 . 60 AL- LL.F 0 - -. -RN -$00­ 1.90-SC--.X--N 
0 .100 NP 00fO 
l0 -00 -0 -6 -4 -2 0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SMBOL MACH GARAOR 
0.600 ALPHA 
TRIC VALUES 
0.000 COiBINC - 3 
NEFERENCE 
100 SREF 1.3960 
0NFORMATION 
SQ.IN 
0 9.0 LR r 1.3330 IN 








ZMRF a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE *AH*EI*A*C SA OO 
.M491-SIC/6-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON 0V1C -F_3300M) 08 AUS 71 PAGE 500 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
3 MNACCH -ARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
e9OO ALPHA 0 000 OREINC - 3 .UO SREF I 3S6V SQ IN 
LREr 1 333C IN1.4 ' 9S 
 REF 1 3330 IN 
190XMRP 3.6860 IN 
zHRr a Oooc IN 
SCALE OI.
DATA MIST COD.E IAH*EI*A*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE c01
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, eETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INPORMATION 
0.600 ALPHA a Boo ORSINC - 3 100 	 SREF 1 3960 SO IN 












DATA MIST CODE *AH*EI*A*C 	 AL 0 
M491-SlC/G-11 ORB.- PIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 502
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-14 -10 a -6 4 -2 0 a a 0 2 4 - 10IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION2 .0 ALPHA 0.000 OROINC - 3 100 RF 1 96 .NBEEF 1.330 IN
 











DATA MIST CODE *ANEI*A C 

M49I-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF3300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 03
 

















-12 -10 - 8 -G6 - 4 -2 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, 
SVMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 600 ALPHA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 
00D 
o 00XNRP 
O] 1 100 
DATA *41ST. COVE *AH4EX*A*C 






4 0 1 It 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
OREF I 3330 IN 
3.6660 *N 
YNRP o nQoo IN 
ZMRF 0 0000 18 
SCALE 0 0054 
AUG 71 PAGE 504 




























- q1 2  -10 I IOO I a0 -6 -a2 0 0 0 2 4 ZHRP 6 a1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DECREES 
SYMBOL2 MAIN 1.200146 ALPrA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 0REF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
i3359 INLREF 13330 IN 
T DES0 SARAEF SOOAN 
ZNRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE 0AH*EI4A*CSCL 0.13 
M431-SIC/G-1I ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB EF3300I) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 905 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
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LZ -08 	 : : 
L)i 
EIEt Hl 
-f2 -1v -a - 4 -	 0 2 4 6 a 0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PFARAETRIC VALUES 	 RCFERENCC INFORMATIZO 
0.00 BETA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 aQ.IN 
0.0'o LREF 1 3330 IN' 1.0 	 REF 1 330 ;

.OO 	 NRp a 686D il 100 	 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 0 0obo IN 
SCALE 0 0034 DATA HIST. CODE Hw*EIA*C 
M491-SIC/G-1 ORB.. TANKCTIJ INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 506
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.2co BETA a 0 O RSI NCH - 3 D0 SREF 1 3960 30.1ZN. 
.0LREF 1.33 IN
 
BREF 1 3330 IN
 
1 t XNR0 3.860 I
 
ZNRP 0.0000 ZN 
SCALE 0 0054DATA MIST. CODE MN*E1*AC 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. TANKCT]) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 907
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
















0 1 Inv yMRF 0 000 IN 
ZMRp 0.0000 IN 
DATA MIST COE H*EI*A*C SALE 00034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB LF3300N] 08 AUG 71 PAGE R08
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z1 -20 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 0 a 2 4 6 a to 1
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAt DEGREES
 
SYNOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.20021.4600 eTA 0.000 INC - a 100 SRCF LR5F 1t.".0 1 3330 SQ IN 4N 
960 9DXNRF BR5F 1.3 ao3 6$60 iNin 
YNRP 0 OC!O IN 
ZH"RP 0 0op IN 
DATA H1ST, CODE HM*EI*A*C SCALE 0.0034 
M491-SC/G-11 ORS.. TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 509 
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EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
















-±2 -10 -a 6 -4 -2 0 a 0 a 2 4 a to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DFGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 600 BETA 0 Do QRSINC - 3 too SREF 1.3960 Se IN 
o 900 LREF ± 3330 ItN 
, . t o oX 
 REF 1 3330 IN.. NHzp 3 6 8 6 0 I N 
I too ¥RP IN0 000 

DATA Z9RP 0 a ON O IANIS T C ODE MH*EI*A*C 8 CALE 0 0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWC8 CF3300N] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 910
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.200 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 O0 	 SREF 1.3960 s In
 
2.46D 	 LREF 1.3330 IN
 
REF 1 333, IN

.0 ±.sBN XNRP 3.6860 IN
YHRP 0 00On IN 
ZNRP 0 OooO IN 
OATA HIST CODE HH*ES*A4C SCALE 0.0034
 
M 4S1-S1C/G-11 ORB., TANlCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 511
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. IJEGREES
 
ar BOoL HAHPARAMETRIC VALUES
fl 0.000 BETA 0000 ORSINE - 3 ±00 REFERENCE ZNFORHATJ ON
 OREF ± 3000 SQNQ 9 

LftEr 1. 3 0 IN
 
o] 00 







DATA MIST CODE MM*EI*A*C SCALE C 0034 








EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 








.1I I009 -------- 4 ;1
I 4 

-St~ ~~~~-- -- 0 -* -S -2 - - -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, CEGREES
 
r..O& MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RtraR Ncs iNrOR.JATION 
I,6O EA D0 C.0(RBINCI-3-- - 3 tOO - SREF LRIF I aseo 511 IN IN 
0 I- 61 O.oRE; S Sl}d3.SSO INICRP 
RF 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0OOI4 
OATA aLIT CODE 14N*EI4A*C 
N491-SIC/G-11 ORa., TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCR (F3306NJ 08 AUG 71 PAGE 513 















~~~I 4- 444 8 10 x-t 1
xU 




<RE 1 155If 
-12 -10 -o - -4 -S 01 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 M 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOLI MACH PARAMETRIC VALUZSFN I12~ -0O 
ETA 0 000 CRSItIC - a5 u Zgr ± 3S0 off IN 
o0 91o/0n T LO.EF 3Ao in BRF 33 IN 
1 BB IRP 3.eS60 ino 1.400 YHRE 0 0000 IN 




DATA HIST CODE NM*EI*A*C
 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANKETi) INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 514
 

















7Z -. 105 
E.10E~ -LL.1~ .3-- --.±1-. L 
-l - a0 -4 2 a 0 a 2 4 G a1t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CYNSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUED REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$ 200 EETA 0 000 ORSINIC - 3 o SREr 1 3960 so IN 
LRiEF 1.3330 IN1.469 
tSOXNRP 3.0060 IN 
YHR& 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF a0diO IN 
SAE 00$DATA #41ST CODE HM*EI4A*C 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVWCE CF3300N) 08 AUG 71 RAGE 515
 
--- 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 



















z 0 -- ------- - - - ­o- - ­ :u:;:: 
- -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.:0B ALPHA 0.000 CHBINC - 31100 SREF 1.3960 *%.IN 
09 LREF I a3aa IN
 
aR5F 1 3310 IN 
V 00 X'RF 3 6860 1 M 
0 100 Y.RP G.~O IN 
ZHR F 0 ODOU IN 
DATA MIST CODE MMEI*A*C SAE O0 
M491-SIC/G-II ORB., TANKCTI] INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 516 






- - -r -.-- -
I 1'11 

























1. -­3G . 
Ld 
LLR 0,4O 1 
- ----~LE~- i-­
o1i 0 0D 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBQL. MACHl PARAMETRIC VAIJJE$ 
envtO ALP". 0 O0o OR&ZNC - 3.100 
0 
DATA 11167. CODE NN0E1*A*C 
M4SI.-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CFSSOOO) 08 AUG 
±0 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BRCF I.Seen SQ I 
LREF I 34 Inl 
E.06XH40 IN 
ZHRE 0 "or IN 
SAE 003 
71 PAGE 517 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION 
L I 







-it -±0 - 8 4 - 2 0 
SYMOOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S600 ALPHt 0.000 ORSINE - 3 100 
<REF 
o] ± 100 
DATA 81ST CODE NN*EI*A*C 





2 4 6 8 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF I 3950 SQ1.13 E IN 
0NP000 iN 
ZHp 0 0000 V 
SCALE 0 0034 





EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 




















u 000 ORINC - 3.1V 
- aFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 so 
-LREF -1.3330 IN 
IN 
1.960 XNEF I 860 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
2MRr . 0 Z - IN 
DATA MI$7. CODE NHEI*A*C 6CALE a 0OIZ 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB.. TANKCT1J INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF733000), 08 AUG 71 PAGE 519 











Ll- - - - -
tD 
'_L) f~ 1 :[:i­
-. 0 II 
-¢-o*t---::t:lE I--f 
F-I IC 0 
4_ 8 12I 
SIDE SLPANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
o REFERENCE INF-ORNATIOfl 0 600 ALrNA 0.000 ORIIINC - 3,'00 SYNSOL J4ACN PtRANEIR±C VALUES 1100	 SREF 1 3960 SQ P4 
BREF 1 5330 INo.REF 	 13330 IN 
YHR 0 0000 iN 
ZHRF 3 6860 IN 
1.10I 	 SD 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HI14T C0DE HtSItA*C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANISTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB (F33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 520 
2 





















00 ALHA 0 UDCOIC 3IL 
0 .4960 
.90XNRP 
DAA MIST. CODE NH*EI*A*C 


































I I I- - ---Li- I ILL
 
Z .o 












<- 4 -- 0 0 0 0 2 0
 
-12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2 a a a 4 6 a 10 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.600 ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1 3960 SB IN. 
. 9.0 LREF 1 3330 IN 
o INBRF I 3330 I OOO XMRP 8D
0- A too yHRF 0 Z10D 
ZHRP 0 003 IN 
DATA 41ST CODE H,*EI*A*C SCALE 0 0134
 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB,. IANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 522
 







I f I 
<E 1 --.05 
77R 1 
-T0 - aS 6 - A - 2 a a 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1-2110 ALPHA 0-000 Clialu - 3 100 
I 46D 
S.. 
DATA MIST CODE 110EI*A C 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON ovwcB (F33000] 
2A 
09 
±1 331 6 0 
000 18 
6 10 12 
RCIFERENCE INFOR ATION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1 3340 IN 
BREF 1 3330 :N 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
ZMR O 0!.o N 
SCALE 0 003-
AUG 71 PAGE 523 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION 



















3L ....-- -- - I 






























O VC F303 0 U 1 
±T 
PG 2 
SLI SCAL 00 
M .491-S LHA/G-GORBK i)INCR ET ONDO00 OVC 08EAU 716 PAG 524 






















-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 1* 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 200 ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1.3330




 a 686a 
 IN
 
YMRP 0 Vona IN
 
ZHRP a agai IN
 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST CODE NN*EI*A*C 

M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB.. TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVWCB Cr33000) 02 AUG 71 PAGE 525 






















-o.1% a 6 10 i.0I 2. 

1..00 a000 I 
Z -. 10 
-12l -to - e 6 -4 - 2 0 D 0 0 8 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYNDOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFoRNATZON 
0 600 ALP$A 0.000 ORUINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3060 50 IN 
DgDLR£r 1.330 SN 
sBo REF S 3830 ZN 
o 1.100 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHP 0 0O00 IN 
SCALE 0 003* 
VATA HIS CODE NH*EI*A*C 

























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYHOL HACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORVATION 
I go0 IFHA a 000 OROSNC - z aco SRZF I 3$00 SQ IN. 
LA~r t 130 JN 
1, 4090 Lltr 5 @8I0 ZN 
1.61 0E 1 30 IN 
Zme? 0.OhiVO IN 
DATA IST CODE 1r*tIzA*c SCALE a 004 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCT1J INCREMENT ON OVWCB CF3300oo 09 AUG 71 PAGE 527 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
_ r I -t1 
t t i l I t o l I __ 1 
u - -­14.1 ii 1 




L11 ACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
dETA 0 000OO SINC - 3 SVC 
DATA - :STCODE PtIICF 
M491-SIC/G-PAORB. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI 
OCTA 0 00 OOINC - 3100SREF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 $4 
LRLF 1 330 IN
BREF I aa IN 
xHMRP 4 686D IN 
Y11P a goa IN 
ZMRP a a " INSCALE a°4 
NG3300CC08 AUG 71 PAGE 528 
4 360 Q 
IN 
I 











- :i-c::-- - -: 
--- t .911I 
< BETA D.0 ORI--3106RF3. QI1 RE i-30 

>9.3MR .xx3 -85 [ In 




0MRF 0 4,0 IN
 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 29
M49I-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI G3390C) 























0 0 05 1.0 2.5 .0 2.5 s a 
Ld MACH NUMBER
IPARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA a ova ORBINC -3 100 
0003 
DA TA M IS T CODE M *E [#*F 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI (G3300C) 
3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ 
LREF 1 333U IN 
5REF I 3, 0 IN 
XMRF 3.6860 1 , 
YMRP O OD0 D N 
SCAL 
S A o 0 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 530 
5.0 
IN; 















0 0.$ 10 1.5 a.0 2.5 10 3 4.0 4.5 5a 
(Y
us 	 MACH NUMBERN 
PARAMETRIC VALUEb 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0*o00 ORIC - 3 i00 	 SREF ± 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
PREF 1 5330 IN 
XmR? 3.6860 IN 
IdRF 0,0000 IN 




M491--S1Z/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 CG3300C) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 531
 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
L- .45 




0 , z 15LIj 
















BETA 0.ooo ORINC -3 100 -REF 

SLREF 1 330 IN 
BRIEF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
YMRP o DOo a L 
CA0- 0 n.34DATA MIST. CODE 
- -EI-CF 
M491-SIC/G-II ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI (63300C) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 532 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
-4­



























BET 010.3_ lC - 0 RE .98 QI 
OAT HIFT COE HE 
N491S BETA1 aR.FIN CINCMN ON CVWBT S6300C086AUG 71 PAEN3 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
I t f I I I v! I I I ' ILI 
z - Z*- - - -



















120.0 0.5 1.0 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
uj MACH NUMBERN 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
5ETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 
DATA MIST. CODE HSEINCF 







SREF 1.3960 SQ 
LREF I 3330 IN 
BREF ± 3330 IN 
XHRP 3 6860 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 0000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
71 PAGE 534 
5.0 
IN 




















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2 0 05 3.0 
au MACH NUMBER 
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
aETA 0 000 ORSINC - 3 100 
DATA FIST CODE MtEI*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON CVWCBTI (G3300C) 
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
LREF 1 $330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRp 3.560 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 00co IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 535 
- - - - -



























Q.0 05 1.0 1.5 a 0 2. -0 35 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IN<ORM4ATION 
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 OO 	 SREF 1.3960 SQ in 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3530 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 tN 
YHRF 0 OUD IN 
ZNRP 0 00110 1IN 
SCALE 0034
 
DATA MIST CODE N*EI*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI (G3300D) 09 AUG 71 PAGE 536
 
















0 %0 0.6 1.0o 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 35 ,. 4. I .3 
uO MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




BREF 1 330( IN
 
XHRP 3 6860 IN
 
ZNRF 0. 000 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
PATA HIST CODE M*EI*CF 

M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 [G33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 537
 
EFFECT OF FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.050 




















oL - - -03 
-j
'f -. 035 
z 
.O40 )-.040 E # a 
0.0 0.5 10 1.5 20 2.5 5.0 35 4.0 45 5.0 
Lu MACH NUMBERN 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 DO0 ORSINC - 3 IOU SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
LREF 1 3330 INBREF 1 3330 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
YHRF 0 00Do IN 
ZHIP 0.loo0 IN 
DATA MIST CODE N*EI*CF SCALE 0 0034 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBTI (G3300O) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 538
 















. 0,5 2 .5 2.0 2 5 1.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 D 
ILMACH NUBER 
'ARAMMTIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORRAT30H 
ALPHA 0 Goo ORDINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3950 se IN. 
LREF 1 3530 IN 
BREF 1 3330 1 N 
XHRP
Y .RF 
3 68600.0000 ININ 
ZHRP a O00 IN 
DATA MIST CCOE N*EI*CF SCALE a0.o0 
M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCBT1 (G33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 539 
EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
I fl.1.2- I I I I f IIf I j
- - 1"T
 





























_I~ _O_. H I_ I _v1i::F Dona , 
RB, -l-0] PGE
H4I-ICG-I NFIINREEIllN VWB I 9AU 1 5 
O F )IN N G Ri 

IREF a 3306, IN 
EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION





-a . . 2 .0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 $.0 
LU ACH NUMBER' 









yHF . 200 IN
 




DATA N|ST CM£ H~t#ZCP AE 
M491-SIC/6-11 ORE.. FIN(FI)INCREMENTS ON OVWCBTI CG33OOG) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 941 


































o -0°.4 0.5 1.0 1.5 2 0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.3 50 
wu MACH NUMBER
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 3 IN330 

BREF 1 3340 IN
 
XMRF 3.6860 IN 
Y$RF ( 00BD IN 
ZNRP 0 ODDO IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*CF
 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FINCFI)INCREMENTS ON OVWCBTI (G3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 542
 













Iat IN I r3 
0 
1D 1 o 3)U$5 30 3.5 4.0 4.5 50 
WJ MACH NUMBER 
N FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IHFORNAflON 
XHP 3 0000 1" 
ZNRP U o00 IN 
dATA HJ3T. COdE 4*EX*C AL 0G3 
lL1SISC/G-1I c3RF., FIN(F1)INCREIIENTS ON OVWCBTI CG33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 543 
EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
T­
°_ I I__ 
tL + I~ I ~ IL) If II r 










Id 7E- :II~ I..LIIL I I _Z= 
'D 00 0.5 1 0 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.13 
I---MACH IUMPEP 
N PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aETA 0 c00 a 100IRF 1 3960 SQ INORBINC La 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF I .3330 IN, 
XNRP 3.6860 IN 
YNRp 0 .0U0 IN 
ZHR F 0 0000 IN 
SCALE P 0034 
DATA MIST. CODE N*EI*CF
 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FINCF1IINCREMENTS ON OVWCSTI (1333000-) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 544 
EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
44 






-L 4.5 _ 1_ 
LtLi 
U.1 
- -4K : 
z it 
LJ 
CK OS-- . 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.13 l.s 4.0 4.5 a 
LIJ MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUC4 RFRENCE INFORM4ATION 
0ET000 ORBZNC -3 ;no SF1EF 1 5940 SO IN4 
LREv ± 230 IN4 
8REF 33350 IN 
XI4RP 3 611611 IN 
y.4Rr 0 Bonn in4 
ZH~p 0 0000 2IN 
DATA MIST CODE N4EZ*CF CL 0O3
 
M48]-S2C/G3-I1 ORS., FINCEli1NCREMMENTS ON OVWCST1 (633006) OS AUG 71 PAGE 945 
EFFECT OF 45-DEGREE FINS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
- .2~I' 1 ? g~~-~- .---- ra 
























N PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0-J ORBINC - 3 10 S-EF 1.3960 S9 IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BR EF I 330 1I -
XMRP a 6860 IN
 
YMRP 0 DODO IN
 
Z-RP - a - IN-o--
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*CF SAC 003
 
M491-SlC/G-II ORB., FIN(FI]INCREMENTS ON OVWCBT1 (G3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 546
 















5.0o %.- " 0. - 1.- 1.5 2 0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 





BETA 0 0UD ORSINC - 3 100 	 SREF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LRE' ± 3330 iN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
YHRP a0.00 IN 
ZMRP 0 OLq' IN 
SCALE 0 o34DATA HIST CODE K fI*CF 

M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FINCFI)INCREMENTS ON OVWCBT1 CG3300G) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 547
 
EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
I I I I II IygI I I I f I 










a I Ij 
t-. 
tii---.L~ 40.051 01. - :F1. .u3f 5 . 4.5 
-1 ii j - B-
_tt Ei-F 1 IN'HI 1 
IHR 3 I N-6 IN5
0. L 5.
-
-PF : DOUG IN
 
ZMRF a DODO IN
 
SCALE a 003,
DATA HIOT. CODE N*EI*A cr 

M491-SIC/G-I1 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG3300L) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 548
 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
. - I I I I I- f I I I I I f f ­











4 - l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-U_ - - - -
BET a 00 :t: BE 96 oI 
-
1 I 
ii -, 0 B' - - inIZR 
- - -










0 LI3 I 680 
4.L 0 .03 
BETA 0ZS000£ ORINC - 3 0 SP ± OO Q 
M49-SC/-1 O C 0 7 5N
ICRMENOR.,FI O [330LI LAU PAGE0 

EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION 































0. 0.5 1.0 1.5 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA a 000 ORBINC - 3 ion 
DATA MIST. CODE M*EI*A*CF 
2.0 2.5 
MACH NUMBER 
30O 3.5 4.0 4 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 se 
LREF 1 3330 ILI 
BREF I .333 a IN 
XMRP 1 68 60 1N 
YARP . I... IN 
ZMRP a ocO .0 in 
SCALE a] 0034 
5.0 
IN 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G3300L) 0B AUG 71 PAGE 550 
---- --














Gin OS 4,0 20 23 &0 354.0 4.3 . 
w MAC- NUMBER 
N
 
PAIRANETR1C VALUrO R£EE 1NrORkATI0 
SrTA C O0 ORSXINC - 3 100 SREF i 3960 SQ IN 
LREr ± 3 3 IN 
CREr 4 3330 IN 
H P 0 OGOC ItS 
Z$NP 00Oa zN 
DATA 111S COOE 14E15A*CF SCALE 0 OO o 
N491-S2C/G-11 ORB,, FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB C03306L) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 551
 









.I MAC NUBE 
PA T VLE R N I 
i_ 
BR F I 3 N 
.... iy P_ 684 0 
--- ----I--F I II-i.­
-AAHS-OD- rn- -F. . . . . . .__ __3 
R. I _41SCG1INRMN ON OVC IG30] 08 PG 77 5 





F 1 PAGE 
IN 
5 
PARAHETRICI VAU1 .0FEEN0NF MTION 
DATA MIS COE O*I*AC - 5 SCAE 1.0364 @I 
-- 
---
EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION
 




















PRMTIC VALUES REEEC INOM7O
 
wMR -r _ 1 4 6 
I- .20 IN 
oR 
 T ± 133I0 
F 0 034DATA MIST OE *C ---
ifZ.0051. . 2025 . 0 4.5O 5. 
- - -- O B .F-- - - - - - - 5- -- - - - - - --5 - - - -
MSE-SCI- A F0N - GB3L) AUG 7E PAG 553OsoI0R. OINCMN NOWC 0 

EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION 













- - -- -
Lu 
-­






--- --­0-- .5 -.­0 1 5-­ 0 2.5- a -
"I MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC"VALUES 
BETA O.000 ORBIN¢ - a LOD} 
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*A*CF 
M491-SIC/G-1l ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG3300L) 
.5 4.0 4.5 . 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 SQ INL EF 1 3330 :N 
B:EF 1 .3330 INX-R- 3 6860 IN 
YNR. a 0000 IN 
LRF 0 3330 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 554 

























-Z.60.0 0.5 10 1.5 20 2 5 3 a 3.5 4.54.0 5.0 
Lu MACH NUMBERN 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0o0 C0 INC 3 00 ..REF 1 3960 SQ IN 
LR.F 1.3330 iN 
DR F 1.33303 IN 
XMRp 3 5N AN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 QDCO IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA MIST CODE H*EI*A*CF 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB tG33Q0L) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 555 
m 

























0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 CRBINC - 3 100 
DATA HIST CODE *AH*EI*A*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G3300M) 
3.5 4.0 4 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3960 S 
LREF 1 3530 IN 
SREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
YHRP 0 a00 IN 
ZHRLE 0. IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 55G 
5.0 
IN 
EFFECT OF FINS- TANKS OFF CONFIGURATION 
>­







-. 04 -- LRE 3 0 
N 
.iJ MACoNUBE ± 3 
LEd 
1F 
LUi MACH NUMBER 
NPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 Do CRSINC - 10 SOR F I 39ea SQ IN. 
LREFBREF 1 33301 33a ININ 
YNRFZHRP 0 qOnO0 00.. ININ 
UATA MIST CODE 4AN4EI*ASCF SCALE 0 0034 
M481-SIC/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCR (63300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 957 
- -





























00 0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 Z Z.5 40 45 5.0 
'w 	 MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 D0 OR8INC - 3.100 	 SREF 1 3960 SO IN 
LREF 13.330 IN 
SREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRP 3.6860 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE *AM*EI*A*CF SCALE 0.0034 











i-- - - - - - - - - ­
-1 
I­2 	 I 




ALPH -- - - - - - - -	 - -F --- - 390- -- s I 
CD 
I'--- - ­
-R 	 Y0 0 . I 
S. 0 0 15 2.0 2 5 3.0 35 40 4.5 5.0 
uJs 	 MACH NUMBER 
N PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - $00 	 SREF ± 5960 SO IN 
LREV ± 3330 IN 
OREF I 3350 IN 
XMRP 3 6860 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 0 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034DATA lIST CODE *AMEI*A*CF 
M431-S1C/G-11 ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G3300M) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 559
 









<"­ < -~i-[--­ - -
-. 4 






PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATON 
5ETA 0 000 ORSINC -- lo SN3EF 1 3960 se IN. 
LREF 1 3350 IN 
BREF 1:3330 in 
XNRF 
MRF 
3 .686.0 00, 1"IN 
UATA MIST CCO M*ZI*CF SCALE 0.0"4 
M491-SIC/G-PAORB. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI RG3300JC08 AUG 71 PAGE 56O 
EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION 
2 
3u.5 -I- -­ 1o' 5--.E~E.:r--
U-















O 00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 S.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALOCS 
BETA C OO O VINC 3 Zoe 
DATA HIST. CODE M*EI*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBT1 CG3300J) 
5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
RcrcRCNct INFORfATION 
SREF 1.39 0 S4 IN. 
LREF I "40 IN 
BREF I$.3$UO I " X4RF a 6000 IN
YR 0000 :N 
ZMRt 0 OOUC iN 
SCALE I.a 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 961 





















to -o '0 0.5 1 0 1,5 0 2.5 0 3.5 A.0 4.5 5.0 
Lk 	 MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 000 CORBINC -3.100 	 SREF 1 3960 SQ-IN. 
LREF- 1 3330 IN 




YMRP 0 0 Goo IN 
ZHRPF I.. ro IN SCALE 0034
 
DATA 'IST CODE M*~EI #CF
 
M491-SIC/G-1I ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWSTI (G3300J) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 562
 












wi MACH NUMBER 
NPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 ORSINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 !;a IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
B t.3330 IN 
XMRP 3 £.60 IN 
Ym8F 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.ObflO IN 
DATA MIST CODE H*EI*CF SAE 303 
M491-S1CiG-31 ORB.. EIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI (63300J1) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 563 
--
---
EFFECT OF FINS- CRADLE OFF CONFIGURATION
 
I I f I I 1 I IIII I f II_ f 







-- -- -F T---­n .- 5 
LIJ 
-) -- IF 
H.05 
< 
LLt LL± T . 
0 6. 0 as 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.1 
J MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BETA a 0o0 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BRET 1 330 I 
XHRP 3 6860 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMR' 0.0b00 IN 
SCALE 0 003 
DATA MIST. CODE A*EI*CF 
M491-SC/8-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBT1 (G3300J) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 564 
---























PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OETA 0 ORO3NC - 3 1RE39SO000 100 5I5 1N4. 
LREF ± 3330 IN 
OREF 1 3330 IN 
XI4RF 3 6860 124 
YHRPZN F 0.0000.  INI  
OATA 141ST COOE N*EZ*@CF SCALE 0.0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI C63300J) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 65
 
- - - - -




.1 -- - - I- .. 
I lilt 
.°- 0I I 





~ -Th ---- tI.rr ' iitI I If ,::i
-l 411 
-----------------P 1 I t ~ rI ~ I: I If z r -
f II 
It IT ii I 
-
. 06 
W It -iII I-I I- 1I~ 
j I't I fI jiI I l~-*~ --
IJIt 
J-­ --- I I tinI =~l Il 




-. 04 =_ WI.1w 









'; t .1 . ~. ~ 3l aJ5 4 a 4.5 5.0 
LLJ MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0013 OR51NC 3 :100 SREF 11 3960 se IN. 
LREF - t333 I N 




ZNRF 0 Oq0 IN
 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA HIST CODE H*EI*CF 

M491-SIC/G-1l ORB., FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI £G3300J) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 568
 
.If 
















0. . 1520 2.5 no0 
hi MACH NUMBER 
PARAMIETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 Ban ORSINC - 3.100 
DSCALE 
M431-S1C/G-11 ORE.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWRT1 CG3300J) 
3.5 4.0 .55.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1 3060 Se IN 
LREF ± 3330 IN 
SREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRP 3 6800a IN, 
YNRF 0 0000 lIN 
0 003 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 567 































.: 0.5 1 0 




PARA METRC VALU CS 
A PA 00 OR NC -
3 XO0 
DATA 141ST. COVE H*EI*CF
M491.-S1C/G-1 ORB..P FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBT1 (03300K) 
ALP A 0 Do ORIN 3 00SRAE 
5.5 4. 0 4 .5 
REFERENCE INFORATI ON 
SREF 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1330 IN 
BREE 1.330 3N 
" 
X NR- 3 86 
0 IN 
YNRP 0 O000 IN 
Z4R3 0 O 
O.5 I  
SAE 00308 AUG 71 PAGE 5G 
1 39003 I 
5.0 












I - CIA 
LLJ
 




PARAHETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 c00 ORSIIC I SREF S0- 1O 3960 IN. 
LREF 1 330 IN 
8 EF t :c IN 
ZHRF 3 .860 IN
YkRp a 000O IN 
ZMRP 0 V iZO IN 
$CALE 0 OD$4
DATA MIST CODE M*EI*CF 

M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBT1 CG3300[) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 569
 





























C.D -. 055 
2 




 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATIO 
ALPHA 0.000 ORSINC - 3.00 SREF 1.396Q Se IN. 
LREF I 3330 IN 
BREF I 3330 IN 
XNRP 3.6860 IN 
INRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0034
DATA MIST CODE N*EI*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVWBTI (G3300K) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 570
 












. 2.fl 2.5 39.54.0D . 
PAAETI VALUES ntErE9ZNCa INrORHATION 
SREV 1.Z960 $Q in 
ALPHA 0 000 ORBZNC -. 3.200 
X M R P 3 . 6 8sE IN 
YHRP 0 000 Z 
SCALE 0 0034
 
DATA KIST CODE s4zi#cr 
(GS300K) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 3571
M491-SIC/G-II ORB.. FIN INCREMENT ON OVW2T1 













-'o. 0.5 0 1 52 	 5 I0 5 4.0 4.5 5.00 
LLI 	 MACH NUMBER
N 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
BETA 0 000 CRBSNC - 3.100 	 SRE 1 3960 so IN 
LREr 1 33 0 TN 
BREF I 3350 ZN 
XMRP 3 660 IN 
YMRF a 0n0f IN 
ZHRP 0 oUO INSCALC 0 005. 
CODE H*Z*CCFDATA MIST 

M491-SlC/G-11 ORB.. TANKF(TL) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 572
 






- -­ 1 
C D 
r-- - - -
<4 
I2 
-_ -.- 11_ 
143 
-J 
42 1 MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
UETA 0.000 ORBINc - 3.100 SREF 1.3960 Se IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BR5F 1 3330 1$ 
XHRP 3 686u IN 
YIRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP I OU IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M4EI*CF .1AL. ... 0.4 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 573 
--



























PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 coo ORDINC - .100 SREF X 3 60 SQ IN 
LR r I 3no IN 
8Rrr 1.3"3l in 
XMHp 3.6060 IN 
YM RP 0 ao O IN
 
DATA MIST. CODIE M*EI*CF $XE OD3 
M491-SIC/G-II ORB.. TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 574
 












BETA 0 coo ORBZNC - a 200 
DATA M157 CODE H*EI*CF 
r481-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKETI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF C33300A) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF I.396o Be 
LREf ± 3330 IN 
OaRr I 3380 IN 
XHRP 3.6360 IN 
YMRP a 0000 IN 
R 0 0000 IN 
SCALE 0.003. 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 575 
I. 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
vI .- f I 	 II: tI --II 
II - 111 F I
-4i i i 










h"I°FFli 	 _ 
NHi 	 ACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNAT1ON 
BETA 0 0CC ORBINC - 3 100 	 SREF 1.3900 SQ IN 
LREF ± 3330 XN 
BREr 1.3330 IN 
XI4RP 3 6060 IN 
YHRP o 00CC IN 
ZMRI- O.O0Oo Pd 
DATA MIST. COD H*E!*CE 	 CL 003 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. TANKCT1) INCREMENT ON OVWC8F CG3SOOA) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 516
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
tG 
o - - -- - -- -
w . j: ---- --[- -
u .45 
o 
- -H I 
441 
LJjj 
m 20 171 
- I 
LZ ~r -A - - -LyI 1 4j1 : >-. -10 
< a 
s a1 T--- -­ --
LLL 
5 1.v ..1 5 2.0 2.5 30 35 4.0 4.5 5.0 
I 
w MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 SREF ± 3960 SQ IN 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
BREF 1.3430 IN 
XMHRP 3 6660 IN 
YHRP a I0Do I0 
ZHRP 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE N4EI*CF 3CALE 0 0034 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG3300A) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 577 



















I I - - -
i 
-- - - -













:0C[T INC a 200E0.0~~Y1R 0.3 0
C005 M4EI*CF 











































02..0" as 1.0 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
LEJ MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 3 100 
DATA HIST CODE05EI*CF 
M491-SIC/-T ORB., TANKTIJ INCREMENT ON OVWCBF (3300A 
3 s 
08 AUG 
A a A.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
SREF 1 3960 so+ZNLREr 1 530 IN 
BREF 1- 5330 INX1Rp $ 6860 IN 
YNRP a DOUG IN 
ZHRR 0 ODOU INSCALE 0 0054 
70 PAGE 579 
EFFECT OF TANKS- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
U 
.04 _ = 
0 
uI.­

















MIST. CODE N*EI*CF 






































 It6 II j-4~ I-tY __HIIRP:]: ZHRPT-
PtIti:IoIU 
1 0 INCLE
D&AHS OE H 

M4SI-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANKCT!) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG33006) O8 AUG 71 PAGE 581 




















r -. 025 
LLM
o -. 030 
Id 
(2 -. 0352 
S- OO 1.0 1 5 2 0 2.5 0.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
I-i MACH NUMBER 
N 
FAqAI4ETR!C IALUES REFERENCr INFORMATION 
ALP$A 0 000 ORSXNC -3 ±00 SREF ±.0960 SQ IN 
LR F 1 3330 1" 
BRF 1.3330 IN 
XMRP 3 6000 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
r4Rr 0 ObDO IN 
SCALE 0 003. 
DATA MIST. CODE N*EI*CF 
M491-SIC/G-!I ORB.. TANKETI) INCREMENT ON OVWCBF CG33002) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 582
 
-- - - - - - - -










Iii --­ y- ----- II
 
z 	 p-, I 
I-
- - - -L-- A_ ­
- -- I 4LI_ l L 
ZZ 
_n1 0.5 1.0 .5 Z.0 2.5 --. a 	 3.5 4.0 4 S 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARA MTR C VALUE $ 	 RE ERENCE F R AT O N
 
ALPHA a ao0 ORSINC - 3.100 	 SREF 1 3360 5Q.IN 
LREF 1 3330 N 
BREF 1 3350 IN 
XWRP 36a6a IN
 
0RP 0 0050 IN 
ZHRF 0000 IN 
ZCALE 1 .034DATA MIST. CODE *El*CF 

M491-51C/6-11 ORB., TANK(T1) INCREHENT ON OVWCBF (G3300B) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 583
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
f - t - I I? I I I f 
_ 
IJ_ 
_ .5- -- - -1 iii­
.4UItA.5 Ifc ITFIti 
LLp 
tlIt 




I I I 
- II-f 
---
I III-II I 
-




o) a.;, 0. 213 1.5 9.e 0 2.5 Z.0 3.5 4.0 4.Z 5 .0 
,,, MACH NUMBER 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALES 
a q ijO :BINC- 5 I 10 [ j - REFRENCE INFORMATION SREF e in. 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 1 , 
MRF 3 6860 IN 
"HRP 0 aO00O 1 
DATA MIST. CODE MM*El-AVCF ZMRFSCALE a0 DUCO0034 IN 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 584
 























0 -0oa 0 .5 1.0 1 5 2 0 2.5 4*'0 
LL MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA a goo0 ORSINC -3 100 
DATA MIST. CODE MIH EI :A*CF 
M49g1-sIC/G-11 ORB.. TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G3300N) 
3.5 4.0 4.5 o 
REVERENCE INPORMATION 
SREF 1.z9fi0 so IN. 
LREr 2 Z33 IN 
BREF * ,330 IN 
XMRF 56860, IN 
YMRP 0 DODO IN 
ZHRI- *Do 'a I 
AE 0 0 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 586 
- - -
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 













Tj -s j:1 I T 
0ET-2. ORE N -L O ELI RF 
z oil6 I=-N- -­0 .051.0 is 2.0 2.5 3.0 35 4.13 4.5 5.0
ofLii M-ACH NUMBER -i- I3± Ii _ t-
PARAMETRIC VAL.UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OSTA a 000 OR$INC -310SRCF 1 060 Sa.XN 
LREP 1 3330 IN 
ER9F 1 3330 iN 
XNRF 3 586'a 
"aRp 0 DOOD IN 
ZN#F 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE XN4EI*A*CF 
M491-SlC/G-11 ORB.. TANKCTI INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 585
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION 
.40 { 
0 
~ [it I- I 
L -. ±25 
w 
z 3 
U -. z5 
- - -
--­z 
130.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4.5 5.0 
LlJ MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE fINFORMAT3ON 
BETA 0 co 0QBINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
LREF 1 3340 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRF 3 6860 I 
YHRP 0.00 IN 
OATA 1111 CODE NH4EI4A*CF SCALE 0 0036 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 587 



















-. 5 2.0 15 2.0 2.5 Z.0 35 4.0 4.5 5. 
(L rrMACHNUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






BREF 1 . 330 IN 
XHR- S 686- IN 
YRP -'. 00l 0 IN 
ZFRF_ 0 .0_ 
DATA MIST CODE HHE A*CF E a 
M491-SIC/G-ll ORB., TANK(TI] INCREMENT ON OVWCB (6G3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 588 
- -










.-- - ---Lj 
-1 
<--= 
0. 0.5 1.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
W 	 MACH NUMBER 
N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
VETA a Go ORSINC - 3.100 	 SREF 1.3960 So IN. 
LREF S.3lso ZN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XMRP 1 6800 IN 
YHRF a o0'an IN 
ZMRP 0 0000 ZN 
SCALE 0 00 #
DATA MIST CODE MH EIA*CF 
H491-SIC/G-11 ORB., TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 589
 
- -





































01 a5 1 a 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 s.0 
"-; MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a GOD OASINC a 100 BRIEF 1.39GO SQ.IN. 
LREF 1 333a IN
BRE: I 333n IN 
xM"P " 60 1N
RP -- I---O IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
DATA HIST CODE HH*EI*A*CF
 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. TANK(TI] INCREMENT ON OVWCB [G3300N) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 590
 
EFFECT OF TANKS- FINS OFF CONFIGURATIC 
Z 0.0 









BET 0.Z00 O-IN 
IfE 






u~~XR aIN . 25054. 
N 'ARAMY 
EZT 000 OBIC 
CATA MIST CODE NN*EI4A*CF 




08 AUG 71 
3. 68.0 . 




































FAPAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 3.10O SREF 3960 5Q." 
LREF $ 3330 1N 
BEEF 1 4330 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
YARP 0 .000 IN 
ZHRF O.OtOo IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
NH*EI*A*CFCODEDATA MIST 
M491-SIC/6-l1 ORB., TANKCT) INCREMENT ON OVWCB CG33000) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 592
 
.24 












'D~ 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
w MACH NUMBER N 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0 000 ORSImC - 3.10a 
DATA NZ$1 CODE IT*0ZUANcr 
M481-S1C/G-11 CR8.. TANKCTI) INCREMENT ON UVWCB tG33000) 
3.5 4.0 4.5 
REVRENCE INFORMATIO 
SREP 1 3960 30 
LREF 1.3330 IN 
SREF 1.:350 1N 
XNRF 3 6860 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZRP a.OC0 IN 
SCALE 0 0034 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 583 
5.0 
IN. 




























ED -. 035en 
-. 05L I 
Xo05 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
IIJ MACH NUMBER
N IN ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0 000 ORBINC - 3 oo SREF 3960 SI IN. 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
IN3 0000 
YHRP a 000 ZN 
ZHR 0 0003 IN 
XNRP 
SCALE 1 0034 
DATA MIST. CODE H4EI*A*CF 
M491-SC/G-11 ORB., TANKCT1J INCREMENT ON OVWCB (G330003 08 AUG 71 PAGE 594
 























0 0 oo OR INC -3 100 SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
LREF 1.3330 IN





TMRP a UaUU IN
 
ZMRP a .0000 1DA TA M IS T COVE H" E I *A *
C F 

S A E 0 0 3
 
M491-SlC/G-11 ORB.. TANK(TI) INCREMENT ON OVWCB IG33000) 
 08 AUG 71 PALE 595
 




I Fi I 
I 
----- If i 
u 
-'------ --------- I ------
LL .4 <P±7R -t6 INtI
 
_~~ZR 
_ _ _ 
-II 











-I-I- I i0 -- __0 
_rri : 1 :z6 I1 :i 
BETA-S0 OG-D 38WTI 000 A 71 59INORBDEINCREET- 630E RG 3AG0 

- - - -


















- 00 0.5 1 a 1.5 2.0 2.5 50 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
, 	 MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
BETA 0.000 ORSINC - t oo 	 SREF A 3961 SQ IN 
LREF *.35Z0 IN 
BREF 1 4350 IN 
XNRP 3 6860 IN 
TMRP 0 0co IN 
ZHRP 01O1O IN
 
SCALE 13 0034 
DATA MIST COOE N4EI*A*CF
 
1491-S1C/G-I1 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTiF CG3300E) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 537
 




















-" 0.5 1,O 1.5 2 .0 2.5 .5.0 
u" MACH NUMBER 
PARAME{TRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 000O ORBINC - 3 100 
DATA MIST CODE H:*El-A*CF 
M491-SIC/G-II ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF [G3300E) 
3.5 4.0 4.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 sa 
LREF 135330 IN 
IMRF 3.6860 IN 
S A.LE 0 U03. 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 598 
5 e 
IN 









40 --- - - -
z 
L" --­ 0 
.50 
Lii MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 000 ORRINC - .100 SREF 
LREF 
I asso 
t 3330 se IN In 






SCALE 0 0034 I 
DATA MIST CODE M#EI*AVCF SAE 003 
M491-S1C/C-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMIENTS ON OVWBTIF EG3300E) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 599 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURATION 
0 .3' 
- -







a 5 1 a 1 5 a.0 2 5 ;;.a 
~MACH NUMBER 
ARAM5TRC VALU--
-TA0 vas ORINC - i.0f 
DATA MIST CODE HOEIA*CF 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORR., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF CG330CE) 
$s 4.0 4.5 Z.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 5Q IN. 
LREF B 3330 IN 
8REF 1 Z337 1 
XMRP 3 b6v 1. 
YMRF a 0000 INZMRr a Vt3a IN 
SCALE G 0031 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 600 
-------









o< - - - - - - - F7 - -- -- - - -- - - ­
+---------





PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRM TION 
BETA 0.000 ORBINC -- 100 SREr 1 3560 se IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 335, IN 
YR0 00000 -n 
Z,Rp 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE N-EI*A*CF AL 0 4 
M491-SIC/G-11 ORD., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWSTIF C63300E] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 601
 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
0 - . -
Cd .14 
-­
t I t 
i 4-tI-
It II I I0 _1-
ED .08 1 -f ~ I.~ I I I 1Lii III:1 -I 











-) I I I - f i l fit- I-I 
1 
I I I1--6 [; I I I I - ji-. :I I- t it-:Li.H 
-C -- - ­





PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 02 
BET 000o OROINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3900 SQ 1. 
LR E 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3"3o IN 
XHRF 60050 IN 
YI4RP 0.0*00 IN 
ZHRF 0 DOW IN 
SAE 003DATA MIST CODE I4ASIAA*CF 
M491-S1C/G-11 ORB.. ZRADLE INCREMENTS ON OYWETIF tG3300E) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 802
 



























I ° .0510.52.0 .5 3*0 
Ld MACH NUt'IGR 
PARANETRIC VALUES 
BEAQO9 OB -3log 
DATA HIST COVE N*EZ*A*CF 
491-SIC/G-1T OR.! CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWRT1F (G2300E) 
354°4° 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF S $960 00.114 
LREr i.°330 IN 
OREF 1 3-30 LI 
XRP f .686f IN 
0HRF 0o 0000 ZN 
08 AUG 71 PAGE O3 
0 






I -. U: 
tn --­-. I II 




-" .o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 3 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUFS 
ALPHA 0 000 ORsINC - n00 
DATA HIST. C E M*6E1A*CF 
N491-SIC/G-1I ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF CG3300F) 
-­4 
3. . .5 
RPFLRENCE INFORRATIO 
SRZF 1.31sC SQ 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
REIF 1.3330 iN 
XHRP 3 6860 IN 
YHRF 0 oo IN 
ZmkP a n00 IN 
SCALE O.13R4 




EFFECT OF CRADLE- BASIC CONFIGURA ION 
V 11- 11V 
Lu '14 
zz-







-:- ­ - -- - -- -- - - - -
-. 02 















DATA IST CODE 1.5I*.3F 
M4AA-SIC/G-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF CG3300F 
REP 
33ALE 
08 AUG 71 



































(I -. 040 
< 





PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA a on ORBINC -3 100 SREF 1 3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1* 30 I N 
BREF 1 '33, 1 , 
XMRP 3 686, 1IN 
YHRP a000 Z 
ZHR"C 0 0 IN 
SCALE a°.",4DATA MIST. CODE M*EI*A*CF 
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- - - --
__ 





-FNI I~ I 




b- ---- IhiItFf-'_ n00 INCALPHA fl -'-F :±90I 
t.
oREI 33l IN MACH NUMBER
_IN .. j3j:{: ... 
N REFERENCE INFCRNATION 
PARAMETRIC VALUES ±S3SSO SO IN 





0 Quo Ij  
OROZIJC - S 100 

LREF I 530 IN 
DREF i 3330 It 






DATA MIST COD It*EI*A*CF 

08 AUG 71 PAGE 607
M491-SIC/G-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTIF CG3300F) 

13 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
-- - - I I v-J I I I I111I - IfI I 
I I If I IF~ I I I -I 









[-i if . 
< 
0 fLiL fill I~wtI ~ -------
2 -i5Bnc-1j~-w 

I ~ f L I I' L nr I I:hCIi -_ 
-j -dHi[- L-1::- - LL. t 
W 14~:-1- itj~ j-. 1tIhiiT+ 1 4  
[-
C Z aIIL .0a' j40F.5 57 
:wr-tRmrrm t tPAAETI VAUE I~ INFORMATiION 
jilili I 1 IN 
0.5~~~~X~1.50 1. ­20----------- . 
LRF a "1330 IN 
zMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST CODE NN*EI*A*CF S&E 003
 
?-41-S1C/G-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OV'48T1 (63300-) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 608 





ci~ I ~ ~ I41ILI 
I--K 
Z7 
0 0.I'D0 L. . 
0- 1 --­
d 





DATA HZ1 CODE NEI*A*Cr 






































2 0.6 08BE MAC 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
U.UUQ OVIN " - 5 100 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.4960 SQ ,IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
8:EF 1 3330 IN 
XNRP 3 686a IN 
ZMRP 0 DO0"S 
DATA MIST COD{E MM <Er*A:CF AL o0[4 
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0.5 1 a1.5 2a 2.5a.i' .45 
w MACH NUMBER 
PARANITRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORfATION
 
gEIA 0 Oo ON3C - 3 100 SREF 1 3560 SQ IN. 
LREr t .330 To 
OPEr 2 3Z330 IN 
X"RN 3 6460 in 
YIIRP 0 12E00 IN 
ZNRP 0 4ocuo IN 
DATA N187, CODE *$HN*9*A*C9 
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25:zzL:i-[ If ' 1 
























2 5 a 
VALUES 
L.ORBINC - 3.100 
OREINACF 
0 2 5 
MACH NUMBER 
3 0 3 5 4.0 4.5 5.0, 
REFERENCE 1.4FORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 SG IN 
LREF I1 3j IN 
BREF 1.o3530 I N 
xMRP 3 6860 IN 
- F a 000 IN 
CAE 0 SQ I 
491-SIC/G-11 ORB., CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTI CG3300H) 08 AUG 7! PAGE 612
 
EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
.50 C3 j I V 
to S-4 
(--­

















-,5.0 0.5 . 1. z5 Z.0 .5 3.13 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
wL MACH NUMBER 
N~ PARAMETRIC VALUES R FERENCE INFOMMATION 
BETA a aou ORSINC 3 too SREF 1 3960 $Q.IN
LREF . 3330 -N 
BR.- 1-3330 in 
YHmp 3 6060 IN 
YMRF a ""aO IN 
DATA MIST CODE MM*EI*A*CF SAE 0~3 
M491-SICi-11 ORB.. CRADLE INCREMENTS ON OVWBTI G3300H] 0B AUG 71 PAGE 613
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EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 






to Q I IT ~ I 
o 0 8 .- f I 




-- I I I1- I I'' 
-.s-I lilt: II I_Ij~IiJ: : 







BT co INC Z.20-4F I3:6asoI
 0- 0.3 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 30 55 4.0 45 5.0333

------------. 
1,t _ IN 
Nd MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
I~YR 0 goozj} ITI a'i,LAf
 
O ZNDATA M I O ORBINC - 3 0*C SREF 0 3960 SO LRE OB, OA NN 
BREF 1 3330 IN 
XNR? S 6660 IN
 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNALP 0 003 I 
OATA 11151 CODE MN*EI*A4CF SAE 003 
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Ej % IttO I. 1.5 1 1. 30 ~ t4 . .
 
: w: 
Ld MACH NUMBER 
1J-

PARAMETRIC VALUES REERENCE 'INFORMATION 
BETA o.aoo O!~8INC - 5 100 SREF 1 960 so IN 
LREF 1 3-.0BREF I 3,A' IN 
XMRP 3 S60 1IN 
YNRF 0 0000 INI 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA HIST CODE NM*EI4A*CF SCALE 0 00I34 
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C -. 02 
I­
z 
Z -. 05 
-1 
o -. - -
LI_ 
-. 17z -. 09 
LdI 
0 
0. 5 t-.0 1.S 2 0 2.5 a.0 3.5 4.0 4.S 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ALPHA 0 Do ORBINC - 3.100 SREF 1 3960 Se IN 
LREF ± 3330 IN 
EREF 1 3330 IN 
XHRP 3.6860 IN 
YMRF 0 O0D IN 
ZMRF 0 000. IN
 
SCALE 0 00134
 DATA MIST CODE HP*4EI*AACF 
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M4L-SC/-1 ORB.ARALE VOR . OCRALEINCREET NCEES T ONRVEFERENCJ08AGON OVWB0 CG3001 0896 AUG 171 AEPAE 617RATO1 










































3.0 35 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.3960 SQ.IN 
LREF 1 3330 IN 
BREF 1 3330 1N 
X$RF 3 6860 iN 
YHRP 0 000 IN 
ZNRP 0 0go0. IN 
SCALE 0 003, 
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EFFECT OF CRADLE- FINS OFF CONFIGURATION
 
-a: -i-- -- I 






- -3 U I 
y BREF Ian N 









0.000 OROXNC - Z 100 
-----
NUMBER 0.,u in3:T 
SCL O, 
REFERENCE SNFORNAYI4?. 
S tEF 5.30CC SQ Sn. 
OREF 
Xh4RP 




YflRt 0.0000 $) 
SuRe 0 0000 IN 
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